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Abstract
Three topics related to electron beam melting and evaporation are considered with
particular attention to the region near the melt interface with the vacuum. The first
is fluid flow, heat transfer and skull shape in a melting/refining hearth, addressed
by means of a finite element calculation. These results are useful for calculation of
the beam energy distribution which minimizes inclusion content in the final product.
The second topic is the kinetics of evaporation from a periodically heated surface.
Experimental measurements of the evaporation rate of pure titanium and differential
evaporation of a titanium-aluminum-vanadium alloy melt are used in conjunction
with a model of surface layer heat transfer to show that the scan frequency of the
beam can have a significant effect on the evaporation rate of metal and volatile alloying
elements, and thus on final product composition. The third deals with focusing of the
plume of evaporating material and deflection of atoms back into the molten hearth,
addressed by a Monte-Carlo model of interactions in the vapor phase. These results
can be used to design a source for desired evaporation rate and film growth rate
uniformity.
Thesis Supervisor: Uday B. Pal
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
Electron beam cold hearth melting (shown schematically in figure 1-1) is a scrap
consolidation and refining process which has several important properties that allow
production of reactive and refractory metals in a very clean environment. It was
recognized early on by Prof. Julian Szekely that the capability of rapid manipulation
of the beam over a programmable pattern has not been fully exploited by furnace
operators.
High temperature in the vicinity of the beam impingement on the melt leads to
both fast evaporation and also a steep temperature gradient along the melt surface,
the latter of which induces a surface tension gradient and, in turn, a shear stress
along the surface. These two phenomena can give rise to some degree of control over
evaporation rate and fluid flow which are fundamental to the two principal problems
in this process of composition variation and inclusion transport.
Electron beams are also used in evaporative coating processes (figure 1-2) to
quickly grow thin films with such properties as abrasion resistance, thermal insu-
lation, or various electrical properties. Melting and evaporative coating share the
Figure 1-1:
Electron Guns
250 kW 60 kW
Screw ""
Feeder *
Hearth Mold
Hearth interior: 76x30x8 cm
Mold inner diameter: 15 cm Ingot
Electron beam melting facility at Sandia National Laboratories.
impingement of an electron beam on the surface of a liquid, with consequently sim-
ilar heat transfer and fluid flow characteristics, and so methodologies developed in
this work for electron beam melting are applicable to evaporative coating processes
as well.
Evaporation, however, has the additional property that collisions between evap-
orant atoms (or molecules) just above the melt can have a dramatic effect on the
resulting vapor flux distribution. The importance of this distribution to the pro-
cess goal of desired film growth rate distribution across the substrate has led to its
consideration here.
The subject of the research presented herein is, therefore, the study of beam-melt
interactions to make use of them in novel ways in order to promote the respective
goals of the two processes.
Linear
Electron
Gun
Substrate
Cru
Figure 1-2: Electron beam evaporation coater schematic diagram.
1.2 Electron Beam Melting
In recent years, electron beam melting has become the primary means of production
of commercially pure (c.p.) titanium, because it is capable of melting loose scrap and
sponge, removing inclusions and volatile impurities, and casting rectangular slabs.
Furnaces across the United States have a combined capacity of nearly 30 million
pounds of c.p. and alloy titanium per year, with roughly 12 million pounds of that
coming from a single furnace at Titanium Hearth Technologies (THT) [60]. Within
the next year, an additional 12 million lb./yr. furnace will come on line at THT,
as well as a new furnace at Oremet Titanium with approximately 20 million lb./yr.
capacity [2].
The process is used as well for making high-purity titanium for sputtering targets
used in microelectronics fabrication, and for purifying other reactive metals like ura-
nium [3, 29] and high-melting metals like niobium and tantalum [22, 40]. A number
of Japanese groups are also working on electron beam refining of silicon for solar cell
applications [24, 40, 54]. This is therefore a process with high production volume and
growing importance to a number of fields.
1.2.1 Process operation
An EB melting furnace consists of electron guns and a water-cooled copper hearth
and mold in a vacuum chamber, as shown in figure 1-1. Solid metal enters the hearth
either as loose scrap charged directly into the hearth, or as bar stock continuously fed
vertically or horizontally and drip-melted into the hearth by the electron beam(s).
Once molten, metal flows through the hearth where it is contained by a skull of its
own kind which is frozen against the water-cooled copper and protects the melt from
contamination. While in the hearth, exposure to vacuum (typically 0.1-10 Pa) results
in vaporization of volatile impurities, and the melt flow conditions in the hearth lead
to a long residence time, which promotes flotation and dissolution of inclusions [37].
Molten metal next enters the mold for semi-continuous casting. Mold geometries
typically used can create cylindrical ingots (pictured here), rectangular slabs, and
even hollow cylinders [12]. Because of the slow casting rate, surface defects such
as laps and cold shuts form very often, so that ingot surfaces must be subsequently
machined at considerable cost.
1.2.2 Competing processes
The two other remelting processes for reactive and refractory metals are vacuum
arc remelting (VAR, figure 1-3) and plasma arc melting (PAM, figure 1-4). In the
VAR process, an arc struck between the electrode and ingot melts the electrode and
builds up an ingot within a water-cooled copper crucible. VAR furnaces are much
simpler in design than their electron beam or plasma counterparts, with consequently
lower capital cost, and use considerably less energy per pound of product than the
cold hearth processes. However, the requirement of a consolidated electrode means
that scrap can not be charged directly into this process, but must first be pressed or
welded together, which is very costly for reactive and refractory metals. In addition,
this process does not remove inclusions effectively, so that until the widespread use
of electron beam and plasma arc melting, titanium produced for aircraft applications
had to be vacuum arc remelted three times in order to ensure sufficient inclusion
removal [33].
The PAM process, on the other hand, is similar to electron beam melting in its
use of a water-cooled copper hearth, to which scrap may be charged directly and in
which inclusions can be removed from the melt by flotation and dissolution. The
multiple-hearth design is made necessary by vigorous stirring induced by the plasma
torches, whereas the more quiescent melt pool in an electron beam melting hearth
behaves more like a plug flow reactor so that similar inclusion removal performance
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Figure 1-3: Vacuum arc remelting schematic diagram.
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earth
Figure 1-4: Plasma arc furnace arrangement at Teledyne Allvac [33].
can be obtained from a single hearth. The primary advantage of PAM over elec-
tron beam is high chamber pressure (typically 0.1-1.0 atm), which increases yield
of the base metal and, more importantly, preserves melt chemistry, although it also
inhibits volatile impurity evaporation. Composition stability in the PAM process is
particularly important in alloys, as most of them contain volatile elements (such as
aluminum in titanium) which must be charged at high levels into an electron beam
furnace in order to produce metal at the desired composition. Composition variation
in EB melting necessitates subsequent homogenization, typically in VAR, which adds
to the cost of the final product.
It is the goal of this research project to build on the strength of electron beam
melting in inclusion removal, while reducing its disadvantage in volatile alloy element
evaporation, and thus improve the quality of metal produced and reduce or eliminate
the necessity for subsequent processing.
1.3 Electron Beam Evaporation
Electron beam evaporation is used to form coatings of a wide variety of materials, from
metals to ceramics to semiconductors, with many different applications. Metal lines
in microelectronic devices are most often produced either by sputtering or electron
beam evaporation [64]; ceramic thermal barrier coatings are evaporated onto turbine
blades [18]; various protective coatings are evaporated onto steel strip [4]; and a new
class of titanium-matrix composites is being made by evaporating titanium alloys
onto fibers and subsequently consolidating them into a dense composite with high
fiber volume fraction [52, 53].
1.3.1 Process operation
An electron beam evaporation unit, as pictured in figure 1-2, is similar to electron
beam melting in its use of electron guns in a vacuum chamber, and containment
of the molten material in a water-cooled copper crucible. In this case, material is
continuously fed upward into the crucible, where it is melted and evaporated. The
metal or ceramic vapor rises through the chamber to form a coating on the chamber
surfaces, including the substrate.
Coating objectives of different coating applications vary, and their deposition sys-
tem designs vary accordingly. Substrates take on a wide variety of geometries, from
semiconductor wafers for microelectronic devices, to turbine blades for heat- and
damage-resistant coatings, to fibers coated for later consolidation into metal-matrix
composite parts. In low-power systems, a 2700 gun is often used in order to minimize
damage to the gun from ion bombardment. (Both linear and 270' guns are pictured
in figure 1-2; in practice, only one or the other is used).
For different applications, the desired coating thickness distribution varies as well.
In many cases, a uniform thickness distribution is desired; in others where yield is
more important, such as metal-matrix composites, a narrow plume is desired. This
area of the research project is therefore devoted to analysis of the vapor flux dis-
tribution as a function of source temperature distribution, in order to design beam
patterns which give rise to desired coating thickness distributions.
1.4 Methodology
In order to improve a process, it is necessary to understand it. By understanding here,
what is meant is the formation of a picture of the process, called a model, by which
one can describe the system's behavior and which allows one to predict the response
of a system to a change in parameters. With such a model, one may understand
the mechanisms by which process parameters and conditions lead to a given output,
instead of merely treating the system as a "black box" whose inner workings are a
mystery. Armed with such understanding, one can design and optimize a process
much more efficiently than can be done using empirical methods alone.
The primary tool used in this work is mathematical modeling, which is the cal-
culation of the inner dynamics of a system by means of symbolic manipulation and
computation. In order to construct a mathematical model which accurately represents
a system, one must perform corroborating experiments as well, for the phenomena
with significant influence on the process are not always well understood from the
outset. Experiments are used here in that capacity, and also to estimate parameters
required for mathematical modeling, in this case the activity coefficients of alloying
elements in titanium which are determined as described in section 3.4.2, page 61.
The primary tools of mathematical modeling used here are the finite element
method, used to solve partial differential equations with complex boundary condi-
tions, and the direct simulation Monte Carlo method, used to model rarefied gas
dynamics.
1.5 Content
This thesis is composed of three sections. The first, which deals with inclusion dis-
solution and flotation behavior in the melting/refining hearth, includes on a finite
element model of heat transfer, fluid flow and melt interface shape in the hearth.
Such models are reported elsewhere in the literature [1, 6, 7], but other models to
date have not been able to explain the extent of mixing in the hearth which is ob-
served in this study and several others, which represents one of the critical aspects of
this section.
The second section covers experiments and a model to describe evaporation kinet-
ics in a periodically-heated surface. It is shown there that beam scan frequency has
a significant effect on evaporation rate from a molten pool, which may be used for
control of composition in electron beam melting, and in conjunction with power for
somewhat independent control of evaporation rate and source temperature in elec-
tron beam evaporation. It is also shown that the experimentally-observed change in
composition agrees with a perfect mixing model of the hearth.
In an expansion of this section, models are provided describing melt flow and heat
transfer dynamics in the immediate vicinity of a slowly-moving beam, and describing
the formation of a depression in the melt surface due to intense local heating. These
models provide understanding of phenomena associated with low beam scan velocities,
which can help one to intelligently design scan patterns for efficient electron beam
evaporation.
The third section presents a model of rarefied gas dynamics in electron beam
evaporation, and an evaluation of source geometry designs for exercising some control
over coating thickness distribution on substrates. This set of models shows that vapor
interactions immediately above the melt can have a tremendous effect on the vapor
flux distribution, and also on the recondensation of evaporated atoms back into the
melt due to collisions in the vapor phase. This recondensation is discussed as a
possible source of error in the evaporation rate calculations of the previous section.
Chapter 2
Inclusion Transport in the
Melting Hearth
"Take away the dross from the silver, and there shall come forth a vessel
for the finer." (Proverbs 25:4)
2.1 Motivation
The very high reactivity of molten titanium leads to an uncommon dilemma with
regard to inclusions: it can easily dissolve small inclusions of nearly any composition,
but large inclusions cannot be filtered, for the melt would dissolve the filter. These
large inclusions therefore represent a threat to the mechanical properties of anything
made from the metal, to the extent that three vacuum arc remelt steps are required
to eliminate a satisfactory fraction of them to qualify the material for use in aircraft
engines [33].
The recent increased use of hearth melting processes goes a long way toward
solving this problem, as the cold hearth traps high-density and hard-ao inclusions
which would otherwise sink to the bottom of the molten pool in vacuum arc remelting.
For this reason, studies like this one are being conducted to characterize the inclusion
removal performance of hearth melt furnaces and make improvements where possible.
For a given inclusion, three random variables can be said to govern its probability
of survival: its size, density' and residence time in the hearth. Size correlates with
dissolution time; size and density determine buoyancy force and drag which in turn
give terminal rising/falling velocity; and if residence time is greater than either the
dissolution or flotation time then the inclusion will not enter the final product.
In the experimental section, data are presented on dissolution rates of pure TiN
and nitrided sponge which can be used to calculate inclusion dissolution time. In the
next section, terminal floating/sinking velocity are calculated as a function of size and
density based on well-established drag correlations for spheres. Based on this analysis,
it is concluded that only a very small fraction of inclusions can be considered "neutral
density" such that they will not float or sink while passing through the hearth.
Because of the importance of inclusion-free titanium to aircraft engines, much of
the work on inclusion behavior has been done by engine manufacturers, such as Tilly,
Menzies, Shamblen and their collaborators at General Electric [33, 58]. Results from
a very recent titanium nitride dissolution experiment by the General Electric group
and A. Mitchell can be seen in figure 2-1. Bellot et al. [8] and Powell et al. [44]
have also discussed how to model inclusion transport, and much of that insight is
incorporated here.
The next section is a discussion of the use of rapid scanning capabilities of electron
beams to control surface temperature and Marangoni surface tension gradients, which
allows for some degree of flow field control to prevent inclusions from leaving the
hearth.
In the last section, a model is presented which predicts fluid velocity and thermal
fields as well as skull shape for the Sandia hearth design. Several other investigators
1Density of nitride inclusions varies due to variable porosity and extent of nitriding of sponge
particles [33].
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Figure 2-1: Dissolution rate of titanium nitride in various alloys of titanium [58].
have constructed this type of model of an electron beam process, such as McLelland
et al. and Westerberg et al. [30, 63], who have studied molten metal flow behavior in
electron beam evaporation, and Shyy et al. who studied flow behavior in continuous
casting with an electron beam [51]. Some of their methodology and insights are
incorporated into this work. In more directly-related studies, a group most recently
led by J-P. Bellot has been working on models of the electron beam melting hearth for
several years [1, 6, 7]. Their models have predicted laminar plug flow in the melting
hearth, and have been used to model the behavior of inclusions and alloying elements
in the hearth.
The purpose of this modeling effort is to look into the causes of mixing in the
hearth, for which there has been much experimental evidence. Evidence of a well-
mixed hearth has been presented by the author [41, 42, 43] (see also section 3.5.1,
page 67) and corroborated by Isawa et al. [57] and the General Electric researchers
mentioned above [58], the latter of whose results can be seen in figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-2: Residence time distribution measured by a coper doping experiment in
the hearth of the THT "Maximelt" furnace [58].
2.2 TiN Dissolution Rate
2.2.1 Experimental procedure
Dissolution rates of pure dense titanium nitride and Timet nitrided sponge (15 wt%
nitrogen) in molten titanium were measured in the Sandia National Laboratories
electron beam melting furnace. Rods of each material a" (0.95 cm) long and 1" (0.32
cm) in diameter were fabricated, inserted into holes drilled 1" (1.27 cm) deep into the
c.p. titanium hearth, and covered with a 1" (0.32 cm) plug of titanium, as shown in
figure 2-3a. These holes were arranged in the hearth as shown in figure 2-3b.
The furnace's 250 kW electron gun was then used to melt a small pool of titanium
around each nitride rod. Spot diameter was approximately one inch (2.54 cm) and
the gun was run at a power of 35 kW. The beam was switched between a small
molten pool, where it spent 4.2% of its time, and a larger pool visible at the left side
of the hearth in figure 2-3b, so that only 1.5 kW of power was directed at the pool.
Switching frequency between the two molten pools was 21 Hz. Metal over the rods
was kept molten for 5 to 60 minutes.
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Figure 2-3: (a) Schematic diagram showing nitride rod placement in the titanium
hearth; (b) Hearth top view showing location of molten pools after an experiment;
(c) TiN rod after 10 minutes in the melt; (d) Nitrided sponge rod after 2 minutes in
the melt.
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Figure 2-4: Titanium nitride dissolution rate.
Blocks of metal containing the nitride rods were cut from the hearth and sectioned
in order to measure the length of undissolved rods. Two such sections can be seen in
figures 2-3c and 2-3d, which show a pure nitride rod and a nitrided sponge rod. The
difference between initial length and final length is shown as a function of dissolution
time in figure 2-4 for both types of nitride rods.
Examinations of the Ti/particle cross-sections after melting showed that the pool
depths, as depicted in figure 2-3a, increased with exposure time. This was caused by
a gradual increase in the solid hearth temperature below the pool. The pool depths
never extended below 1.27 cm, since in all cases the bottom of the particle remained
fixed in its original location.
2.2.2 Results
The dissolution time and dissolved length for pure nitride exhibit a linear relationship
with a dissolution rate of approximately 6.25 x 10-3 .16 ). Nitrided sponge
dissolution data do not show such a clear correlation, but dissolution rates for sponge
rods are all at least 50% higher than those of pure nitride.
The constant dissolution rate indicates that nitrogen transport is limited either by
the dissolution reaction or by diffusion through a titanium layer of constant thickness.
This layer can either be solid a-titanium, which is stabilized by the nitrogen, or a
boundary layer in the melt. What the constant dissolution rate seems to rule out
is the presence of a growing a layer or a growing layer of nitrogen-depleted material
within the TiN phase.
2.3 Inclusion Flotation
Flotation is the primary mechanism for separating out large inclusions. Inclusions
which sink remain on the bottom of the melt pool until they dissolve; similarly,
particles which rise to the surface can be kept from passing through the hearth by
using Marangoni forces to manipulate surface flows as described in the next section.
The large neutral-density particles are therefore of greatest concern, as they do not
completely dissolve, sink or float.
Roughly speaking, an inclusion floats (sinks) if its rising (falling) velocity is greater
than the hearth depth divided by residence time. Hearth depth is easily measured,
and residence time readily estimated, and so it remains only to calculate the flotation
velocity.
Flotation velocity of nitride inclusions can be estimated using the methodology
given by Bird, Stewart and Lightfoot [10, pp. 190-196], based on the empirically
determined relationship between friction factor and Reynolds number for flow past
a spherical particle, which is shown in figure 2-5. The friction factor f is the ratio
of drag force F to the product of particle cross-section area A and dynamic pressure
pu2 (p is the fluid density and u the particle velocity relative to the fluid). The
Reynolds number is defined here as P, where D is the particle diameter and It theA'
NStokes flow,
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Figure 2-5: Friction factor vs. Reynolds number for
Stweart and Lightfoot [10, p. 192]).
flow past a sphere (from Bird,
fluid viscosity. Drag force is thus given by
1F = f(Re)- -pu 2. A2 (2.1)
For non-spherical particles, the friction factor is usually lower than that of the smallest
sphere which contains it (always lower in Stokes flow), and the resulting velocity
higher than that of the sphere, particularly if there are edges which promote flow
separation.
If the melt is stagnant, the particle quickly reaches a terminal rising or falling
velocity, which can be calculated by setting drag force equal to buoyancy force (pp -
p)gV where pp is the average density of an inclusion and V its volume. Substituting
in the volume and cross-section area of a sphere gives the result
r 3 1 2 )g = f(Re)p D2
-•n(pp - p)g=f(Re).--pu •6 2 4
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which simplifies to
(pp - p)gD = pu 2f (Re) (2.3)
In order to calculate the relationship between particle size and diameter, we con-
sider the ratio of friction factor to Reynolds number, given by
f(Re) 4(p, - p)gD L(
= (2.4)Re 3pu2  puD
4(p, - p)g (25)(2.5)3p2u3
For a given choice of u, one can thus calculate the value of f/Re. From that value
and the relationship between f and Re in figure 2-5, one can calculate the Reynolds
number. The particle diameter is then equal to uRe for that choice of u.Pu
Figure 2-6 shows particle diameter calculated in this way as a function of particle
density for several chosen terminal velocities, based on an assumed melt density of
4.1. One can divide pool depth by residence time to find the approximate minimum
rising or sinking velocity for complete flotation or sinking, and the inclusions whose
density and size fall outside of that velocity contour on the plot have a very weak
chance of surviving into the mold. (Many of those inside the contour will float or sink
as well.) For example, for a hearth with 5 cm melt depth and minimum residence
time of 20 seconds, any inclusions with rising/sinking velocity greater than 0.25 1M
(i.e. whose density and size put it above the 0.25 M contour) will almost definitely
be removed.
It is worth noting just how narrow that neutral density window is. Even if the
relatively high flotation velocity of 1 ! is required for complete flotation, 2 a 3 mm
diameter inclusion must be within just 0.01 - of the melt density in order to have
a chance of survival. Even using the conservative estimate of pure TiN dissolution
2In the Sandia furnace, a residence time of 3 minutes and depth of approximately 2 cm lead to
a critical flotation velocity of less than one tenth this speed.
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rate, such an inclusion will dissolve completely after 10 minutes in the melt.
However, as pointed out by Bellot et al. [8], the temperature distribution will
give rise to a range of melt densities, and an inclusion whose density falls within this
range will be neutrally buoyant at some depth in the melt. However, because inclusion
density is also temperature-dependent, this neutral-density window is effectively very
narrow-and does not exist at all if the thermal expansion coefficient of the melt is
lower than that of the porous inclusion.
The advantage of hearth melting over vacuum arc remelting is also clearly shown
here: in VAR, all of the inclusions with density greater than the melt (those to the
right of the gray line) will fall very quickly through the melt into the mushy zone,
where they can act as nucleation sites for new grains.
2.4 Beam Pattern Selection
Whereas everything presented until now has been general enough to apply to elec-
tron beam, plasma and vacuum arc melting, what follows is dependent upon the
unique ability of electron beams to control heat flux distribution through the melt
surface. Controlling fluid flow in electron beam melting is difficult to do precisely
but relatively straightforward in principle: the beam's ability to impart arbitrary
heat flux patterns to the melt surface gives the operator control over the top surface
temperature distribution, with which one can drive fluid flow using Marangoni forces.
The Marangoni shear force is based on the surface tension gradient, which for a
horizontal surface is given by
da dT
TzXi dT(2.6)SdT dx
where a is the surface tension. For titanium, the coefficient d is negative, so this
force will drag the surface down the temperature gradient from hotter regions toward
cooler regions. To drive the surface flow in a particular direction, one should therefore
distribute the beam energy such that the resulting temperature gradient is in the
opposite direction.
An important consideration to design against is the formation of dead zones, which
create a melt flow channel which takes molten metal through the hearth quickly, a
phenomenon known as "short circuiting". This phenomenon lowers minimum resi-
dence time considerably, so that inclusions in that melt flow channel have a higher
probability of surviving into the final product. A second consideration which is neces-
sary for the complete removal of floating inclusions is the presence of a region spanning
the hearth in which fluid flow on the surface is entirely in the backwards direction, so
that floating inclusions are swept away from the pour spout. Third, it is important
to minimize longitudinal mixing and unsteady or turbulent flow in order to prevent
dispersion of inclusions in the hearth.
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Figure 2-7: Schematic diagram (a) [12] and artist's rendition (b) [60] of the "C-
shaped" hearth design at Titanium Hearth Technologies.
Beam patterns which accomplish these goals should have strong heating in the
region near the hearth exit, with a gentle gradient to a relatively even power distribu-
tion over the rest of the hearth. Scan frequencies should be high in order to minimize
flow transients and excess evaporation.
Because of the high power density required to melt material in the hearth, excess
heat can result in strong Marangoni shear forces pulling the melt away from newly fed
scrap, resulting in strong longitudinal recirculation, as described in the next section.
For this reason, a well-designed hearth will have a barrier of some kind or a bend
between the melting and refining regions so that unsteady mixing does not inadver-
tently spill over into the refining region. Figure 2-7 shows the hearth at Titanium
Hearth Technologies, which incorporates such a bend in its design.
2.5 Hearth Fluid Dynamics and Heat Transfer
Melt velocity and temperature fields and skull shape in the melting hearth of the
Sandia National Laboratories furnace (figure 1-1, page 22) were calculated in order
to understand the mechanism for experimentally observed mixing. This calculation
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Table 2.1: Titanium melt properties used in mathematical models.
Property Symbol Value Source
Density p 4100- [13, p. 14-8]
Thermal conductivity k 30m- [13, p. 14-13]
Heat capacity cp 700 kg [13, p. 14-13]
Emissivity E 0.5 [25]
Heat of vaporization AH, 440-L [14]
Viscosity p 5.2 x 10- 3 k- [13, p. 14-2]
Marangoni coefficient d 2.6 x 10-4 --K [13, p. 14-8]
Volume expansion coefficienta / 1.71 x 10- 4 K' [13, p. 14-8]
a Equal to ~d.
was performed using the properties of titanium given in figure 2.1, with melt con-
ductivity and viscosity enhanced to obtain a converged solution with the available
computational resources.3 The enhancement of melt viscosity by a factoi of 20 and
thermal conductivity by a factor of 4 gives a turbulent Prandtl number `2 of 0.77,
which is a reasonable value for this parameter [56, p. 154].
This model uses the FIDAP software package to calculate melt velocity and tem-
perature fields by solving the strongly coupled Navier-Stokes and energy transport
equations in the melt given by
Ui,i 0=
puj Ui,j
pcUiT
-p,i + tui,j,j + pg3P(T - To)
(2.7)
(2.8)
(2.9)
3Westerberg et al. showed that enhancing viscosity in this way simplifies the calculated flow field
somewhat, by decreasing the number of circulation loops and damping transient velocity fluctuations,
without fundamentally altering overall transport behavior of the melt [63].
and the heat conduction equation in the skull, as given by
Ti,i = 0. (2.10)
The melt interface temperature is held at titanium's melting point of 1940 K,
and is moved in order to satisfy flux continuity, though the interface discretization
is of lower order than the number of finite element nodes in order to obtain fast
convergence. On the top surface, this model uses a Marangoni surface tension gradient
boundary condition for the fluid flow, and heat flux boundary condition consisting of
the difference between net heating due to the beam and losses due to radiation and
metal evaporation.
The geometry of a quarter hearth simulates conditions during the evaporation
experiments of chapter 3. Describing the end effects of the feed region and exit spout
would require a half-hearth model which would require significantly more computation
time. Total beam power was set to 150 kW, giving a net power (less losses due to
backscattered electrons) of Pnet = 115 kW.
Figures 2-8 and 2-9 show calculated temperatures and melt velocities on the top
surface and symmetry planes under these conditions. It is clear from figure 2-9 that
Marangoni shear on the top surface and the natural convection boundary layer at the
edge of the melt pool are the dominant drivers of fluid flow in the pool, and in figure
2-8 that temperatures are very stratified in the center of the melt pool. It is also
evident that longitudinal velocities are not very different from lateral velocities, in
spite of the lower temperture gradient in that direction. Therefore, even without the
effects of the ends of the hearth, it is clear that significant lengthwise recirculation
is present in the hearth. This can lead to longitudinal mixing, giving rise to the
experimental observations of a well-mixed hearth.
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2.5.1 Future development of this model
The quarter-hearth geometry used here can be extended to a half-hearth, in order to
account for entry and exit effects on the overall fluid flows in the process. The velocity
field thus calculated could be coupled with the inclusion dissolution kinetics given in
section 2.2 and the drag and buoyancy forces discussed in section 2.3 to calculate
inclusion trajectories and the probability of their survival into the product. The
velocity and temperature fields may also be coupled with surface evaporation kinetics
to refine the predictions of alloying element losses, which are currently estimated by
simplified plug flow and perfect mixing models for composition change presented in
section 3.5.1 on page 67.
The methodologies for using a finite element model for such transport calculations
are well described by Bellot et al., although their predictions of minimal longitudi-
nal recirculation in the hearth do not correspond with experimental observations as
described above.
Because of the similarity in boundary conditions, this methodology may also be
used for fluid flow, heat trnsfer and melt interface shape in electron beam evaporation.
Such a model could be used to predict energy efficiency of the evaporation process,
and energy distribution required to give a desired surface temperature distribution,
which would be determined according to the focusing requirements as discussed in
chapter 5. This model would have to be closely coupled with a model of vapor phase
transport, such as the DSMC model described in chapter 5, in order to properly
account for the effect of recondensation on evaporation rate and heat loss from the
melt pool. In addition, if the surface temperature is high, a free surface boundary
condition may be required on the top boundary, as is used by McLelland et al. [30]
and also in this work in section 4.3.1 on page 88.
2.6 Summary
Experiments characterizing dissolution rate of pure titanium nitride in liquid titanium
yielded a dissolution rate of 0.161
. 
This result has recently been corroborated by
a similar study on nitride dissolution in commercially pure titanium given by Tilly
et al. (figure 2-1, page 33) [58]. Sponge nitrided to 15 wt% nitrogen did not show a
clear correlation, largely because of variations in porosity and nitride fraction in the
nitride particles used.
Based on well-established drag correlations for flow past a sphere, it is shown here
that nitride particles must have a density extremely close to that of liquid titanium
in order to be considered "neutral density" such that they will neither rise to the
surface nor sink to the bottom of a refining hearth melt pool. This results in a great
advantage for hearth melting techniques since dense inclusions remain trapped in the
bottom of the hearth instead of sinking very quickly into the mushy zone of the ingot.
Effective removal of all inclusions requires that careful attention be paid to the
flow field in the hearth so that low-density inclusions are directed away from the
hearth exit. Transient flow, mixing, and stray flows from the melting region should
be minimized in order to promote production of inclusion-free material. Such fluid
flow control is possible by intelligent manipulation of electron beams to the control
surface temperature field and thus Marangoni shear forces on the melt surface.
The finite element model of fluid flow and heat transfer in the hearth showed that
significant longitudinal recirculation is present in the hearth even though temperature
gradients (which drive fluid flow by buoyancy and Marangoni forces) are steeper in
the lateral direction. This longitudinal mixing, which is not observed in other models,
is probably closely related to the well mixed character of the hearth observed in many
experiments, including that of the next chapter.

Chapter 3
Melt Composition Change
"And I will bring the third part through the fire, and will refine them as
silver is refined, and will try them as gold is tried" (Zechariah 13:9)
3.1 Motivation
Although electron beams enjoy widespread use in the production of commercially
pure (c.p.) titanium [28, 59], their use in producing titanium alloys has been limited
by poor control of composition which necessitates subsequent ingot homogenization,
usually by vacuum arc remelting [12]. For example, as shown in figure 3-1, aluminum
content in an alloy with a nominal composition of Ti-6%Al-4%V can vary between 6
and 7 wt. pct, leading to unacceptable inhomogeneity of the resulting microstructure.
This is due in part to irregularities in feed chemistry, which can be adjusted on-line,
but also to frequent freezing and remelting of metal in the hearth and changes in
throughput rate, which are very difficult to control. If a mechanism can be found to
compensate for these phenomena, it may be possible to control composition within
the electron beam process, and eliminate the need for further homogenization.
Manipulation of the beam scan frequency, whose effect on evaporation rate has
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Figure 3-1: Aluminum content variation along the length of an ingot made at Tita-
nium Hearth Technologies [12].
been extensively demonstrated experimentally [11, 31, 50], may prove to be a suitable
control mechanism. As scan frequency decreases, longer beam dwell time leads to
higher local superheat and increased evaporation of elements with high vapor pressure,
such as aluminum in titanium. A model of evaporative losses which captures this effect
would therefore be beneficial both to evaluate the potential use of scan frequency in
composition control, and, if it appears promising, to aid in the development of a
suitable on-line control system. Aside from the model presented here [41, 42, 43],
only one other has dealt with the effect of scan frequency on evaporation [39], but
was applicable only to circular beam patterns at very low frequencies.
A necessary parameter for the estimation of differential evaporation losses is the
activity of species in the melt. The aluminum-titanium system has been characterized
by Desai [19] and Kattner, Lin and Chang [26] based in part on melt data from the
work of Esin et al. [20, 21]. The enthalpy of mixing which they calculate can be
used to estimate aluminum activity. However, there are no activity data available for
vanadium.
The work described here includes experiments necessary for development of a
model of scan frequency and composition change, and a surface layer heat-transfer
model for an estimation of the effect of scan frequency. Experiments characterized the
effects of process parameters (including scan frequency) on pure titanium evaporation
rate, and on differential evaporation in titanium-aluminum-vanadium alloy melts the
latter resulted in estimates of activity coefficients for aluminum and vanadium in
titanium. The model calculates the relationship between evaporation rate of pure
titanium and surface temperature for any beam power, pattern length, spot size,
electron accelerating voltage and scan frequency. In place of titanium evaporation
rate, it can also calculate thermal losses or the reaction rate coefficient of aluminum
evaporating from titanium; the latter can be used to estimate the overall composition
change in the hearth.
3.2 Scan Frequency and Evaporation Kinetics
The rate of ideal evaporation into a vacuum J varies with temperature according to
Langmuir's equation
J = PV , (3.1)
2irMR9 T
where Rg is the ideal gas constant, T the absolute temperature, M the molar mass
of the evaporating species, and p, its vapor pressure. The vapor pressure of a pure
species p, can in turn be estimated using the Clausius-Clapeyron equation
SAlogp, A =- + B + ClogT + 10-3 DT, (3.2)T
where pressure is given in torr and A, B, C and D are constants associated with the
evaporating species, values of which are given for titanium, aluminum and vanadium
in Table 3.1. The vapor pressures and evaporation rates thus calculated are shown in
figure 3-2.
It should be noted that where the background chamber pressure is significant
relative to the vapor pressure of evaporating species, collisions between evaporant
and background gas molecules can lower the evaporation rate by a small amount.
This behavior is especially pronounced in welding operations, which are conducted
in a gas atmosphere at considerably higher pressure, and so a considerably more
complex model of evaporation is required, such as that given by Mundra and Debroy
[38]. In electron beam melting, background pressure is a small fraction of metal
vapor pressure, and so until high-power electron guns are designed which can operate
at vastly higher pressures (approximately 20 times higher than can be achieved today
according to Ritchie and Mitchell [481), this will not significantly affect evaporation
rates.
However, as shown in chapter 5 (page 101) and corroborated by Bellot et al. [5],
as much as 10-15% recondensation can also arise due to collisions between evaporant
atoms themselves. This effect is neglected here for three reasons. First, the beam spot
size is approximately equal to the smallest disk size considered in that chapter, so that
recondensation should be limited to a few percent of the evaporating species. Second
the rapid motion of the hot spot puts the beam dwell time at the highest frequency
within an order of magnitude of the time to first collision of an evaporant atom leaving
the surface, so it is not clear that the surface is hot for long enough to develop the
steady-state vapor plume condition which leads to even the low recondensation ratio
of a few percent. Third, quantitative predictions of the extent of this effect with a
moving beam have not yet been made. This effect is likely to be significant at the
lowest frequencies, which correspond to the highest temperatures and evaporation
Table 3.1: Clausius-Clapeyron equation constants for titanium, aluminum and vana-
dium [13, p. 8-54].
Element A B C D
Al(liquid) 16450 12.36 -1.023 -
Ti(p) 24400 13.18 -0.91
Ti(liquid) 23200 11.74 -0.66
V(solid) 26900 10.12 +0.33 -0.265
rates.
The strongly nonlinear nature of equations 3.1 and 3.2 make evaporation rate ex-
tremely sensitive to temperature fluctuations. These fluctuations are governed by the
beam power, spot size, frequency, and ability of the molten material to dissipate heat
from the surface by conduction, convection, radiation and evaporation. Heating is by
electron impact, and the dominant flow drivers are Marangoni shear and buoyancy.
(Appendix A.1, page 123, shows that Joule heating and Lorentz forces are negligible
here). Evaporation can be said to fall into several regimes, presented here in terms
of scan frequency for a given pattern geometry:1
1. At very high frequencies (>400 Hz), the dwell time will be very short (<30 psec)
and the temperature fluctuations relatively small (,-2500 C), so evaporation near
the beam spot will not be a significant fraction of total evaporation and power
can be considered uniformly distributed over the scan pattern.
2. At high frequencies (60-400 Hz), the beam will generate a hot spot temperature
high enough to affect evaporation rates (250-6500 C above surroundings), though
this will not cause significant transient fluid flow. The low Prandtl number of
1Relationship between frequency and dwell time is based on a 2.5 cm spot size, and the 2.4 meter
long scan pattern described in the next section. Temperature fluctuations for regimes 1 and 2 are
calculated as described in appendix A.2 (page 126) using a net beam power (less -,23% losses to
backscattered electrons and X-rays [49]) of 200 kW and melt properties shown in Table 2.1.
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Figure 3-2: Vapor pressures and Langmuir evaporation rates for titanium, aluminum
and vanadium over the range 1600-2200 0 C. Small circles lie at melting points, and
gray vanadium curves are extrapolations of solid data.
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metals (approximately 0.1 for titanium) leads to longer time scales for fluid
flow than heat transfer, making possible significant transient heating without
significant transient flow at these frequencies.
3. At moderate frequencies (20-60 Hz), transient flow generated by Marangoni
shear is sufficiently strong to significantly modify temperature fluctuations and
affect evaporation rates. The onset of significant flow can be estimated using
the Peclet number as described in appendix A.3 on page 127.
4. At low frequencies (<20Hz), various other phenomena may affect surface tem-
peratures, such as turbulent fluid flow, ionized metal vapor interfering with the
beam [61], and depressions in the melt surface generated by large vapor pressure
excursions at high temperatures [23, 27]. The transition to this regime depends
on which phenomenon is dominant.
Regime 4 behavior will often affect fluid flows in the whole hearth, but enhanced
evaporation in regimes 2 and 3 is caused by fluctuations which only affect a very thin
surface layer of molten metal, which can be modeled independently and then coupled
with a steady-state thermo-fluid model of the entire hearth or mold. A methodology
for such a model is proposed in section 4.4 on page 96.
3.3 Experiments
Two sets of experiments were conducted in the hearth of the electron beam melting
furnace at the Liquid Metal Processing Laboratory of Sandia National Laboratories, in
order to provide data for process model verification. These experiments examined the
effect of process parameters both on evaporation rate of c.p. titanium, as measured
by vapor condensation rate at a known distance above the melt surface, and on the
relationship between melt and vapor composition in Ti-Al-V melting. The 250 kW
I 75 cm -
!!! 30 cm
Figure 3-3: Electron beam scan pattern shown against the hearth interior. Alternat-
ing line scanning is indicated by small arrows.
gun was used alone at power levels from 150 to 265 kW, scan frequencies from 30 to 450
Hz, and beam spot size from approximately 25 to 50 mm (based on the size of imprints
made on stainless steel sheet at 0.1 second dwell time), under background argon
pressure between 0.0013 and 0.4 Pa (10-5 to 3x10- 3 torr). The programmed beam
pattern, shown in figure 3-3, consisted of 16 lines each 150 mm long, giving a total
length of 2.4 meters, with alternating scanning of lines to produce an approximate
triangle wave signal in each direction and minimize distortion at high frequency.
3.3.1 C.p. titanium evaporation rate
Each measurement of c.p. titanium evaporation rate was begun by holding process
parameters constant for at least seven minutes in order to achieve steady-state pool
geometry and skull heat transfer conditions. A water-cooled probe with vapor con-
densation substrate shown in figure 3-4a was then inserted to a known position and
orientation in the furnace, held there for approximately sixty seconds, and subse-
quently withdrawn. Thicknesses of films thus deposited were measured by optical
microscopy of sectioned substrates.
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 3-4: Fixtures used to retrieve samples, shown actual size: (a) commercially
pure titanium; (b) titanium alloy melt; (c) titanium alloy vapor. Materials used:
commercially pure titanium (black), tantalum (dark grey), copper (light grey), stain-
less steel (vertical stripes), molybdenum (diagonal stripes). Arrows indicate cooling
water flow direction.
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Figure 3-5: Melt compositions for titanium alloy experiments, shown in the Ti-Al-V
ternary system. Gray line indicates direction of composition change from starting
6%Al-4%V composition.
3.3.2 Ti-Al-V differential evaporation
Alloy experiments were performed in three phases. First, composition variation was
achieved by starting the beam over a charge of as-received Ti-6%Al-4%V and taking
melt and vapor samples periodically as aluminum evaporated preferentially out of
the melt, moving the composition down along the gray line shown in figure 3-5.
Throughout this time, parameters were set at control values consisting of beam power
of 220-225 kW, chamber pressure of 0.0013-0.002 Pa, and beam scan frequency of
115 Hz. Samples were taken using fixtures shown in figure 3-4b and 3-4c.
Second, a steady-state composition was established in the hearth by continuously
melting Ti-6%Al-4%V scrap with the parameters at control values, and flowing it
through the hearth to build an ingot at a constant rate of 75 mm/minute. After
at least five minutes of such operation, the beam power, frequency, and chamber
pressure were modified and a vapor sample collected at these new parameters. This
procedure was repeated for six different sets of process parameters.
Third, c.p. titanium was slowly added to the hearth at control parameters in
order to obtain melt and vapor samples at low vanadium concentrations. Electron
probe microanalysis was used to determine the composition of all samples.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 C.p. titanium evaporation rate
Figure 3-6 shows the variation of pure titanium condensation rate at the substrate
with process parameters in the c.p. titanium experiment. The graph reveals a rise in
evaporation rate with increasing beam power and decreasing spot size, as expected.
Chamber pressure presents competing effects of gas focusing of the beam and in-
terference with evaporant transport so no predictions were made about the sign of
evaporation rate dependence on pressure. However, the frequency correlation is the
opposite of what was predicted. Further analysis of the process revealed that the
beam guidance system could not track the imposed pattern at the highest frequen-
cies, so the resulting pattern was narrower and considerably more intense, leading
to an increase in maximum temperature and evaporation rate. There are thus two
competing effects: a hot spot effect, which reduces evaporation at high frequency
because of decreased hot spot temperature, and a pattern size effect which increases
evaporation rate.
In order to estimate the extent of this pattern size effect, we calculated expected
evaporation rates from video images of the hearth surface taken at beam scan fre-
quencies of 30 and 450 Hz, with beam power at 250 kW and pressure at 0.0013 Pa.
Infra-red two-color pyrometry (calibrated by thermocouple measurements of melt
temperature) was used to determine the relationship between video signals and tem-
perature, so that still images could be converted into temperature maps. These maps
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were created from sets of eight still images captured in rapid succession and aver-
aged together, and are shown in figure 3-7 [36]. Assuming that camera response is
such that these represent time-averaged temperature maps, we used Langmuir's law
of evaporation (equation 3.1) and the Clausius-Clapeyron equation for vapor pres-
sure (equation 3.2) to convert temperature maps into maps of local evaporation rate,
which we then integrated over the hearth surface to estimate total losses.
Based on this method, the temperature profile arising from the 450 Hz pattern is
expected to lead to a 44 pct higher evaporation rate than at 30 Hz. The observed
rise of 25 pct at 0.0013 Pa and 260 kW thus shows a net decrease of approximately
19 pct due to reduced hot spot temperature at the higher scan frequency. This result
is in good agreement with a 17 pct increase in titanium evaporation rate measured
by Melde et al. over the corresponding dwell time range of 20 ms to 300 ms [31].2
3.4.2 Ti-Al-V vapor and melt composition
Melt and vapor compositions were measured as described above, and are summa-
rized in figure 3-8. The "evaporation ratio" ER shown in that figure is defined (for
aluminum) as
wt%Alvapor/wt%TivOpor (33)
wt%Almelt/wt%Timelt
This ratio will be equal to the equivalent ratio of mole fractions, and the ratio of
mole fractions in the vapor is in turn equal to the ratio of Langmuir evaporation rates
(equation 3.1), so the evaporation ratio can be rewritten as
PvAl XTi-
ERAl PvTi (3.4)XAl fMAI PvTi
2The experiments conducted by Melde et al. employed magnets capable of very high frequency
scanning with no pattern distortion, and were thus free from the pattern size effect observed here.
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Figure 3-7: Temperature maps of the hearth surface at 30 Hz (a), 115 Hz (b) and
450 Hz (c). Contours show isotherms at 16700 C (melting point), 17500C, and every
additional 50 degrees. The rightmost part of the hearth is obscured from view by the
camera fixture configuration, so that the visible hearth area measures 50x30 cm.
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Figure 3-8: Effect of melt composition (a) and process parameters (b) on measured
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where Xi represents the mole fraction of species i in the melt, p7i its vapor pressure,
and Mi its molecular weight. Assuming titanium activity roughly follows Raoult's
law, its vapor pressure is the product of the vapor pressure in its pure state and mole
fraction in the melt, and the evaporation ratio can be rewritten as
ERA-XAPvT i V MAI
where ,vi represents the vapor pressure of pure species i. Assuming Henrian behavior
in the solute and using the definition of the activity coefficient PvA1 = YAlPvAIXAl gives
the result
PvAl MTiERAI = A l i. (3.6)
PvTi V MAI
Thus, the evaporation ratio is expected to be independent of composition in a
relatively dilute solution. It is therefore interesting that although evaporation ratio
is related to chemical parameters that are independent of composition, the biggest
variation in evaporation ratios of both aluminum and vanadium occurred at low
aluminum and vanadium concentrations (figure 3-8a; figure 3-5 indicates the lowest
aluminum concentration coincides with very low vanadium).
3.4.3 Aluminum and vanadium activity
In the steady-state experiment, measured aluminum evaporation ratios were in the
range of 16-21 (figure 3-8b). This evaporation ratio was found to decrease as the
scan frequency increased, and the background gas pressure decreased. From the
former correlation, it would seem that the aluminum evaporation ratio decreases with
increasing surface temperature; the latter correlation would give the same conclusion
via gas focusing of the beam. Vanadium exhibited the opposite tendencies.
Two effects govern the temperature variation of evaporation ratio. The ratio of
pure aluminum and titanium vapor pressures ? varies considerably, from just over
800 at the melting point of titanium to around 140 at a 500°C superheat. Activity co-
efficients are expected to approach unity with increasing temperature. For aluminum,
the former effect will cause evaporation ratio to decrease with rising temperature, and
the latter effect will cause it to increase (since aluminum activity coefficient is less
than one, as shown later in this paper). The observation of decreasing evaporation
ratio with increasing temperature would thus indicate that the decreasing pure vapor
pressure ratio has a greater effect on evaporation ratio than any change in activity
coefficient.
In order to calculate the activity coefficient YAl, one may consider the quantity
/---MI which is equal to ERA/'AlI and is a function of temperature alone. Dividing
the evaporation ratio by the area-weighted average of this quantity (calculated from
temperature maps in figure 3-7) gives an estimate of average activity coefficient over
the range of surface temperatures. Thus calculated, the average activity coefficients of
aluminum are 0.0640 and 0.0628 at 30 and 450 Hz respectively, and those of vanadium
are 0.993 and 1.027 at the two frequencies, with details presented in Table 3.2. These
results indicate a strong negative deviation from ideality for aluminum and nearly
ideal behavior of vanadium in molten titanium, and very little variation of these
results with temperature.
3.4.4 Comparison with published enthalpy data
The regular solution model estimates mixing enthalpy in a binary system according
to the equation
AHmix = XAXB, (3.7)
Table 3.2: Data employed in the calculation of yAl1 and 'Yv.
Alloying element i:
Frequency:
Pure vapor pressure ratio _:t
Evaporation ratio rangeP
Evaporation ratio average
Average -- ~-/ (from T maps)Calcula Tied Mi
Calculated -ji
Aluminum
30 Hz 450
800a  14
19.8-20.9 17.3-
20.3 17
317 2E
0.0640 0.01
Vanadium
Hz 30 Hz 450 Hz
0b  0.16 a  0.37 b
-19.5 0.283-0.293 0.303-0.341
.8 0.291 0.320
83 0.293 0.312
628 0.993 1.027
aAt the melting point of titanium, 16700 C. bAt 21700 C.
where XA and XB are the mole fractions of species A and B and 0 is an interaction
parameter. This expression gives rise to activity coefficients for each species of
InyA= (1 - XA) 2
lnTA -- L
(3.8)
For this titanium alloy, 3 wt pct aluminum is equivalent to 5 mol pct aluminum;
using a reference temperature of 2000'C and an average value for 7YA of 0.063 gives
an estimate for Q of -58.2 kJmol
This value of Q leads to AHmix at XAI=0.1 of -5.24k, which is just 58 pct
of the value of -8.98 -Jmeasured by Esin et al. It is interesting that the lower
aluminum evaporation ratios at lower vanadium concentrations (figure 3-8a; these
results indicate smaller activity coefficients and stronger Ti-Al affinity) are more
closely in line with Esin's data, suggesting that the presence of vanadium reduces the
mixing enthalpy.
3.5 Model of Surface Layer Heat Transfer and
Evaporation
When considering the ability of the beam to control composition, one must consider
maximum and minimum changes in composition which the beam can achieve under
steady-state conditions, and also the rate at which the beam can manipulate com-
position between those limits in response to process changes. A discussion of the
steady-state case is presented here.
3.5.1 Overall composition change
In a continuous reactor involving a heterogeneous reaction, such as a melting hearth,
the ratio of solute concentration at the exit to that at the inlet CoutCin is a function
of flow rate Q (equal to volume divided by average residence time), reaction area A,
and the reaction rate constant k" (equal to the solute flux divided by concentration).
The nature of this function will depend on the flow patterns present in the hearth, and
may be calculated using a fluid flow and heat transfer model of the hearth, like the one
presented in section 2.5, page 42. More simply, one can approximate the outlet/inlet
concentration ratio at the extremes in behavior, which are a perfect mixing tank,
which behaves as
Cout 1=- (3.9)in 1+- -
and a plug flow reactor, which gives
out k"ACot= exp k"A (3.10)
(These are derived in appendix A.4, page 128). For small changes in concentration
< 0.2), solute retention under both conditions goes approximately as 1 ,"A
as seen in the comparison between the two trends (figure 3-9).
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Figure 3-9: Estimated solute retention in a continuous reactor under plug flow and
perfect mixing assumptions. Gray lines show estimated aluminum retention based on
experimental k value of 0.89.
If one assumes there are no dead zones in the flow pattern, the relevant area is the
molten area of the hearth, and flow rate is given by throughput divided by density.
The reaction rate constant for aluminum in titanium is calculated as the ratio of
Langmuir evaporation rate (equation 3.1) to molar density in the melt, and since the
vapor pressure of species i is given by yipviXi (using the same definitions as equations
3.3-3.6), this method gives
k "molar flux
Ak 
- molar density
'YAIPAIXAL
= 2rMART (3.12)
XAleILMTI
MTi 7AlPvAI
T= i2MARgT (3.13)
This reaction rate constant k0l takes on values from 6.19 m at the melting point
of titanium to 239 "m at a 5000 C superheat. Analysis of top surface temperatureS
maps of the hearth at Sandia (figure 3-7), gives an area-weighted average value for
k~( of 98.3 O- at 30 Hz, and combining this result with a typical flow rate of 2.2x 104
S(75 mm/min casting rate in a 150 mm diameter mold) and top surface area of 0.2
m2 gives the ratio -- as 0.89. This ratio leads to retention of 41 pct of the aluminum
under plug flow conditions, and 53 pct under perfect mixing as shown in figure 3-9.
The latter of these results agrees well with 52 pct retention (3.13%+6%, figure 3-5)
observed in the steady-state alloy chemistry experiment, which corroborates evidence
for perfect mixing given by Isawa et al. [57] under comparable conditions (40x 15 cm
hearth, 150 kW).
3.5.2 Computer simulation of surface layer heat transfer
Turning now to the effect of beam frequency on the time-averaged reaction rate
constant, assuming the furnace is operating in regime 2, and that the penetration
depth of temperature fluctuations is much smaller than the beam spot size, vertical
conduction and surface losses will dominate heat transfer away from the surface. For
this reason, temperature fluctuations near the surface at frequencies above 30 Hz can
be considered locally one-dimensional, and the increase in evaporation rate for a given
average surface temperature can be calculated by simply solving the heat conduction
equation in one dimension. Unfortunately, the highly nonlinear nature of thermal
losses at the surface makes the problem analytically intractable, but it is an easy
problem to solve numerically.
The program written to solve this problem (described in detail in appendix B.1,
page 135) solves the transient heat conduction equation
T 82T ,OT= aT +  (3.14)
at 8z2  pcp
where a is the thermal diffusivity (=k/pcp) and q the volumetric heating (used only
when there is significant electron penetration as described below). Because tempera-
ture does not vary significantly below the depth z=2 -/f (f is the scan frequency), 3
the temperature there is held at T=Tb and temperature change modeled in just the
layer above that depth. On the top surface (z=0), net heat flux is given by the differ-
ence between beam heating and losses due to radiation and evaporation. Assuming
a gaussian flux profile, for a beam of power P and radius R, given by
P -~T2
q = exp (3.15)
(r is the distance from the center of the beam spot), the flux at a point on the center
3 Temperature fluctuation at this depth is at most 0.1 pct of what it is at the surface, based on
the error function solution to an instantaneous temperature change held for time 1/f.
line of beam travel will vary as a gaussian in time, giving a net flux of
net P exp (Lf(t- to)) 2 4 - JH, (3.16)
e=rR2 R2
where to is the time when the beam center is on the point, L is the scan pattern
length, c and o0 are the radiative emissivity and black body radiation constant, J is
the flux of evaporating metal from the surface assumed to follow Langmuir's formula
(equation 3.1), and AH, the latent heat of vaporization.
When the electron penetration depth is greater than the heat penetration depth
during the beam dwell time, heat input from the beam is given by a volumetric
source rather than a surface flux. Electron heating is assumed to penetrate to a
range S(V, p) and generate heat 4t(P, z, S) (S=electron range, V=voltage, p=density,
P=beam power, z=depth) according to functions given by Schiller [49, p. 40]. Heat-
ing distribution is approximated here by
q =rR2S exp -4 3 - ' (3.17)
where 7 is a normalizing constant (approximately 1.36) given by
1= e- 4(x- 1/3) 2 dx. (3.18)
Both functions are shown in figure 3-10.
This surface layer simulation runs through several beam scan cycles until conver-
gence is reached. A typical history for the last cycle of such a simulation is shown
for shallow electron penetration in figure 3-11 and deep penetration in figure 3-12.
Typical convergence of surface temperature over several cycles is shown in figure 3-13.
There are two solutions to equation 3.14 which serve as analytical benchmarks for
the program. The constant-flux solution to that equation can be used to approximate
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Figure 3-11: Calculated temperature history in the top surface layer of molten tita-
nium hit by a 200 kW (net) beam at 450 Hz, Tb=16870 C.
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Figure 3-12: Calculated temperature history in the top surface layer of molten ti-
tanium hit by a 200 kW (net) beam at 450 Hz with 300kV accelerating voltage,
Tb=16870 C.
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Figure 3-13: Calculated surface temperatures over ten cycles, same parameters as
figure 3-11.
the rising temperature under the beam, as described in appendix A.2; and the "thin
film" solution for conduction of a fixed amount of heat into a semi-infinite solid can be
used to estimate the surface temperature cooling curve between beam hits, following
the method of Mendez and Brown [32]. Surface temperature in the former solution
is given by
2PV'T = To - 2 , (3.19)7r3/2R 2k
where t is time after the start of beam impingement, and in latter solution by
f qdtT = To + k- (3.20)
where f qdt is the energy imparted by the beam and t the time after beam impinge-
ment. Figure 3-14 shows a comparison between each of these results and the computer
model. Deviation from the surface heating solution is caused by its treatment of the
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Figure 3-14: Calculated surface temperatures over one cycle and comparison with
gray benchmark curves for heating (left) and cooling (right), same parameters as
figure 3-11.
beam as a constant heat source, whereas it is gaussian in time (equation 3.16); and
both of these analytical solutions are inaccurate because they neglect radiation and
evaporation losses.
The time-averaged evaporative flux for a given species in solution is then calculated
from the surface temperature history. Average flux is plotted against a reference
surface temperature Tref for a series of values of Tb (temperature at the bottom of the
surface layer). In order to couple this surface layer model with larger hearth or mold
simulations which linearize temperature distribution near the surface, a tangent line
in the temperature-depth curve is drawn at the bottom of the simulated layer, and its
intercept with the surface is used as the reference temperature, as can be seen in figure
3-11. Note that by this definition, when electron penetration depth is significant, the
reference temperature is always higher than the actual surface temperature, as seen
in figure 3-12.
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Figure 3-15a shows curves of the average pure titanium evaporation rate, and
figure 3-15b shows the average aluminum reaction rate coefficient, as a function of
temperature at frequencies from 30 to 450 Hz. At 30 Hz, the Peclet number (derived
in appendix A.3) is about 0.66, so that curve may slightly overestimate evaporation
rates. At 60 Hz, the Peclet number is low enough to put the system in regime 2,
and transient heating penetration depth is only 0.8 mm, satisfying the assumptions
presented at the start of this section. For both graphs in figure 3-15, the net beam
power (less backscattering and X-ray losses) was set to 200 kW, spot diameter to 25
mm, and overall scan pattern length to 2.4 m. Under these conditions, peak power
density is about 400 W/mm2, and dwell time is just over one hundredth of the beam
scan period. It is worth noting that evaporation rates at 450 Hz are not significantly
different from those at constant temperature for titanium, which places the transition
between regimes 1 and 2 at around 400 Hz.
Calculated increases in titanium evaporation at 30 Hz above the constant temper-
ature rate, which are about 170 pct at 1850 0C and 50 pct at 21500C, are considerably
larger than the 19 pct increase calculated earlier. This could reflect error due to re-
condsation arising from collisions between evaporant atoms, which may be significant
at low frequencies, as described on p. 52. However, examining calculated evapora-
tion rate at the maximum surface temperature (from temperature maps), one finds
excellent agreement. Maximum temperatures at 30 and 450 Hz are approximately
21400 C and 2220'C respectively, and calculated losses at the lower temperature and
frequency are 24 pct lower than at the higher temperature and frequency, which is
very close to the 25 pct measured difference in condensation rate at the substrate.
This frequency change has a considerably smaller effect on the time-averaged
aluminum reaction rate constant k01, which is 34 pct higher at 30 Hz than at 450
Hz at 1850'C and just 13 pct higher at 2150 0 C. Because the aluminum concentration
change varies with k01, they will scale similarly; taking the lower value of 13 pct in
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Figure 3-15: Calculated pure titanium evaporation rates (a) and aluminum reaction
rate coefficients (b) due to a 200 kW (net) beam as a function of average surface tem-
perature at 30, 60, 115 and 450 Hz. The gray curves represent constant temperature
evaporation rate and reaction coefficient.
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the case of the Sandia furnace, one can expect to be able to vary the concentration
by no more than 7 pct (perfect mixing; 12 pct under plug flow conditions) by varying
frequency between 30 and 450 Hz. Because aluminum content in industrial electron
beam melting of Ti-6A1-4V varies between 6.0 pct and 6.8 pct [12], a relative difference
of about 13 pct, this 7 pct variation will not be sufficient to control such variation in
aluminum content.
However, aluminum evaporation is very nonlinear with beam power level. Figure
3-16 shows the variation of aluminum reaction rate constant with temperature at net
beam powers of 100, 200 and 300 kW, at the approximate boundary between regimes
2 and 3 (i.e. with Peclet number of 0.16, equivalent to that at 60 Hz and 200 kW,
giving 42.5 Hz and 100 kW, 73.5 Hz and 300 kW). This nonlinear behavior will result
in a much larger ability to control aluminum evaporation when using high-power guns
of industrial furnaces, which are typically rated from 600 kW to as high as 1.2 MW.
Simulations show that evaporation rates can be significantly reduced by increasing
the beam voltage. A comparison between figures 3-11 and 3-12 reveals that the aver-
age surface temperature for a given beam flux is somewhat lower at a higher voltage
and penetration depth, and the surface temperature rise is considerably smaller, both
of which lead to lower evaporative losses. Figure 3-17 shows the reduction of evapora-
tion loss with voltage at 200 kW net power and 115 Hz for beam voltages up to 1 MV,
and indicates an opportunity for considerable improvement in pure titanium yield at
higher voltages. (Calculated evaporative losses at 30 kV are within 1 pct of those at 0
kV). This improvement in yield must be weighed against any increased cost, difficulty
in guiding the beam, and safety considerations due to the production of X-rays. Use
of high voltage guns also decreases the ability to control the composition of titanium
alloys and evaporate off volatile impurities.
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Figure 3-16: Calculated aluminum reaction rate coefficients as a function of average
surface temperature at 100, 200 and 300 kW net beam power. Scan frequency in each
case is set at the approximate boundary between regime 2 and regime 3 behavior, i.e.
42.5, 60 and 73.5 Hz respectively. The gray curve represents constant temperature
evaporation rate and reaction coefficient.
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Figure 3-17: Calculated pure titanium evaporation rates due to a 200 kW (net)
beam with scan frequency of 115 Hz as a function of average surface temperature at
0, 100, 300 and 1000 kV accelerating voltage. The gray curve represents constant
temperature evaporation rate.
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3.6 Summary
The activity coefficients of aluminum and vanadium in titanium have been estimated
at 0.063 and 1.0 respectively, based on melt and condensed vapor compositions and
hearth temperature profiles, with temperatures between 16700C and 21500C. The
only assumptions required for this estimation are Henrian behavior of the solutes
and homogeneous distribution of all three constituent elements throughout the vapor
plume.
In addition, the mathematical model presented here gives a good estimate of
the effect of beam scan frequency on pure titanium evaporation rate and aluminum
activity. Based on this model, it is concluded that aluminum evaporation control at
200 kW net power (less backscattering and X-ray losses) is not sufficient to damp
out typical composition fluctuations in an electron beam furnace. However, as power
increases, the influence over evaporation rate increases very quickly, making it easier
to damp out changes in composition without generating transient flow near the beam.
Industrial furnaces use electron guns capable of three to five times this power level
and are, therefore, more than adequate to control the aluminum content of titanium
alloys.
It is important to note that implementation of closed-loop composition control
using beam frequency will require the use of beam deflection magnets capable of
tracking patterns at very high frequencies, and on-line measurement of melt or vapor
chemistry. While considerable progress has been made on both of these fronts over
the last several years, they still represent significant challenges in the implementation
of such a control scheme.
This methodology can also be used to predict the effect of frequency on evapo-
ration rate, and thus deposition rate, in electron beam evaporation. The use of this
effect will allow for somewhat independent control of deposition rate and thermal
radiation from the source to the substrate and chamber by manipulation of beam
power and frequency. Current practice is to control deposition using power alone, so
that heat transfer cannot be controlled independently, and a change in power results
in the side effect of a change in substrate temperature.

Chapter 4
Evaporation at Slow Beam Scan
Speeds
"And Moses stretched out his hand over the sea; and the LORD caused
the sea to go back by a strong east wind all that night, and made the sea
dry land, and the waters were divided." (Exodus 14:21)
4.1 Motivation
In the previous chapter, a model was given to describe melt surface temperature fluc-
tuations and evaporation behavior in regimes 1 and 2, according to the scheme of
regimes given on page 53. Here is presented a modeling methodology for understand-
ing fluid flow behavior in the immediate vicinity of the beam in regime 3, and its
effect on surface temperature and evaporation rate.
A model is also presented to describe melt surface depressions, which are among
the regime 4 (very low frequency) phenomena and are believed to arise due to local
vapor pressure excursions caused by intense localized heating [45, 46]. Since this
study was done, Gilbaud has also presented work in this area [23].
Toward these ends, the first section of this chapter presents an experiment which
provided estimates for melt surface depression depth and surface velocity under con-
trolled conditions. The next section describes models for flow around this stationary
spot, and around a slowly moving spot-regime 3 behavior. Finally, a methodology
is discussed for expanding this type of model to incorporate interactions between
adjacent scan lines in complex beam sweep patterns.
4.2 Experiment
An experiment was run in the hearth of the electron beam furnace at Sandia National
Laboratories (see figure 1-1, page 22) to measure the shape of a molten pool created
by the impingement of an electron beam on a block of solid titanium. In preparation
for this, approximately 2 grams of Y203 powder were placed on the surface of the
solid skull at the location where the beam would later impinge, in order to mark the
final shape of the molten pool.
The 250 kW electron gun beam was brought up to full power on the other end
of the solid skull for approximately two minutes, then shut off for twenty minutes
(approximately twice the thermal diffusion timescale - for three inches of titanium),
so the skull could reach thermal equilibrium. Then the gun was switched on for
approximately 40 seconds, directed at one spot in the region with Y2 03 powder. The
solidified skull was subsequently sectioned and etched, and the resulting profile is
shown in figure 4-1.
In addition to the molten pool profile, two other results followed from this ex-
periment. The depth of the free surface depression, approximately 1 cm, and the
fluid velocity near the center of the pool, approximately 10 cm/s, were estimated by
tracking surface features on a videotape of the experiment.
FigiuIre 4-1-1: Final po)ol pIrofile in the s)pot exp)eriment.
4.3 The Models
I'•le twoI() lode(ls presented('(1 hlere are those of a stationary spot and a movinlg spot.
IThese nllodels are coupIle(l solultions of the Navier-Stokes equations for incompllressiblle
flow. all(i thie energy equation for convective and diffusive heat transfer, with theriiml
t)li•oaIncy alnd .Iarangoni shear drifing fiuid flows.
Because flows in this iproblem are highly turbulent, both models approxiiiated
the effects of turbulence by estimating effective turbulent viscosity and thermal con-
ductivity values that are thirty times the laminar values.
The top surface thermal boundary condition for both models contained terms for
heat flux due to the beam with a gaussian profile. and losses due to radiation and
ideal Langinuir evaporation, according to equations 3.15 and 3.16 on page 70, which
are comibined here to give:
P (X r2  AHp,(
qnet = T exp - oT - 2(4.1)
P r I fnog
Table 4.1: Summary of the two models
Solver
Dimensions
Symmetry
Top Surface
Beam Power
Spot Size
Stationary Spot
NEKTON
2
Axisymmetric
Free
250 kW
2 cm
Moving Spot
FIDAP
3
Mirror plane
Flat
50 kW
2 cm
(same symbol definitions as equations 3.15 and 3.16).
A free surface is only incorporated into the stationary spot model. The free surface
deformation is assumed to be caused by high vapor pressure due to localized heating,
which in turn is generated by the very high heat flux density inherent to the electron
beam. In the case of a stationary or slowly moving spot, this will cause a small
depression in the melt surface.
A summary of the models can be found in table 4.1.
4.3.1 Stationary spot
The stationary spot model is an axisymmetric simulation of fluid flow and heat trans-
fer as described above, using the NEKTON spectral element solver with 81 nodes in
each element, and applying the following boundary conditions:
1. The melting front is given an assumed geometry, and a wall boundary condition
u•= 0 at the melting point T = T,.
2. On the symmetry axis, radial velocity u, traction rrz = , and heat flux
through the axis k l are all set to zero.
3. The free surface shape h(r) is calculated by a second program external to NEK-
TON written by the author for this project using a forca balance between pres-
sure difference across the interface and surface tension and curvature, giving
the equation
d2 h 1 + dh\ / p2(T) h ] 1 dh dh 2
dr2  o 1r + pg(ho - h)j- 1 + (4.2)2 = dr 2 r dr 1+ dr (4.2)
This is solved with boundary conditions
dh
r =0 A =0 (4.3)
r=9cm = h=0 (4.4)
where a is the surface tension, and pg(ho - h) is an approximation of the
hydrostatic pressure in the melt. This external program also calculates the
Marangoni shear 7 = d•.
4. The thermal flux boundary condition on the free surface has terms for the beam,
thermal radiation (e = 0.15 for this set of calculations, based on that value for
other metals [62, p. E-207]) and evaporation as given by equation 4.1 above.
The model was driven to steady state by iterating between NEKTON and the
external free surface solver. It had two output parameters which could be roughly
compared with the experiment: free surface depression depth and melt velocities
near the center of the spot; and two input parameters: viscosity and conductivity
multipliers. Common practice in using this technique to simulate turbulence shows
that reasonable values of these multipliers are between 10 and 100, depending on the
problem being solved. For this reason, a variety of multiplier combinations in this
range were tried, and the best fit to our experimental findings was achieved when
both multipliers were equal to 30, so #eff = 30p and keff = 30k. Calculated flow
streamlines and temperatures are shown in figure 4-2.
Figure 4-2: NEKTON output in the stationary spot model: temperature contours
(left) and streamlines (right). Pool diameter is 18 cm. Maximum melt velocity is
13.8 cm/s on the top surface, and temperatures are between 1940 and 2697 degrees
Kelvin.
Because the model agreed well with the experimental findings for reasonable mul-
tipliers of Ip and k, the assumed mechanism for surface depression formation is thought
to be valid.
4.3.2 Moving spot
The moving spot model simulated the interaction between a control volume of molten
titanium and an electron beam moving at a constant velocity. In a situation analogous
to welding, in which one can move either the heat source relative to the workpiece
or the workpiece relative to a stationary heat source, this simulation employed a
stationary beam and boundary conditions that created a moving melt beneath it.
Upon completion of the simulation, this bulk motion was subtracted from the velocity
field to give the resulting fluid velocities in a fixed frame of reference.
The model assumed mirror symmetry with the symmetry plane running through
the beam and parallel to bulk motion of the melt. Viscosity and conductivity mul-
tipliers for turbulence simulation were both set to 30, the value which best matched
experimental conditions in the spot model.
The control volume, shown schematically in figure 4-3, was 15 cm long, 4 cm deep,
and 10 cm wide, with the beam impinging on the centerline 5 cm from the rightmost
end. Equivalent beam motion was in the positive x direction at the speed Vbeam,
EFigure 4-3: Control volume and mesh for the moving spot model. Black ring shows
location of beam impingement. Bulk melt motion is from right to left.
which took on values between 0 and 20 cm/s. Boundary conditions used were thus
as follows:
1. Velocity at the inlet, sides and bottom were set to beam velocity in the x-
direction ?7= (-Vbeam, 0,0), and temperature to the melting point T = T,.
2. The outlet was given a mixed boundary condition: constant velocity -Vbeam in
the x-direction and zero tangential traction in the y and z directions. Heat flux
through the outlet was assumed to be purely convective, so was set to zero.
3. In the symmetry plane, normal velocity uy, tangential traction tx = tz and heat
flux k0y were all set to zero.
4. The top surface was a flat surface, where normal velocity uz was set to zero,
and tangential traction was given by the Marangoni term: tt = -VsT (Vs
represents the gradient along the surface). This model used the same heat flux
boundary condition as the spot model (equation 4.1), with r replaced by the
distance from the point of beam impingement V/x27F2.
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Figure 4-4: Computed temperatures in the moving spot model for Vbeam=5 cm/s.
Results
Figures 4-4 and 4-5 show the calculated temperature distribution and velocity vectors
on the top surface and in the symmetry plane of this control volume at a beam speed
of 5 cm/s. It is interesting to note that the maximum velocity on the centerline of
the top surface, at 7.68 cm/s, is higher than the beam scan speed. For this reason,
molten metal directly under the beam keeps up with the beam motion and is heated
to very high temperatures. This is more easily seen in figure 4-6, in which the positive
relative velocity on the surface just in front (to the right) of the beam indicates that
the melt is moving slightly faster than the beam scan speed. In this regime where
Ux > Vbeam, the maximum melt velocity is achieved on the centerline in front of the
beam, as steep temperature gradients locally increase the Marangoni shear.
When the melt velocity in the centerline falls below Vbeam (figure 4-7), the highest
melt velocities are found in the "wake" of the beam. Because the melt moves more
slowly than the beam, it is not heated continuously as before. Therefore, maximum
temperature and total evaporation losses fall precipitously, as shown in figure 4-8.
Figure 4-9 illustrates the localized nature of evaporation from the melt surface at
these low scan speeds. That is, evaporation rate is such a strong function of tem-
Reference vector:
- 7.95 cm/s
Figure 4-5: Computed melt velocities in the moving spot model for Vbeam=5 cm/s.
Reference vector
- 7.66 cm/s
Figure 4-6: Melt velocities relative to the beam for Vbeam=5 cm/s.
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Figure 4-9: Temperature and evaporation rate distributions on the melt surface for
Vbeam=20 cm/s. Dark band indicates beam intensity profile in the y=O plane.
perature that a broad temperature distribution will produce a considerably narrower
vapor flux peak, and the control volume can be said to include most of the evaporative
losses from the entire hearth.
It is worth noting that at a scan speed of 20 cm/s, the average rate of metal
evaporation over the control volume is an order of magnitude higher than that of a
flat surface at the melting point, so much higher beam scan velocities can still result
in substantially lowered evaporative losses. Simulation of this regime will require a
larger control volume as described in the next section.
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4.4 Discussion
The models presented here have a number of limitations in their ability to describe
true furnace operating conditions. This is due to the preliminary nature of the models
and results, and improvements to the models represent the next stage of development
in this project.
For example, the turbulence model used here, employing uniform viscosity and
conductivity enhancement, does not consider the localized and anisotropic nature
of turbulence in the actual process. It is likely that the evaporation rate-scan speed
curve will look somewhat different from the one shown in figure 4-8, with the transition
velocity somewhat higher since viscosity is lower than that used in this model.
For this reason, a dimensionless group is proposed here to relate the beam velocity
to an approximation for the maximum Marangoni-induced velocity just in front of
the beam. An estimate of Marangoni-induced velocity fi, based on equations A.17,
A.19 and A.21 of appendices A.2 and A.3 (pages 127-A.21) with Vbeam used in place
of L f, is given by
4V/2P(do/dT)2u =. (4.5)7rA72 apVbem 
The ratio of beam velocity to this quantity, , is therefore
Vbeam r2R 2pVb2eam (46)
U 4V2P(da/dT)
The critical value of that parameter calculated in this study corresponded to a beam
velocity of 6m, which taken together with 30-times enhanced viscosity and thermal
conductivity, gives -a = 0.062 (indicating this estimate of surface velocity is about
15 times too big). At the nominal values of p and k, this dimensionless parameter
reaches the same value for Vbeam just above 30 m, and we would therefore expect this
transition to occur at approximately that beam velocity.
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3-D periodic simulation geometry for regime 3 evapo-
In addition, the melt entering the control volume is assumed to be quiescent and
at a uniform temperature, which leads to inaccurate results. This can be overcome
somewhat by the use of periodic boundary conditions at both ends of the control
volume, but this too does not account for interactions between adjacent beam scan
lines.
Toward this end, a simulation volume with multiple periodic boundary conditions
is suggested, as outlined in figure 4-10. In that figure, temperature and fluid veloc-
ity distributions for faces "A" would be set equal to each other, likewise for faces
"B" and "C". Figure 4-11 shows a calculated top surface temperature profile for the
convection-diffusion problem with this geometry and constant velocity. This solution
was generated by the NEKTON software package, but is only a solution of the energy
equation (equation 2.9 on page 43) with uniform velocity.
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Figure 4-11: Isotherms of 3-D periodic simulation of top surface layer.
4.5 Summary
The stationary spot model showed that vapor pressure caused by localized heating is a
plausible mechanism for the creation of surface depressions at low scan speeds. It, also
generated approximate numbers for viscosity and thernial conductivity multipliers
for turbulent simulation in the vicinity of the beamn impingement, giving values of
approximately 30 for both.
From the moving spot model, it, was shown that a stationary 50 kW beam inn-
pinging on pure titanimnm gives rise to evaporation rates of around 0.3 grams per
second (2.5 pounds per hour), and that in a model with enhanced viscosity and ther-
nial conductivity based on values used in the surface depression mnodel, they fall off
dramatically above a critical beam scan speed of approximately 6 •." Based on a
dimensionless estimation of the ratio of beam scan velocity to imelt surface flow veloc-
ity, it is estimated that the critical velocity at the molecular values of viscosity and
thermal conductivity will be just over 30 "*
Finally, a methodology has been suggested for the calculation of losses in regime
3 operation, using multiple periodic boundary conditions to simulate the effect of
interactions between adjacent lines in a beam scan pattern.
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Chapter 5
Evaporant Flux Distribution
"But there went up a mist from the earth, and watered the whole fdce of
the ground. " (Genesis 2:6)
5.1 Motivation
Thin films made by electron beam physical vapor deposition (EBPVD) play an in-
creasingly important role in a wide variety of products and fields, from electronics to
thermal barrier coatings for turbine blades. However, the mechanics of vapor trans-
port are poorly understood, in part because rarefied gas behavior is very different
from that of more familiar fluids. In particular, the flux of atoms evaporating from
a surface follows the well-known cosine distribution, but in high-flux processes such
as electron beam evaporation, collisions between evaporant atoms actually lead to
a focusing of the vapor plume toward the surface normal, with the resulting flux
distributed as cos2 9 or even cos3 9 [15, 34, 35, 49, 52]. This result is completely dif-
ferent from the intuitive expectation that more collisions will lead to dispersing of
the plume. For this reason, it has never even been considered that one could exercise
any control over deposition profile in evaporation processes.
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The extent to which a uniform gas behaves like a continuous fluid is described
by the Knudsen number, the ratio of mean free path to chamber size A/L, with the
mean free path A given by
1
A = (5.1)
where a is the collision diameter and n the number of molecules per unit volume.
Figure 5-1 shows the Knudsen number given by typical electron beam evaporation
parameters, and the regimes which they give rise to. Due to the intermediate Knudsen
number of this system, the direct simulation Monte-Carlo (DSMC) technique [9] is
used to model collisions in the vapor phase. This technique was used by Coronell
and Jensen to predict deposition profiles in chemical vapor deposition [16], and more
recently by Bellot et al. who defined the recondensation ratio as the fraction of atoms
which return to the source, and used a Monte Carlo method to predict that ratio for
an ingot in electron beam melting [5]. That study reported calculated values from
3.4 pct recondensation of aluminum and 2.3 pct recondensation of titanium, to as
high as 18 and 10 pct respectively, depending on beam power. However, to date, only
Minson et al. have published predictions of PVD deposition profiles calculated by
this method [34, 35].
The calculations presented here refine the deposition profile predictions of Minson
et al. and extend the recondensation ratio calculations of Bellot et al. to a wider range
of temperatures and source sizes. In addition, analysis of the mechanisms of plume
focusing leads to the suggestion of using a ring source instead of a disk in order to
modify plume focusing for a given source size and total evaporation rate. Calculations
of flux distribution and recondensation ratio from ring source geometries are therefore
presented and compared with those from disk sources.
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Figure 5-1: Knudsen numbers and regimes for argon gas in a 1 meter chamber at
temperatures of 300 K (0) and 2400 K (0). The dark gray box represents a typical
range of conditions in electron beam evaporation.
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5.2 DSMC Prediction of Deposition Profile
The DSMC method has been used mostly to model upper atmosphere aerodynamics,
although recently it has been successfully applied to other problems of high Knudsen
numbers, including the materials processes mentioned above. A DSMC simulation
predicts the trajectories and collisions of representative particles, each of which rep-
resents large numbers of atoms. During each time step, motion and collisions are
assumed to be decoupled such that particles are generated at the source and moved
according to their velocities and boundary interactions, and then collisions are calcu-
lated and the particles given new velocities.
For this study, a program written by Paul Minson' was modified to use a very
different arrangement of cells in order to improve the speed of the simulation and
increase its accuracy. The simulation volume is a narrow wedge section of a nearly
hemispherical chamber, as shown in figure 5-2. The source is in the x-y plane close to
the origin, and the two planes defining the wedge act as periodic boundary conditions
such that particles which leave the wedge through one plane re-enter through the
other. Particles are introduced into the simulation volume from the source surface at a
rate given by the Langmuir equation (equation 3.1, page 51). These particles are given
a random velocity whose magnitude follows a Maxwellian distribution (i.e. kinetic
energy follows a Boltzmann distribution) such that average velocity is a function of
source temperature, and whose direction follows a cosine distribution.
In order to reduce the effort required to calculate collisions, the simulation volume
is divided into cells such that collisions can occur between any two particles in the
same cell. To give accurate results, cells must satisfy several criteria: they must be
small enough that there are no significant gradients across them; they must be smaller
than the local mean free path; and there must be at least twenty representative
particles in each cell. Pairs of particles within a cell are chosen randomly, their
'The source code for this program can be found in appendix C.3 on page 155.
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Figure 5-2: Simulation volume and source geometry of the type used in this problem.
The wedge angle and source size are not drawn to scale.
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collision probability calculated based on their relative velocities, and if a random
variable is chosen which satisfies that probability, they are collided and given new
velocities, which are given by various collision models.
For the purpose of determining collisions and resulting velocities, particles are
modeled as hard spheres of diameter 8.32 angstroms, which should be satisfactory for
metal vaporization because species are almost exclusively monatomic and excitation
energies are well above vapor temperatures [5]. Other collision models include the
variable hard sphere model, in which collision diameter depends on relative velocity,
and soft sphere models involving energy transfer between kinetic energy and the
internal vibrational, rotational and electronic energies [9]. Those models require data
on the viscosity-temperature relationship, which are not available for titanium vapor.
Cells for this study are defined by the set of ellipses and hyperbolas in the x-
z plane shown in figure 5-3 which are rotated about the z-axis to produce ellipses
and hyperboloids of rotation. Their foci are placed at the edges of the source in
order to very finely resolve that area. Ellipses are chosen such that cell size goes
approximately as the square of distance from the origin, roughly in accordance with
the mean free path distribution, and hyperbolas such that a cosine distribution will
give approximately equal numbers of particles in each cell in the nearly-hemispherical
top boundary. This cell arrangement is described in detail in appendix A.5, page 130.
When particles leave the outermost ellipsoid, they are removed from the sim-
ulation. The intercept of their trajectory and that ellipsoid is calculated and its
off-normal angle recorded for a histogram of number vs. angle. If particles pass
through the bottom plane, they are removed from the simulation and counted toward
the calculation of the recondensation ratio.
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Figure 5-3: Cell discretization used with a source radius of 8 cm. Although this figure
shows linear cell sides, the actual cells are bounded by true ellipse and hyperbola
segments.
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Figure 5-4: Vapor density over a titanium source 16 cm in diameter at temperature
2050K. Legend at top shows gray scales corresponding to densities in atoms/cm3 .
5.3 Vapor Flux Distribution Due to a Disk Source
Figure 5-4 shows the vapor density distribution above a disk source of titanium at a
temperature of 2050 degrees and source diameter of 16 cm. It is clear from that figure
that the highest densities in the chamber are found just above the source. The vapor
flux distribution at that temperature is shown for multiple source sizes in figure 5-5.
The best fit to the focused distributions is a cos" curve, where the exponent n
can be calculated by a least squares fit of ln(flux) against ln(cos 0). A plot of the flux
profiles from figure 5-5 thus transformed is shown in figure 5-6. This figure indicates
an excellent fit over the range of off-normal angles from 00 to 60", and only a small
fraction of the flux lies outside of that cone. Cosine powers given in that figure and
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Figure 5-5: Normalized vapor flux distributions due to titanium disk sources at 2050
K with diameters 2.0 (o), 4.0 (0), 8.0 (A) and 16.0 cm (0) and cos(0) for reference
(x), shown in cartesian (a) and polar (b) coordinates. Heavy grey lines indicate the
angles 450 and 600. 109
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Figure 5-6: Vapor flux distributions due to titanium disk under the same conditions
as figure 5-5, plotted in log-log cos coordinates.
the rest of this section are calculated by a linear regression over the range from 00 to
450, for which R 2 values never fell below 0.995, indicating excellent fit to the data.
It has been speculated that the extent of focusing should depend only on the ratio
of source diameter to equivalent mean free path 2 d/Ao, that is, the inverse of what
might be called the local Knudsen number. The equivalent mean free path here is
that given by the vapor pressure p,, which is therefore
kT
Ao = (5.2)
V/7ra2pv '
giving the parameter d/Ao as
d dV/iro2pV (5.3)
'o kT
2The actual mean free path of an evaporant atom depends on its location and direction of travel,
and is therefore not well-defined.
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Figure 5-7: Simulation geometry and mesh used by Minson et al. [34, 35].
In Minson's work, when cosine power was plotted against this dimensionless pa-
rameter, the resulting curve was either very noisy [35] or else was translated slightly
for each different source size [34]. The reason for this is that the cell arrangement used
by Minson (shown in figure 5-7) did not capture the details of the property gradients
at the edges of the largest sources. (The region of small cells was a 5 cm cube, and
the largest source used was a 4cm radius disk.)
In this work, using a modified version of Minson's program with a different geom-
etry and mesh, a set of curves of cosine power n vs. d/Ao is obtained for temperatures
from 2000 K to 2100 K which agree very well, as shown in figure 5-8. The excellent
agreement of these curves gives credence to the speculation that cosine power depends
only on d/Ao.
Figure 5-9 shows the calculated recondensation ratio, with similarly excellent
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Figure 5-8: Calculated cosine power n of titanium flux distribution from disk sources
of diameter 2 cm to 16 cm (same symbols as in figures 5-5 and 5-6). For each source
diameter, temperatures used were 2000, 2016, 2033, 2050, 2066, 2083 and 2100 K,
with the lowest temperature corresponding to the leftmost point on the curve.
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Figure 5-9: Calculated percentage of atoms which are deflected back to the melt
surface at various source sizes and temperatures. Temperatures and symbols are the
same as those in figure 5-8.
agreement, indicating that too depends only on d/Ao. It is worth noting that a
wide range of recondensation ratios were calculated here, in the same range as those
given by Bellot et al. [5].
These results and the average evaporant velocity direction (upward) lead to the
following explanation of the vapor plume focusing: an atom leaving the surface at a
strongly off-normal angle is likely to collide with another evaporant atom, which will
very likely have an upward velocity, and most likely be deflected upward. The other
atom can be deflected outward or back down into the source. Therefore, for smaller
mean free path relative to the source diameter, an atom with strongly off-normal
velocity is more likely to be redirected upward.
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5.4 Plume Focus Due to a Ring Source
Based on the above explanation for the observed plume focusing, it would seem that
the average velocity directly above an empty ring source should have a significant
outward component (i.e. in the positive r-direction), and therefore, the resulting
plume should be less focused than from a disk source.
In order to test this hypothesis, the same program and conditions were used to
calculate the vapor flux distribution and recondensation ratio due to ring sources,
where the ratios of inner to outer diameter were 0.75 and 0.9. Again, the flux distri-
butions were fit to cos' curves with R 2 for the fit no less than 0.995 and very often
above 0.999. Cosine power n and recondensation fraction for these ring sources are
shown in figures 5-10a and 5-10b.
As expected, calculated focusing and recondensation are significantly less pro-
nounced for ring sources than disk sources. However, this advantage of increased
uniformity must be weighed against the decrease in total evaporation rate, which for
a ring with - = 0.75 is just 44% of that of the solid disk source and for = 0.9rTout Tout
is 19% (due to their smaller area). For this reason, the ring actually leads to greater
focusing for a given source diameter and evaporation rate, in spite of the decreased
focusing at the same source diameter and temperature.
This can be seen clearly in the plot of cosine exponent n vs. evaporation rate
in figure 5-11. For a given evaporation rate, that figure shows that n increases with
decreasing source radius and the corresponding increase in temperature. In addition,
for a given evaporation rate and source diameter, n increases slightly as one goes from
a disk source to a ring source, and then increases slightly more with increasing ring
inner diameter.
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Figure 5-10: Calculated cosine power n of titanium flux distribution (a) and recon-
densation ratio (b) for ring sources with l = 0.75 (black) and 0.90 (grey), same
symbols as figures 5-8 and 5-9. For each source diameter, temperatures used were
2000, 2050, and 2100 K, with the lowest temperature corresponding to the leftmost
point on the curve.
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Figure 5-11: Calculated cosine power n of titanium flux distribution from disk sources
of diameter 2 cm to 16 cm (same symbols as in figures 5-5 through 5-10). Grey curves
represent ring sources with t equal to 0.75 (dark grey) and 0.9 (light grey). For
each source diameter, temperatures used were evenly distributed from 2000 K to 2100
K, with the lowest temperature corresponding to the leftmost point on the curve.
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5.5 Discussion
Although the methods used here have produced results on plume focusing in agree-
ment with experimental observations, its results have yet to be verified for the class
of temperature distributions discussed here.
The calculations presented here were performed under relatively clean conditions,
that is, with uniform temperature distribution, effects of beam scan rate ignored, and
the background gas neglected. Based the evaporant density is orders of magnitude
higher than background density near the source, it seems that the latter of these is
a reasonable assumption for the prediction of plume focusing and recondensation,
which are not strongly affected by background gas interactions far from the source.
However, more work needs to be done on the coupling between source temperature
distribution and evaporant flux distribution in order to make this more closely simu-
late the conditions in an actual evaporation system.
In particular, the assumption of constant temperature must be re-examined for the
case of a scanning beam, as the temperature fluctuation even at high frequency can
have a significant effect on local evaporation rate even if not on overall evaporation
rate. Therefore, even if the beam scans at a fast enough speed to put the system
in regime 1 (as defined in section 3.2, page 51), the evaporation rate fluctuation can
significantly throw off the shape of the plume, and much higher frequencies still are
required to avoid such small temperature fluctuations. For this reason, the results
given in this chapter can only be said to apply to a defocused beam over the widest
sources, and this represents a potential error in the analysis of Bellot et al. [5].
5.6 Summary
By using the DSMC method to calculate vapor flux profiles in titanium evaporation,
the mechanism of vapor plume focusing toward the normal has been confirmed to
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be based on the collisions between evaporant atoms in the dense region immediately
above the source. Furthermore, the extent of focusing has been shown to be a func-
tion only of the ratio of source diameter to equivalent mean free path d/A0. The
recondensation ratio, which is the fraction of atoms deflected back to the source, was
also found to be dependent on that parameter alone.
Furthermore, vapor flux density profiles and recondensation ratios have been cal-
culated for ring sources, and although there is less focusing and less recondensation
than for a disk, their lower total evaporation ratio actually makes the focusing greater
for the ring source than the disk source for a given total evaporation rate.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
The dissolution of titanium nitride occurs at a constant rate of 0.16 mm and nitrided
sponge dissolves at a faster but inconsistent rate due to porosity and variable nitrogen
content. Inclusions which are large enough so that complete dissolution is unlikely
will float or sink very quickly, unless their density is extremely close to that of the
molten titanium around them.
Significant progress has been made in understanding the dynamics of fluid flow
in the melting hearth. Because the model presented here uses a boundary condition
which takes into account the excess superheat in the melting region, it was possible to
duplicate for the first time in a model the longitudinal recirculation which has been
observed in practice. Because longitudinal mixing very strongly affects the inclusion
and solute transport properties, this is an important feature of this model.
This result shows the utility of using a hearth with a bend between the melting
and refining regions in order to brake the strong surface flows which develop due
to melting superheat. In addition, it may motivate the development of a control
system which minimizes that superheat by dynamically redesigning the pattern to
concentrate beam energy on the unmelted regions and keep it away from the hot
molten metal.
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This model may be used in th. future to calculate residence time distribution and
inclusion and solute transport properties of a hearth. In particular, it would be useful
to model the effect of beam energy distribution across the top surface on melt flows,
and in turn, on inclusion transport properties; and then to use understanding thus
gained to generate an optimal pattern for inclusion minimization.
Through a comparison between the composition of molten titanium-aluminum-
vanadium alloy melt and vapor evaporating from the melt, and measurement of the
surface temperature distribution in the hearth, the activity coefficients of aluminum
and vanadium in molten titanium have been determined to be approximately 0.063
and 1.0 respectively. A fast and robust program has been written to calculate the
rate of titanium and alloy element evaporation from a melt surface which is peri-
odically heated by a scanning beam, and its predictions show good agreement with
the measured relationship between evaporation rate and beam scan parameters. This
program can be used to estimate losses of base metal and alloying elements in electron
beam melting, and to predict the ability to vary deposition rate at constant power in
electron beam evaporation.
Based on the use of this program, with the experimentally-determined activity co-
efficients, and a perfect mixing model of solute transport in the hearth, it is believed
that beam scan frequency can be used in an industrial furnace to control melt com-
position. If it can be implemented, such a control scheme will allow the production of
in-specification titanium ingots directly from scrap material, with significant savings.
A model has also been presented to describe the fluid flow and heat transfer
around a slowly-moving beam. This model captures transport phenomena which give
rise to the evaporation-frequency relationship at low frequency, which is an important
regime for the design of beam patterns for efficient evaporation.
It would be very interesting to fully couple these models of medium- and low-
frequency evaporation kinetics with the fluid dynamics/heat transfer model of the
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hearth. This would allow more accurate calculation of output chemistry than can
currently be done using plug flow and perfect mixing approximations, and would
allow also for the calculation of the dynamic response of the hearth to changing feed
chemistry and beam scan frequency.
Finally, it has been confirmed that as long as the hard sphere model of interatomic
collisions is valid, evaporation of atoms from a disk source in which evaporant atom
velocities follow a cosine distribution will be focused by interatomic collisions to a cosn
distribution where n can be as high as 3. Further, the cosine exponent n depends only
on the ratio of source diameter to equivalent mean free path d/Ao. The recondensation
fraction is a function of the same parameter, and can climb as high as 13%, even with
no background gas present.
The relationships between cosine exponent, recondensation fraction and d/Ao were
also calculated for ring sources, and were both found to be less than the values given
by a solid disk source. However, due to the significantly lower area of the ring source,
it was concluded that for a given evaporation rate, a ring source actually produces
greater focusing and recondensation than a disk. This indicates that the temperature
distribution of the source influences the coating thickness uniformity.
It should be noted that these calculations were performed assuming uniform source
temperature, and the large source results are therefore only strictly valid for the case
of a defocused beam. When a small beam scans over a pattern such as a ring or
disk, the dwell time of the beam on a given spot is on the order of the equilibration
time for the vapor phase throughout the chamber, and so the system will behave as
a small moving disk instead of a large one. Scan frequency must be high enough so
that transient local variation of evaporation rate is negligible, in order to realize these
vapor flux distributions for scanned sources, and this is very difficult to achieve.
It should also be noted that these theoretical predictions of flux distribution and
recondensation fraction have only been verified qualitatively, that is, they compare
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well with vapor flux distributions measured in experiments run under similar cir-
cumstances. More quantitative correlations of source temperature distributions to
resulting vapor flux distributions are necessary to confirm the relationships predicted
here.
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Appendix A
Analytical Calculations
A.1 Joule Heating and Lorentz Forces
Joule heating and Lorentz forces can be neglected in analysis of electron beam inter-
action with metals, the former being dominated by electron impact energy and the
latter by buoyancy and Marangoni forces. To prove this claim, we first calculate the
current density distribution and magnetic field produced by the beam.
Approximating the beam as a steady gaussian current through the melt surface
and into an infinite melt, reduces the solution of Maxwell's equations to that of
Poisson's equation for electrical potential in axisymmetric coordinates
V2 = = 0, (A.1)
-Or2  r r +  z2
where the positive z direction is down into the melt. The boundary conditions are
gaussian current distribution through the surface, and zero potential at infinity
z = 0 Jz = -ae R2 e-  (A.2)S= -, (A.3)R2
rz-+OO 0 -+07, (A.3)
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where Jz is the z-component of current density J, a, is the melt electrical conductivity,
I the total beam current and R the spot radius.
To solve this equation, one can use the method of separation of variables and the
zero-order Bessel function identity
Xe-= a Jo(bx)dx = a e 4 (A.4)
to give the solution in integral form
0(r, z) - I exp - z Jo(Ar)dA. (A.5)
2rae ==0o 4
Current density J is given by -caeV, and has a negative z component (toward
the surface). The magnetic field has only a 8-component, which can be calculated
using the integral form of Maxwell's equation
B . ds = fPm dA, (A.6)
where jpm is the magnetic permeability. Taking our paths as circles around the axis
of symmetry gives
2rrB0 = 2/.pm Jo Jz(f)fdf. (A.7)
A.1.1 Joule heating
Joule heating due to electrical resistance of the melt reaches a maximum at the surface
in the center of the beam, where the current density is at a maximum. At that point,
heat generation 4 is given by
J2 12
q - 2R4(A.8)
Oe 712R 4Oe
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Using the maximum current on the Sandia furnace of 9 amperes, spot radius of 12.5
mm and conductivity of ae=5.81 x 105 (~m)- ' [13, p. 14-2] gives q=580-, which is
dwarfed by electron impact heating of 8 x 108s at 250 kW.
A.1.2 Lorentz forces
Because current flows in the negative z direction and the magnetic field in the negative
0 direction, the The Lorentz force J x B will be in the negative r direction, and
maximized on the melt surface. At the surface, it is given by the product of current
density from equation A.2 and magnetic field from equation A.7
Fr = - Jz Be (A.9)
= -Re L o e "--e fdf (A.10)
m r2[ r2
2 1 e R 1 - e- .(A.11)2rR 2  r io
2
Making the substitution u= 2 , the Lorentz force reaches a maximum at the root of
+ 1 (1 - e-u) - e" = 0, (A.12)
which occurs at u = 0.340, so L = 0.583. At this radius, the force is
Fr = -0.176 (A.13)irR3
For titanium, tlm = (1 + Xm)/Lo, where Xm is the magnetic susceptibility (equal to
7 x 10- 5 for titanium at room temperature) and to is the permeability of a vacuum,
which is 1.26 x 10-6N. A current of 9 amperes into a spot with radius 10 mm gives a
maximum force of 2.93m which is considerably smaller than the gravitational force
of 40200 .
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The important consideration for fluid flow is not the force itself but its curl, which
is given here by 9F - %Fz. This quantity also reaches a maximum on the surface,
where its main component is
aFr jmI2
= 0.534 (A.14)1z 7rR4
For our operating parameters, the curl of the Lorentz force evaluates to 709y. Given
9 for titanium is 0.7mK, this result is equivalent to the buoyancy force curl gen-
erated by a horizontal temperature gradient of 103-, which is considerably smaller
than temperature gradients near the beam.
A.2 Estimation of Maximum Hot Spot Temper-
ature
To estimate the temperature rise during the dwell time of the beam, one can solve
the one-dimensional heat conduction equation (equation 3.14) with initial condition
t=0O =ý T=To and boundary conditions z=0 •= -k-=qo and z -+ oo = T=To (z is
depth into the melt), which gives the solution
q0 
-- 2-z (A.15)T = To + 2 exp - z 1 -erf . . )
The beam is treated as a constant heat source with surface flux qo = P (from
equation 3.15) and centerline dwell time At = 2R/Lf where L is the pattern length
and f the scan frequency. Therefore, the maximum surface temperature rise along
the beam centerline is
ATmax 2P (2aR) 1/2
R2k rLA.16)
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P 2 2(A.17)
Because this expression does not consider the gaussian nature of the beam, and does
not account for radiative and evaporative heat losses, it is an overestimate of the
temperature rise.
A.3 Estimation of Transient Peclet Number
The Peclet number for heat transfer is derived from the ratio of convective to conduc-
tive terms in the energy equation, and thus gives a rough measure of which is more
important in a heat transfer problem. When it is much less than one, conduction
can be said to dominate; when much greater than one, convection is more important.
Because the ratio of interest is that of horizontal convection to vertical conduction,
the following modified version of the Peclet number is proposed:
uWAz 2Pe= U '(A.18)
where ux is the melt flow velocity along the surface and Ax and Az are the horizontal
and vertical length scales of the problem. The horizontal length scale is the spot
radius, and the vertical length scale can be approximated by the penetration depth
of temperature fluctuations given by 2 /f.
To approximate transient surface velocity, one must use the expression for Mar-
angoni shear r-z due to the temperature rise near the beam given by
da BT
TZX = dTox' (A.19)dT i8x'
where a here is the surface tension and the temperature gradient is approximated as
the maximum centerline temperature rise ATma. (given by equation A.17) divided by
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spot radius. One mnay then apply the constant flux diffusion equation solution from
appendix A.2 (equation A.15) to fluid flow, where momentum flux is given by shear
rz., which gives
uX = I 2 e " - zerfc . (A.20)
Using the beam dwell time R/Lf as our reference time, the surface velocity will
simply be
uX = 2TrpLf. (A.21)
Inserting the shear stress given by equation A.19 into this velocity expression, and
the resulting velocity into equation A.18, gives the conclusion
da ATmax, R 1(A.22)Pe = 8 -A.22)dT R rppLf Rf
16V2P(da/dT)
7r2pLR3f 2  (A.23)
Using a 60 Hz pattern at 200 kW net beam power gives an maximum temperature rise
of about 650'C and thermal penetration distance Az of 0.8 mm. Taken together with
an approximate spot radius Ax of 1.25 cm, and titanium viscosity and Marangoni
coefficient given in table 2.1, one obtains a transient velocity of 31 mm/s, and a Peclet
number of 0.16. Below this frequency, conduction can no longer be said to dominate,
making 60 Hz the approximate cutoff between regimes 2 and 3 for titanium at this
power level.
A.4 Conversion Ratio in a Continuous Reactor
The effectiveness of a continuous reactor, defined by the conversion ratio 1 - -
depends on the reaction rate and residence time distribution in the reactor. In a plug
flow reactor, all material spends the same amount of time in the hearth, whereas if
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the reactor is well-mixed, the residence time distribution is as broad as possible. Here
expressions are derived which give the extent of reaction in well-mixed and plug flow
reactors with a heterogeneous reaction.'
In a perfect mixing tank (also called a continuously stirred tank reactor, or CSTR),
reactant enters at a rate given by the product of flow rate and starting concentration
QCin, and leaves by reaction at a rate k"ACbulk (k" is the heterogeneous reaction
rate equal to flux divided by concentration, and A is area available for reaction) or
by flowing out of the reactor at a rate QCout. Because the concentration is uniform,
Cbulk = Cout, and calculation of steady-state output concentration requires only a
balance of input and output:
QCin = k"AConut + QCout. (A.24)
Solving for uk gives
out Q
= Q(A.25)Cin k"A + Q
1
+- kVA " (A.26)
In a plug flow reactor, the concentration is not uniform, so the time-dependent
concentration is calculated for a "plug" of fluid entering at time t = 0 and initial
concentration Cin. The reaction proceeds at a rate k"ApiugCplug, and concentration
change is given by
dCplug -
Vplug dt = k"AplugCplug. (A.27)
Maximum conversion is obtained when the plug reaction area is constant so that
1These and related derivations are discussed in greater detail by Danckwerts [17] and Szekely
and Themelis [55, ch. 15].
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Vu , and Cplug follows
Cplug =Cin exp kAtV (A.28)
When the plug reaches the output at time t = !, the concentration ratio is thus given
by
Gout k"A
=out exp "A (A.29)
It is important to note the influence of dead zones in the reactor, which are regions
where the fluid recirculates for a long time with little interaction with the primary
flow through the reactor. If such region(s) exist, the reactor is said to be "short-
circuited" since most of the fluid bypasses the dead zones. The result is an effective
residence time which is lower than the average given by V, and a lower conversion
ratio than would be calculated by the expressions given here.
A.5 DSMC Simulation Mesh
A mesh based on ellipsoids and hyperboloids was chosen because of the close match
between cell size distribution and density distribution, and the speed of algorithms
for determining cell number from particle location. What follows are those algorithms
along with a description of the mesh and a means of calculating the volume of each
cell.
A.5.1 Mesh description
Cell boundaries in the mesh are formed by the rotation of ellipses and hyperbolas in
the x-z plane about the z-axis. The rotated ellipses and hyperbolas, in turn, share
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foci a distance c from the z-axis. These ellipsoids are described by
x2 + y2  z2
a2  + - = 1, (A.30)
where ae and be are the x- and z-axis intercepts respectively, and are related to the
focal distance c by
a - be = c2 . (A.31)
Hyperboloids are described by
x2 + y2  z2
a • 1, (A.32)
ah bh
where ah is the x-axis intercept, and the line through the origin and (ah, O, bh) is an
asymptote to the hyperbola in the x-z plane. These are related to focal distance c by
ah + bh = c2. (A.33)
Ellipsoids from this family are chosen such that the smallest distance between x-
axis intercepts goes as the inverse square of the distance from the foci, to approximate
the A distribution of particle density from a point source. For p elliptical shells, this
gives us the ellipse major axis intercepts aei as
p-1 1 1
ae, = c + p_-(aemax - c) 1 (A.34)p-2(p-i+1 p+1
and minor axis intercepts according to equation A.31.
Hyperbolas are chosen such that the angles of the asymptotes are distributed
with density proportional to sin(q) cos(q), where 0 is the off-vertical angle. This is
the distribution of particles in cells arising from a cosine distribution. For q hyperbolic
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shells, this gives major axis intercepts ahi as
ah = c -cos (1 - cos - (A.35)8 qi))
and bhi values according to equation A.33.
A.5.2 Calculation of cell number
To calculate cell number from particle coordinates, the hyperbola and ellipse on which
the particle lies are calculated by solving equations A.30 through A.33 for ae and ah.
Interestingly, the pair of equations A.30 and A.31 and the pair A.32 and A.33 both
solve to
a2  2 1ora (+y 2 z 2 + C2 2y2 + C2 c2)2 4c2(x2+y2)) , (A.36)
indicating that the ellipsoid x-axis intercept is the greater of the two roots and the
hyperboloid intercept the smaller.
Once ae and ah have been determined from the particle's location, it remains only
to compare them tG the ae and ah values which define the ellipses and hyperbolas
of the mesh. The aei value for ellipse i out of n, is calculated from bei according to
equation A.31, and bei in turn according to
bei =ibene - (+ . (A.37)(n, - i + 10 ne + 10 10 n, , 10
Values of ahj for hyperbola j out of nh is given by
ahj = CCos ( COS- (i - )2i). (A38)
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A.5.3 Cell volume calculation
To find the volume of the cell between ellipsoids i and i +1 and between hyperboloids
j and j + 1, we integrate wedge thickness rA9 (r = V/xF + y7 and AO is wedge angle
in radians) over the cell:
Vii = AO as, ahj+i rlJldahdae,
Jaei gahj
(A.39)
where IJI is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix
IJI =
ar
BOre
Br
oah
Oz
Oza
Bah
(A.40)
Substituting r = 2 + yand solving equations A.30 through A.33 for r and z gives
aeah
r "
bebh
c
= e (a C2
with derivatives
LgrOZ-a-C 2 -a 2 -
Oa. a-, cca ae-c-.
Or a Oz - a -C
Oah j C Oh c h
The total cell volume thus becomes
v23,=Vaei"
Sah+1 aeah
hj C
ha2
C2
a2 - C2
e +
Sc2 - a 2
haa---•
2 
-_ahdahda,.
aI - C2ea2C
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(A.41)
(A.42)
(A.43)
(A.44)
(A.45)
Using the identity
d 2 a~ 2X= 2xVa2 - -2%a 3 X2
this integrates out to
vii = Ao a (C2 -a3/2
3c2 Vae c-r
a,(2c2 + a)
+ 3C3
'Lhj
(a2 - C2)(C2 - a2)]
e ah +
and further to
= y  [(a2 ahi ej-a) a2 2  c2  ]aa2 ai+1 a
ahj+1 aei
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(A.46)
dae,
(A.47)
(A.48)
Appendix B
Computer Program Operation
B.1 Surface Layer Periodic Heating
B.1.1 Equations and methodology
The surface layer heat transfer program' used the Galerkin weighted-residual finite
element method, here with one-dimensional linear elements. This program solves for
the temperature history in a thin layer on molten metal with one surface heated peri-
odically by an electron beam and the temperature at the other surface held constant.
The equation of heat transfer and boundary conditions are as given in section
3.5.2, page 69. The program uses linear elements for spatial discretization, and
Crank-Nicholson time integration (with 0=0.5, table B.2) because of its accuracy
and unconditional stability. To solve the matrix equation, the program uses the
tridiagonal matrix solver tridag. c [47].
1A complete listing of this program is given in appendix C.2 on page 143.
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Heat generation function
A distributed heat source is used when beam penetration into liquid metal is thought
to be significant, i.e. when the timescale of heat diffusion through the penetration
depth is smaller than the beam residence time.
Heat generation as a function of depth and distance from the beam center can
be calculated from equations 3.17 and 3.18 on page 71. For the purposes of this
program, the intersection of a moving beam with a vertical line is considered, giving
the following function of depth and time:
1)2)exp exp (_ t32
G(z,t) -exp (-4(z i) (B.1)
pcp, rR2 Spc, tRS3r/2
Since the power is stored in the program as P/k (k being the thermal conductivity),
we multiply this by a to obtain the desired P/pcp.
The form of this used in the source vector is Gt(t) f.o (iGz(zi)dz, where Gt is the
time-dependent right side of the expression in equation B.1, Gz is the z-dependent
component (including the power term), 2 is the domain, and (i is the weighting
function for node i. Neglecting the time-dependent component, the rest is expressed
(for a non-surface node):
f G,(z1)dz = i+ - zi-1 aP exp -4 1 . (B.2)
This linear interpolant of the source vector is integrated, compared with the total
power density, and scaled so that total energy distributed throughout the surface
layer is equal to the beam power density per unit area.
Because the program currently uses the linear interpolant of the generation func-
tion, it is inaccurate for penetration depth on the order of the size of the first element
or smaller. In such cases, the beam should be treated as a surface source. This will
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be corrected in future versions of the program.
B.1.2 Program flowchart
1. Read command-line options and set simulation variables.
2. If To is given, set initial temperature distribution and cycle to solve for all of
the temperature history as follows:
(a) Iteratively solve for temperature profile in each timestep.
(b) If number of cycles is set to 0:
i. Terminate cycles if initial surface temperature is within 0.01*C of final
surface temperature.
ii. Otherwise, reset initial temperatures to final temperatures and return
to the start of the cycle.
(c) Otherwise, if the specified number of cycles have not been completed, point
the program to begin calculating temperatures in the next cycle.
3. If To,min and To,max are given, run through the following procedure with To values
from To,min to To,max according to the number of intervals:
(a) Set the initial temperature distribution according to the current value of
To
(b) Set number of cycles to zero and cycle to solve for temperature history
as described above. However, at the end of each cycle, calculate reference
surface temperature and reset initial temperatures to the final tempera-
tures minus the difference between To and reference surface temperature.
Terminate only if that difference is less than 0.010 C.
(c) Calculate and store the average evaporation rate at this average surface
temperature To.
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Table B.1: Output filenames.
Description
Temperature
Last cycle temperature
Surface temperature
Heat generation
Flux through layer bottom
Label
tempfile
lastfile
surfile
genfile
fluxfile
Default
ut
ul
us
ug
uf
Based on
onedim3.ps
onedim3.ps
onedim.ps
onedim3.ps
onedim.ps
4. Generate postscript output files as requested by user.
B.1.3 Using the program
The program can be run from the command prompt by typing the program name
and options (tables B.1 and B.2; these may be entered in any order), e.g.:
ebsurf power 200 freq 450 patlen 240 spsize 2.5 tinit 1960 surfile dsO.ps cyc 10
Allowable combinations of process variables are shown in table B.2; if these com-
bination rules are violated, the program will run but with unpredictable choice of
parameters. The default simulation parameters in table B.2, such as dimensionless
parameters, are given to make the simulation accurate, but any of them can be over-
ridden by specifying it on the command line.
If no output filenames are given, the program will generate only screen output.
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Table B.2: luput parameters.
Parameter
layer bottom temperature To
temperature range To,min, To,max,
temperature intervals nT
beam power P
beam scan frequencya V
beam scan perioda r
beam dwell timeb Tb
pattern lengthb L
beam scan velocityb vb
spot radiusb rb
beam penetration S
Material properties:
thermal diffusivity a
thermal conductivity k
radiative emissivity e
molar massc mA
heat of vaporizationc AH,
exponential constantc 01n(HA,)0T
C-C constantsc A, B, C, D
number of solutes
reg. solution parameterd Q
concentrationd Ci
Simulation control:
layer depth d
elements nx
element size ratio r.
simulated cycles
timesteps nt
timestep size ratio rt
timesteps/dwell time
Atmin
dimensionless (= Atmax
dimensionless . d2
relative implicitness 0
Label
tinit
tmin, tmax
tpts
power
freq
tf in
tres
patlen
vbeam
spsize
pendep
alpha
cond
epsilon
molmas
qOvap
qSvap
ccA, etc.
solutes
omega
conc
depth
xsteps
xrat
cyc
tsteps
trat
bsplit
aleph
bapheth
theta
1Units
K
K
kW
sec-1
sec
sec
cm
cm
sec
cm
cm
cm
2
sec
erg
sec-cm-K
gram
mol
erg
mol
K-1
mol
wt%
cm
Default
none
none
10
none
none
none
none
none
none
1
0
0.1
3 x 106
0.5
47.88
4.82 x 1010
-4.64 x 10- 5
Ti values
0
0
0
30
1
convergence
enough
optimal
5
1
4
0.5
aSpecify either frequency or period.
bSpecify either dwell time or beam velocity and spot radius or pattern length and radius.
cThese parameters must be specified for the base metal and all solutes.
dThese parammeters must be specified for all solutes.
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Appendix C
Computer Program Source Code
C.1 Inclusion Size and Terminal Flotation Veloc-
ity
This program is written as a World-Wide-Web CGI application for use with a form,
and can be run at URL http://lyre.mit.edu/ powell/Software/sphlow .html by
entering parameters into the form. It calculates the diameter of a spherical particle
rising or sinking through a fluid at its terminal velocity, as a function of that terminal
velocity, particle density, and the fluid viscosity and density, using the methodology
described in section 2.3 on page 37.
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <string.h>
#define PTS 18 / * # of pts in f-Re correlation curve */
#define RE .2,.5,1,2,5,10,20,50,100,200,500,1000,2000,5000,10000,20000, \
50000,100000 / * Reynolds numbers for the curve */
#define FF 120,50,26,14,7.1,4.3,2.5,1.5,1.05,.8,.56,.45,.42,.4,.42,.46, \
.49,.5 / * Friction factors for the curve */
#define MIN(x,y) (((x)>(y))?(y):(x))
10
/* Compile: gcc Research/Programs/f.c -lm -o free */
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void main(argc,argv) int argc; char *argvy;
{ int i,nrho; double rho,mu,u,g,rho-pl,rhop2,rho_p,youte,rerat(),f();
char line[200]; double inputdoubleo; void printto();
FILE *stemp,*fopen();
/ * Open the html template file */
if(!(stemp=fopen("/u/powell/www/Software/stemp. html","r"))) {
printf("\n<head><title>Software error</title></head>\n"); 20
printf("<body>A missing file is preventing the program from running ");
printf("properly. Please notify the program's author at ");
printf("<a href=\"mailto: Adam Powell <powellQnavier. MIT. EDU>\">");
printf("powellOnavier. MIT. EDU</a>. <p>\n</body>\n<address>");
printf("<a href=\"/~powell/\" >Adam Powell</a></address>\n");
exit(0); }
/ * Get the string components into the proper variables */
rho=inputdouble(getenv("QUERY-_STRING") ,"rho=");
mu=inputdouble(getenv("QUERYSTRING"),"mu="); 30
g=inputdouble(getenv("QUERY STRING"), "g=");
u=inputdouble(getenv("QUERYSTRING"),"u=");
rhopl=inputdouble(getenv("QUERYSTRING"),"rhopl=");
/ * Print the html file replying to the user */
printf("\n");
printto(stemp, "<TD>1</TD> "); printf("<TD>%g</TD>\n" ,rho);
printto(stemp, "<TD>1</TD> "); printf("<TD>%g</TD>\n" ,mu);
printto(stemp, "<TD>1</TD>"); printf("<TD>%g</TD>\n",g);
printto(stemp," <TD>1</TD> "); printf("<TD>%g</TD>\n" ,u); 40
printto(stemp,"<TD>1</TD> "); printf("<TD>%g</TD>\n",rho.pl);
youte=rerat((4*_ABS(rhopl-rho)*mu*g)/(rho*rho*u*u*u));
printto(stemp," <TD>1</TD>"); printf("<TD>%g</TD>\n",youte);
printto(stemp,"<TD>1</TD> "); printf("<TD>%g</TD>\n" ,f(youte));
printto(stemp,"<TD> 1</TD>"); printf(" <TD>%g</TD>\n",youte*mu/rho/u);
printto(stemp,"qqq");
double inputdouble(field,search) char *field,*search; 50
{ int i; double ret=0.;
for(i=O;i<strlen(field)-strlen(search) ;i++)
if(!(mystrcmp(field+i,search))) sscanf(field+strlen(search)+i,"%lf" ,&ret);
return(ret); }
void printto(infile,strang) FILE *infile; char *strang;
{ char *a,temp[150];
do {
a=fgets(temp,150,infile); if(a&&mystrcmp(temp,strang)) printf("%s",temp);
} while(a&&mystrcmp(temp,strang)); } 60
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int mystrcmp(stringl,string2) char *stringl,*string2;
{ int i=O;
while(i<MIN(strlen(stringl),strlen(string2))&&*(string2+i)==*(stringl+i))i++;
return(*(string2+i)&&*(stringl+i)); }
/* This computes Reynolds number as a function of f/Re */
double rerat(f_ Re) double fRe;
{ int i; double m,res[PTS]={RE},ffs[PTS]={FF};
if(fRe>ffs[0]/res[O]) return(sqrt(24./f_Re)); /* Stokes flow: f=24/Re */ 70
i=O; while(i<PTS&&f Re<ffs[i]/res[i]) i++; /* Which interval? */
if(i==PTS) return(-1); /* Re too high */
m=(log(res[i])-log(res[i-1]))/(log(ffs[i])-log(ffs[i- 1]));/* Inverse slope */
return(exp((log(res[i])+m*(olog(fRe)-log(ffs[i])))/(1-m))); /* The answer */
/ * This computes f as a function of Re */
double f(Re) double Re;
{ int i; double res[PTS]={RE},ffs[PTS]={FF}; so
if(Re<res[0]) return(24/Re); /* Stokes flow */
i=O; while(i<PTS&&Re>res[i]) i++;
if(i==PTS) return(-1);
return(exp(log(ffs[i])+(log(ffs[i])-log(ffs[i-1]))/
(log(res[i])-log(res[i-1]))*(log(Re)-log(res[i]))));
C.2 Surface Layer Heat Transfer
This one-dimensional heat transfer program calculates surface temperature fluctua-
tions due to a scanning electron beam. A description of methodology and flow outline
are given in section 3.5.2 on page 69.
/* WARNING: the ebsurf.h file has defaults for titanium and zirconia. This */
/ * file has a line for a single beam hit or the moving pattern used on */
/* zirconia at Chromalloy, in the routine gtime. Make sure the settings in */
/ * ebsurf.h are where you want them to be. */
/* For titanium, as well, there is a switch for evaporation rate or Al k" */
#include "ebsurf .h"
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/ * Typical command line: to
ebsurf power 200 freq 450 patlen 240 spsize 2.5 tinit 1960 xsteps 50 genfile
dgO.ps lastfile dl0.ps surfile dsO.ps cyc 10
Or for zirconia:
ebsurf power 60 freq 1 patlen 100 spsize 1 tinit 3000 xsteps 50 genfile \
dg0.ps lastfile dl0.ps surfile ds0.ps
*/
/ * Voltages/pendeps: (Schiller Electron Beam Technology, p. 39)
* 10 keV -> .00026 g9/cm^2 -> .000063 cm
* 30 keV-> .0020 g/cm^2 -> .00049 cm 20
* 100 keV -> .015 g/cm^2 -> .0036 cm
* 300 keV -> .082 g/cm ^ 2 -> .020 cm
* 1 MeV -> .4 g/cm ^ 2 -> .10 cm
*/
void main(argc,argv) int argc; char *argvy;
{ int i=0j,k,m; struct param par; char *a,*paraminp();
double tmp,*X,*t,*T,*big,*flux,loss(),vloss,vloss2(); void output(),
cycles();
30
/ * Get params from command line */
if(a=paraminp(argc,argv,&par)) exit(printf(" Illegal keyword %s. \n",a));
/ * Memory allocations */
printf("Memory allocation: X %d, big %d, T %d, t %d, total bytes: %d\n",
sizeof(double)*(par.xs+l),sizeof(double)*par.xs*12,
sizeof(double)*(((par.cyc>0)?par.cyc:l)*par.ts+1)*(par.xs+1),
sizeof(double)*(par.ts+l),
sizeof(double)*(par.xs*(14+par.ts*((par.cyc>0)?par.cyc:1))+2*par.ts+3));
40
if(!((X=MALLOC(double,par.xs+1))&&(big=MALLOC(double,par.xs*12))&&
(T=MALLOC(double,(((par.cyc>0)?par.cyc:)*par.ts+1)*(par.xs+1)))&&
(t=MALLOC(double,par.ts+1)))) exit (printf("Not enough memory! \n"),l);
/ * Single cycle run (goes first if both requested) */
if(par.Tin!=0.0) {
if(!(flux=MALLOC(double,3))) exit(printf("Not enough memory! \n"),l);
cycles(X,t,T,par.Tin,big,&par,GREET I OUTPUT,flux,l,argc,argv);
free(flux); flux=NULL; }
/ * Single cycle Tsurf run */ 50
if(par.Tin!=0.0) {
if(!(flux=MALLOC(double,3))) exit(printf("Not enough memory!\n"),1);
tmp=par.Tin-par.pow*2.*par.tres*par.w/
par.k/sqrt(PI)/par.sps/par.sps/par.tfin;
cycles(X,t,T,par.Tin,big,&par,GREETIOUTPUT ITSUR,flux,1 ,argc,argv);
free(flux); flux=NULL; }
/* Multiple run, temperature scan */
if(par.Tmax!=0.) {
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if(!(flux=MALLOC(double,3*par.Tpts+3))) exit(1); for(i==0;i<=par.Tpts;i++) {
tmp=par.Tmin+(par.Tmax-par.Tmin)*i/par.Tpts- 60
par.pow*2.*par.tres*par.w/par.k/sqrt(PI)/par.sps/par.sps/par.tfin;
cycles(X,t,T,tmp,big,&par,TSUR,flux+i,par.Tpts+1,argc,argv); }
if(par.pout) output(&par,flux,t,flux+par.Tpts+1,TSCN,argc,argv); }
void cycles(X,t,T,TO,big,p,m,ou,pt,argc,argv)
double *X,*t,*T,TO,*big,*ou; struct param *p; int m,pt,argc; char *argvj;
{ double Gto,tmp,GTIMEo,timestepo,vloss(),vloss2(); int i=Oj=O,s;
char *a,inp[80],*greeter0; void intcond(),output();
70
/ * Fill in Xs, ts, initial temperatures, G, A,B,C components, etc. */
intcond(X,t,T,TO,big,p,argc,argv); if(m&TSUR) TO=*T;
/ * Greeting, parameter check */
if(m&GREET) if(a=greeter(*p,inp)) exit(printf("Then try again.\n"));
printf("\nStarting cycles, bottom temp=%.31f, top temp=%.31f\n",
*(T+p->xs),*T);
/ * Step through time */
Gto=GTIME(O,p->tres); if(p->cyc) for(j=0;j<p->cyc;j++) { 80
printf("Cycle %d"j+l); if(m) printf(", timesteps:");
for(i=0;i<p->ts;i++) Gto=timestep(*p,X,t,T+(p->xs+1)*i,big,Gto,i+1,m);
printf(" dT=%.31f, Tnew=%.31f\n",TP(p->ts,O)- *T,TP(p->ts,O));
T+=p- >ts*(p->xs+l); )
else { j=O; do {
if((m&TSUR)!=O&&j) { /* Calc Tsurf, move 1st-step Ts so it's right */
tmp= (*(T+p->xs-1)* *(t+l)+
*(T+(p->xs+l)*(p->ts+l)-2)*(p->tfin-*(t+p->ts-1)))*0.5;
for(i=2;i<=p->ts;i++) tmp+= *(T+(p->xs+l)*i-2)* (*(t+i)-*(t+i-2))*0.5;
tmp=(tmp/p->tfin-*(T+p->xs))*p->w/(p->w-*(X+p->xs-1))+*(T+p->xs); 90
printf("Finished Yd cycles. tmp=%.31f\r" j,tmp); fflush(stdout);
for(i=0;i<=p->xs;i++) *(T+i)= *(T+p->ts*(p->xs+l)+i)+TO-tmp; I
else if(j) for(i=O;i<=p->xs;i++) *(T+i)= *(T+p->ts*(p->xs+l)+i);
for(i=0;i<p->ts;i++) { Gto=timestep(*p,X,t,T+(p->xs+l)*i,big,Gto,i+l,m);
if(m&GREET) {
if(m&TSUR) printf("Tav=%. 31f before ",tmp); printf("Cycle %d:",j+1);
printf(" dT=% . 31f, Tnew=% . 31f\n",TP(p->ts,O)- *T,*(T+p->ts*(p->xs+l)));}
/* printf("Finished %d cycles. tmp=%.3lAr",j,tmp); fflush(stdout); */ }
while(++j<MAXCYC && ABS(*T-*(T+(p->xs+1)*p->ts))>CTOL); )
printf("Finished %d cycles. "j-1); 100
s=(p->cyc?p->cyc-1:0)*p->ts; if(m&TSUR) TO= *(T+p->xs);
if(p->cyc) T-=j*p->ts*(p->xs+l); i=p->cyc; if(p->cyc==0) p->cyc=l;
/ * Output results */
if((m&OUTPUT)!=O) (
p->Tin=TO;
if(p->tout) output(p,X,t,T,TMPS,argc,argv); /* Output all temps (3-D) */
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if(p->sout) output(p,X,t,T,SURF,argc,argv); / * Output all surface temps */
if(p->lout) output(p,X,t,T+(i?(i- 1)*(p->xs+1)*(p- >ts):0),ONEC,argc,argv);
if(p.->fout) output(p,X,t,T,FLUX,argc,argv); /* Fluxes. Last cyc ^ (3-D) */ 110} p->cyc=i;
/* The report... */
*ou= *(ou+2*pt)=0.; for(j=0;j<p->tsj++) {
*ou+= *(T+(s+j)*(p->xs+1)+p->xs-1)*
((ji==0)?*(t+1)+p->tfin-*(t+p->ts-1):*(t+j+l)-*(t+j-1))*0.5;
/ * Replace vloss here with vloss2 for aluminum k" calculation */
*(ou+2*pt)+=VLOSS(*(T+(s+j)*(p->xs+l1)),p->E,p->A,p->C,p- >D)*
((j==0)?*(t+1)+p->tfin-*(t+p->ts-1):*(t+j+)-*(t+j-1))*0.5; }
*ou=(*ou/p->tfin-TO)*p->w/(p->w-*(X+p->xs-1))+TO; /* p->Ma*1O.* */ 120
*(ou+2*pt)/=p->tfin; *(ou+pt)=VLOSS(*ou,p->E,p->A,p->C,p->D); /* here too! */
printf("Loss=%.91le mol/cm^2-s, steady=%.91e\n",*(ou+2*pt),*(ou+pt));
printf("Surface reference temperature= %.31f; energy balance (ergs/cm-2):\n",
*ou);
tmp=0.; for(j=0;j<p->ts;j++)
tmp+=GTIME(*(t+j),p- >tres)*
((j==0)?*(t+l)+p->tfin-*(t+p->ts-1):*(t+j+l)-*(t+j-1))*0.5;
printf(" Beam input: theoretical %.31e, actual %.31e\n",
p->pow*2./sqrt(PI)/p->sps/p->sps*p->tres/p->tfin,
p->pow*4/PI/p- >sps/p- >sps*tmp/p->tfin); 130
tmp=0.; for(j=0;j<p->ts;j++)
tmp+= *(T+(s+j+l)*(p->xs+l)-2)*
((j==O)?*(t+1)+p->tfin-*(t+p->ts-1):*(t+j+1)-*(t+j-1))*0.5;
printf(" Back temp: %.31f, conduction: %.31e,",tmp/=p->tfin,
p->k*(tmp-TO)/(p->w-*(X+p->xs-1)));
tmp=0.; for(j=0;j<p->ts;j++ )
tmp+= (*(T+(s+j)*(p->xs+l))-*(T+(s+j)*(p->xs+l)+1))*
(j?*(t+j+1)-*(t+j-1):*(t+1)+p->tfin-*(t+p->ts-1))*0.5;
printf(" surface conduction: %.31e\n",p->k*tmp/ *(X+1)/p->tfin);
tmp=0.; for(j=0;j<p->tsj++) 140
tmp+=p- >eps*SIGMA*(pow(*(T+(s+j)*(p- >xs+1)),4)-pow(p- >Tenv,4))*
(j-=-O)?*(t+l)+p->tfin-*(t+p->ts-1):*(t+j+l)-*(t+j-1))*0.5;
printf(" Radiation: %.31e, ",tmp/p->tfin);
tmp=0.; for(j=0;j<p->ts;j++)
tmp+=p->Q0*exp(p->S* *(T+(s+j)*(p->xs+l)))*
vloss(*(T+(s+j)*(p->xs+1)),p->E,p->A,p->C,p->D)*
((j==0)?*(t+l)+p->tfin-*(t+p->ts-1):*(t+j+l)-*(t+j-1))*0.5;
printf(" evaporation: . 31e\n",tmp/p->tfin);
150
double timestep(p,X,t,T,big,Gto,s,m) struct param p; double *X,*t,*T,*big,Gto;
int s,m;
{ int i; void tridago; double Gt,dt,Tb,*Gx,*A,*Ag,*At,*B,*Bg,*Bt,*C,*Cg,*Ct,
*O,*R,loss(),ossder(),GTIME();
Gx=big;A=big+p.xs;Ag=big+p.xs*2;At=big+p.xs*3;B=big+p.xs*4;Bg=big+p.xs*5;
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Bt=big+p.xs*6;C=big+p.xs*7;Cg=big+p.xs*8;Ct=big+p.xs*9;O=big+p.xs*10;
R=big+p.xs*ll;
/* Parameter initialization: A,B, C, O,temp first guess */ 160
dt=1./(TI(s)-TI(s-1)); Tb=(1.-p.th)/p.th;
Gt=GTIME(TI(s),p.tres);for(i=0;i<p.xs;i++) {
*(A+i)= *(Ag+i)+*(At+i)*dt; *(B+i)= *(Bg+i)+*(Bt+i)*dt;
*(C+i)= *(Cg+i)+*(Ct+i)*dt;
*(O+i)=(*(Ag+i)*Tb-*(At+i)*dt)* *(T+i- 1)+(*(Bg+i)*Tb-*(Bt+i)*dt)* *(T+i)+
(*(Cg+i)*Tb-*(Ct+i)*dt)* *(T+i+l)-((1-p.th)*Gto+p.th*Gt)* *(Gx+i);
*(T+p.xs+l+i)= *(T+i); }
/ * if(m&GREET) printf(" %d",s); */
170/ * if(s==1) for(i=O;i<p.xs;i++)
printf("Row %d: %.4le %.4le %.41e %.41e %.41e %.41e %.31e\n",i,
*(At+i), *(Bt+i), *(Ct+i), *(Ag+i), *(Bg+i), *(Cg+i),
*(Ag+i)+ *(Bg+i)+*(Cg+i)); *
*O+=p.al*(1-p.th)*loss(*T,&p)/p.k;
*(T+2*p.xs+l)= *(T+p.xs); T+=p.xs+l; s=O;
/ * Iterate */
do { 180
Tb= *T;*B= *Bg+*Bt*dt;
for(i=0;i<p.xs;i++)
*(R+i)= *(O+i)+(i?(*(A+i)* *(T+i-1)):0)+*(B+i)* *(T+i)+*(C+i)* *(T+i+l);
*R+ =p.al*p.th*loss(*T,&p)/p.k; *B+=p.al*p.th*lossder(*T,&p)/p.k;
tridag(A,B,C,R,T,p.xs);
} while(ABS(*T-Tb)>ITOL);
return(Gt);
double gtime(t,tres) double t,tres; /* Time-dependent generation component */ 190o
{ return(exp(-(2*t/tres-3)*(2*t/tres-3))); } /* Normal version */
double gtime2(t,tres) double t,tres; /* Chromalloy version, use 99 and 79 */
{ double x,y;x=6.25*sin(2*M PI*t*297);y=7.5*( ABS((t*237-floor(t*237))*4-2)-1);
return(exp(-x*x/1.905/1.905-y*y/.635/.635)); }
#define FREQA 100.
#define FREQB 73.
double gtdisk(t,tres) double t,tres; /* Adam's innovative disk design */
{ double x,y; x=2.5*(cos(2.*M.PI*t*FREQA)+cos(2.*MPI*t*FREQB))-.2; 200
y=2.5*(sin(2.*M PI*t*FREQA)+sin(2.*MPI*t*FREQB))-0.;
return(exp(-x*x/.625/.625-y*y/.625/.625)); }
#undef FREQA
#undef FREQB
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double vloss(T,E,A,C,D) double T,E,A,C,D; /* molar vapor flux */
{ return(E*exp(-A/T+C*log(T)+D*T)); }
double vloss2(T,E,A,C,D) double T,E,A,C,D; /* Al k" value */
{ return(8.2924243e-5*exp(log(10.)*(- 16450./T+12.36)-1.523*log(T))); } 210
double vlossdir(T,E,A,C,D) double T,E,A,C,D; /* dVapFlux/dTsurf */
{ return(E*exp(-A/T+C*log(T)+D*T)*(A/T/T+C/T+D)); }
double gamme(T,s) double T; struct solute *s; /* Reg solution act coef */
{ return(1.0); }
double loss(T,p) double T; struct param *p; /* Total rad+vap heat flux */
{ double los,gammeo; struct solute *s; int i=O;
los=p->eps*SIGMA*(T*T*T*T-p->Tenv*p->Tenv*p- >Tenv*p->Tenv)+ 220
p->Q0*exp(p->S*T)*vloss(T,p->E,p->A,p->C,p->D);
if(p->sols==0) return(los); else while(i<p->sols) {
s=p->soldata+i; i++;
los+=vloss(T,s->E*gamme(T,s),s- >A,s->C)*(s->Q0*exp(s- >S*T)); }}
double lossder(T,p) double T; struct param *p; /* dHeatFlux/dTsurf */
{ double der,gammeo; struct solute *s; int i=0;
der=4*p->eps*SIGMA*T*T*T+p->Q0*exp(p->S*T)*vlossdir(T,p->E,p->A,p->C,p->D)+
p->Q0*p->S*exp(p->S*T)*vloss(T,p->E,p- >A,p->C,p->D);
if(p->sols==0) return(der); else exit(printf("No solutes allowed. \n")); } 230
void tridag(a,b,c,r,u,n) double *a,*b,*c,*r,*u; int n;
{ int j; double bet,*gam,*arr; /* Solves (a,b,c)arr=r, and u+=arr */
if(!(gam=MALLOC(double,2*n))) exit(printf("No memory for gamma vector. \n"));
arr=gam+n; if(*b == 0.0) exit(printf("Matrix has a zero corner.\n"));
*arr= *r/(bet= *b); for(j=1;j<nj++) {
*(gaim+j)= *(c+j-1)/bet; bet= *(b+j)-*(a+j)* *(gam+j);
if(bet == 0.0) exit(printf("Matrix has a zero pivot.\n"));
*(arr+j)=(*(r+j)-*(a+j)* *(arr+j-1))/bet; } *(u+n-1)-= *(arr+n-1); 240
for (j=(n-2);j>=0;j--) *(u+j)-= *(arr+j)-= *(gam+j+l)* *(arr+j+l);
free(gam);
void intcond(X,t,T,TO,big,p,argc,argv)
double *X,*t,*T,TO,*big; struct param *p; int argc; char *argvf;
{ int i=0; double tmp,tmp2,*Gx,*Ag,*At,*Bg,*Bt,*Cg,*Ct; void output();
/ * Position of vectors within "big" */
Gx=big;Ag=big+p- >xs*2;At=big+p->xs*3;Bg=big+p- >xs*5;Bt=big+p- >xs*6; 250
Cg=big+p- >xs*8;Ct=big+p- >xs*9;
*X=0.; *(X+p->xs)=p->w; *t=0.; /* Make time and space grids */
tmp=log(p->xr)/(p->xs-1); for(i=1;i<=p->xs;i++) *(X+i)= *(X+i-1)+exp(tmp*i);
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tmp=p->w/ *(X+p->xs); for(i=1;i<p->xs;i++) *(X+i)*=tmp; *(X+p->xs)=p->w;
tmp=log(p->tr)/(p->ts-1); for(i=1;i<=p->ts;i++) TI(i)=TI(i-1)+exp(tmp*i);
tmp=p- >tfin/TI(p->ts); for(i=1;i<p->ts;i++) TI(i)*=tmp; TI(p->ts)=p->tfin;
/ * printf("Space grid: "); for(i=O;i<=p->xs;i++) printf("%.51f ",*(X+i));
printf("\n Time grid: "); for(i-=O;i< =p->ts;i++) printf("%.51f ", *(t+i)); */ 260
/ * tmp = flux/k = -dT/dx; make initial condition with this slope */
tmp=p->pow*4./p->k/PI/p->sps/p->sps; /* flux/k */ for(i=0;i<=p->xs;i++)
*(T+i)=TO+tmp*p->tres/p->tfin*sqrt(PI)/2.*(p->w-*(X+i));
/ * Calculate Aleph and Bapheth */
p- >ap=(p->xr>= 1?(*(X+l)):(p->w-*(X+p->xs-1)));
p- >ap*=p->ap/p->al/(p- >tr> l?(p- >tfin-TI(p->ts- 1)):(TI(1)));
p->bp=(p->w-p->dp)*(p->w-p->dp)/p->al/p->tfin;
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/* Calculate matrices: Ag,Bg,Cg, At,Bt, Ct (alpha *theta*stiffness, mass) */
for(i=1;i<p->xs;i++) {
*(Ag+i)= -p->al*p->th/(*(X+i)-*(X+i-1)); *(At+i)=(*(X+i)-*(X+i-1))/6;
*(Bt+i)=(*(X+i+l)-*(X+i-1))/3;*(Bg+i)=*(Bt+i)*3* *(Ag+i)/(*(X+i)-*(X+i+l));
*(Cg+i)= -p->al*p->th/(*(X+i+l)-*(X+i)); *(Ct+i)=(*(X+i+l)-*(X+i))/6; }
*Ag= *At=0; *Bg=p->al*p->th/ *(X+1); *Bt= *(X+1)/3; *Cg= -*Bg; *Ct= *Bt/2;
/ * Calculate x-dependent generation function (tmp=flux/k from above) */
if(p->dp==0.0) { *Gx=tmp*p->al; for(i=l1;i<p->xs;i++) *(Gx+i)=0.;
if(p->gout) output(p,X,t,Gx,GENS,argc,argv); } else { 280
tmp2=0.; for(i=0;i<=p->xs;i++) /* Calc qi, tmp2 is integrated total */
tmp2+=(*(Gx+i)=exp(-4.*(*(X+i)/p->dp- 1./3.)*(*(X+i)/p->dp-1./3.)))*
(i==0?(*(X+1)-*X):(i==p->xs?(*(X+p->xs)-*(X+p->xs-1)):
(*(X+i+l)-*(X+i-1))))*.5;
for(i=0;i<=p->xs;i++) *(Gx+i)*=tmp*p->al/tmp2;
if(p->gout) output(p,X,t,Gx,GENS,argc,argv);
/ * qi is calculated, now change to Gx i */
tmp= *Gx; *Gx=(*Gx*2.+*(Gx+1))*(*(X+1)-*X)/6; for(i=1;i<p->xs;i++) {
tmp2= *(Gx+i); *(Gx+i)=(tmp+tmp2*2.)*(*(X+i)-*(X+i-1))/6.+
(tmp2*2.+*(Gx+i+1))*(*(X+i+1)-*(X+i))/6.; tmp=tmp2; }} 29oo
char *paraminp(argc,argv,pars) int argc; char *argv]; struct param *pars;
{ int i=0j=O; static char gfile[80],tfile[80],sfile[80],Ifile[80],ffile[80],
pfile[80],infile[1500],*newargv[200]; double a,t; struct solute *s;
FILE *status, *fopen();
if(!(status=fopen("status" ,"r"))) {
pars- >tres=pars- >plen=pars- >vb=pars- >w=pars->dp=pars- >tr=pars- >Tmax=
pars->Tin=pars->Tsurf=pars->tr=0.; pars->sols=pars->ts=pars->cyc=0; 300
pars->th=0.5; pars->xs=XSDEF; pars->xr=XRDEF;
pars->ap=ALEPHDEF; pars->bp=BAPHETHDEF; pars->b=BSDEF; pars->Tpts=DTP;
pars- >gout=pars- >tout=pars- >sout=pars->lout=pars->fout=pars->pout=NULL;
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pars->al=ALPHA; pars->k=COND; pars->Ma=MOLMAS; /* Titanium default props */
pars->A=CCA; pars->B=CCB; pars->C=CCC; pars->D=CCD; pars->QO=HVATOK;
pars->S=HVEXP; pars->eps=EPSILON; pars->Tenv=ENVTEMP; }
else (
newargv[0]=argv[0]; for(i=lj=O;fscanf(status,"%s",infile+j)!=EOF;i++) {
newargv[i]=infile+j; j+=strlen(infile+j); }
j=O; while(++j<argc) newargv[j+i-1]=argv[j]; 310
i=O; j=0; }
fclose(status);
while(++i<argc) {
if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"alpha"))) sscanf(argv[++i], "%lf",&(pars->al));
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i]," cond"))) sscanf(argv[++i],"%lf ",&(pars->k));
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"depth"))) sscanf(argv[++i],""%lf ",&(pars->w));
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"aleph"))) sscanf(argv[++i],"%lf",&(pars->ap));
else if(!(strcmp(argv[ij,"bapheth"))) sscanf(argv[++i],"%lf" ,&(pars->bp));
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"bsplit"))) sscanf(argv[++i],"%if",&(pars->b)); 320
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i], "xsteps"))) sscanf(argv[++i],"%d" ,&(pars- >xs));
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"time"))) sscanf(argv[++i],"%lf ",&(pars->tfin));
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"freq"))) { sscanf(argv[++i],"%lf ",&(pars->tfin));
pars->tfin=1/(pars->tfin); }
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"tsteps"))) sscanf(argv[++i],"%d",&(pars->ts));
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i], "power"))) { sscanf(argv[++i],""%lf",&(pars- >pow));
pars->pow*=1e10; }
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"xrat "))) sscanf(argv[++i], "%lf ",&(pars- >xr));
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"tratI"))) sscanf(argv[++i],"%lf ",&(pars->tr));
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"tres"))) sscanf(argv[++i],"%lf ",&(pars->tres)); 330
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"tinit"))) sscanf(argv[++i],"%lf ",&(pars->Tin));
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"'tsurf "))) sscanf(argv[++i],"%lf ",&(pars->Tsurf));
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"pendep"))) sscanf(argv[++i],"%lf ",&(pars->dp));
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"vbeam"))) sscanf(argv[++i],"% lf ",&(pars->vb));
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"patlen"))) sscanf(argv[++i], "%lf ",&(pars->plen));
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"spsize"))) sscanf(argv[++i],"Xlf ",&(pars- >sps));
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"theta"))) sscanf(argv[++i],"%lf ",&(pars->th));
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"cyc"))) sscanf(argv[++i],"%d",&(pars->cyc));
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"tpts"))) sscanf(argv[++i],"%d",&(pars->Tpts));
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"tmin"))) sscanf(argv[++i],"%lf ",&(pars->Tmin)); 340
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"tmax"))) sscanf(argv[++i],"%lf ",&(pars->Tmax));
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"epsilon"))) sscanf(argv[++i],"%lf ",&(pars- >eps));
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"solutes"))) {
sscanf(argv[++i],"%d" ,&(pars- >sols));
pars->soldata=MALLOC(struct solute,pars->sols); )
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"next"))) { if(++j>=pars->sols)
exit(printf("Too many solutes!\n")); }
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],I"ccA")))
sscanf(argv[++i],"%lIf" ,pars->sols?&((pars->soldata+j) ->A):&(pars->A));
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i]," ccB"))) 3so
sscanf(argv[++i],"%lf ",pars->sols?&((pars->soldata+j)->B):&(pars->B));
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"ccC")))
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sscanf(argv[++i],"%lf ",pars->sols?&((pars->soldata+j)->C):&(pars->C));
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"ccD")))
sscanf(argv[++i],"%lf ",pars->sols?&((pars->soldata+j)->D):&(pars->D));
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i], "molmas ")))
sscanf(argv[++i],"%lf ",pars->sols?&((pars->soldata+j)->Ma):&(pars->Ma));
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"qOvap")))
sscanf(argv[++i],"%lf",pars->sols?&((pars->soldata+j)->QO):&(pars->QO));
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"qSvap"))) 360
sscanf(argv[++i],"'lf" ,pars->sols?&((pars->soldata+j)->S):&(pars->S));
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"genf ile"))) { sscanf(argv[++i], "%s",gfile);
pars->gout=gfile; }
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"surfile"))) { sscanf(argv[++i], "%s",sfile);
pars->sout=sfile; }
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"lastfile"))) { sscanf(argv[++i],"%s",lfile);
pars->lout=lfile; }
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"fluxfile"))) { sscanf(argv[++i],"%s",ffile);
pars->fout=ffile; }
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"tempfile"))) { sscanf(argv[++i],"%s",tfile); 370
pars->tout=tfile; }
else if(!(strcmp(argv[i],"lossf ile"))) { sscanf(argv[++i],"%s",pfile);
pars->pout=pfile; }
else return(argv[i]); }
if(pars->w==O) pars->w=pars- >dp+sqrt(pars- >bp*pars->a*pars->tfin);
if(pars->vb==O) pars->vb=pars->plen/pars->tfin;
if(pars->tres==O) pars->tres=pars->sps/pars->vb;
if(pars->tr==O) {
if(pars->xr==1) t=pars->w/pars->xs; else {
a=exp(log(pars->xr)/(pars- >xs-1)); t=O; 380
for(j=O;j<pars->xs;j++) t+=pow(a,(double)j); t=pars->w/t; }
if(pars->tres/5>t*t/pars->al/pars->ap) {
pars->tr=1; if(pars->ts==0) pars->ts=pars->tfin/t/t*pars->al*pars->ap; }
else pars->tr=t*t/pars->al/pars- >ap/pars- >tres*5; }
if(pars->ts==O) {
t=1; for(pars->ts=2; pars- >tfin/t>pars->tres/pars->b; pars->ts*=2) {
a=exp(log(pars- >tr)/(pars->ts- 1)); t=O;
for(j=O;j<pars->tsj++) t+=pow(a,(double)j); }
for(i=pars->ts/2; i>1; i/=2) {
if(pars->tfin/t>pars->tres/pars->b) pars->ts+=i; else pars->ts-=i; t=O; 390
a=exp(log(pars- >tr)/(pars- >ts-1));
for(j=0;j<pars->tsj++) t+=pow(a,(double)j); }
if(pars->tfin/t>pars->tres/pars->b) pars->ts++; }
pars- >A*=log(10.); pars->B*=log(10.); pars->C-=0.5; pars->D*=log(10.);
pars- >E=TORR2CGSP*exp(pars->B)/sqrt(2*PI*GR*pars- >Ma); return(NULL);
char *greeter(p,inp) struct param p; char *inp;
{ printf("Welcome to the adaml-d one-dimensional solver.\nYour parameters:\n");
printf(" Alpha =%5.31f\twidth =%8.51f\ttime =%8.51f\tspsize=%8.51f\n", 400
p.al,p.w,p.tfin,p.sps);
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printf(" aleph =%5.31f\txratio=%8.51f \ttratio=%8.51f\tpendep=%8.51f\n",
p.ap,p.xr,p.tr,p.dp);
printf(" bapheth=%5.21f\txsteps=%d\ttsteps=%d\tpower =%81f\n",
p.bp,p.xs,p.ts,p.pow/1.el0);
printf(" conduct=%4. le\tcycles=%d\tTinit =%8.21f\tvbeam ='8.51f \n",
p.k,p.cyc,p.Tin,p.vb);
printf("Predicted power losses at %.llf K: %.31e, loss deriv: %.31e (cgs)\n",
p.Tin,loss(p.Tin,&p),lossder(p.Tin,&p));
printf("Max beam flux: %.31e\n",p.pow*4./PI/p.sps/p.sps); 410
/ * p.B=loss(p.Tin,p.Tenv,p.eps,p.A,p.C,p.S,p.E); */
printf("Is this all correct? "); scanf("%s",inp);
return((*inp=='n' lI*inp=='N')?inp:NULL); }
void output(p,X,t,T,msg,argc,argv)
struct param *p; double *X,*t,*T; int msg,argc; char *argv[l;
{ int ij; double tmp,GTIMEO,maxi(,bot,top,time; FILE *outs,*inbo,*fopen();
int fclose(),steps,plots,flags; char bigs[81],inf[80],*fname;
flags=((msg==TMPSJImsg==GENSI msg==ONEC)?1:0)l ((msg==TSCN)?2:0)l 420
((msg==SURFI msg==FLUX)?4:0);
strcpy(inf,PSDIR);
if(flags&1) strcat(inf, "/onedim3.ps"); else strcat(inf,"/onedim.ps");
switch(msg) {
case GENS: strcpy(bigs,"generation function"); fname=p->gout; break;
case TMPS: strcpy(bigs,"all temperatures"); fname=p->tout; break;
case SURF: strcpy(bigs," surface temperatures"); fname=p->sout; break;
case ONEC: strcpy(bigs,"last cycle temperatures"); fname=p->lout; break;
case FLUX: strcpy(bigs,"tail end fluxes"); fname=p->fout; break;
case TSCN: strcpy(bigs,"surface losses"); fname=p->pout; break; } 430
printf("Outputting %s in %s.\n",bigs,fname);
if(!(inbo=fopen(inf,"r"))) exit(printf("No input file.\n"));
if(!(outs=fopen(fname,"w"))) exit(printf("No output file.\n"));
for(i=0;i<20;i++) { if(!(fgets(bigs,80,inbo))) exit(printf(" Input error\n"));
fputs(bigs,outs); }
steps=(flags&2)?p->Tpts:((flags&4)?p- >ts:p- >xs);
plots= (flags&2)?2:((flags&4)?p- > cyc:
1+p->ts*((msg==TMPS)?p->cyc:l)); 440
bot= (msg==SURFIjmsg==TMPSI lmsg==ONEC)?p->Tin:0;
top=ceil((maxi(T,(steps+1)*plots) -bot)/50)*50;
time= (flags&2)?p- >Tmax-p- >Tmin:p->tfin*((msg==GENSI msg==ONEC)?1:p->cyc);
if(flags&l)
fprintf(outs,"0 %If 0 %Ilf %lf %If",time,p->w,bot,top);
else fprintf(outs,"%lf %lf %le %le",(msg==TSCN)?p->Tmin:O,time,bot,top);
for(i=0;i< ((flags&1)?138:118);i++) {
if(!(fgets(bigs,80,inbo))) exit(printf("Input read error... \n")); 450
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fputs(bigs,outs); }
for(j=0j <plots;j+=((flags&1)?2:1)) {
if(flags&2&&j<2) fprintf(outs,"%.1f setgray\n",0.5*(1-j));
for(i=0;i<=steps;i++) {
fprintf(outs," %lf ",*(((flags&4)?t:X)+i% (steps+1))+
((flags&4)?j*p- >tfin:0));
if(m3g==GENS) fprintf(outs,"%1e",/ * *(T+i)*p->k/p->al* */GTIME(TI(j),p->tres));
else if(flags&3) fprintf(outs,"%le" I,*(T+j*(steps+1)+i));
else if(msg==SURF) fprintf(outs,"%lf" ,*(T+(j*p->ts+i)*(p->xs+1))); 460
else fprintf(outs,"%lf •1f sub %lf mul",*(T+(j*p->ts+i+l)*(p->xs+l)-2),
*(T+(j*p->ts+i+l)*(p->xs+l)-l),p->k);
fprintf(outs,"\n"); }
if(flags&l) fprintf(outs,"%lf ",TI(j%p->ts)+j0/p->ts)*p->tfin);
fprintf(outs,"%d timestep\n'" ,steps); }
while((i=fgetc(inbo))!=EOF) fputc(i,outs); fprintf(outs," \nshowpage\n");
fprintf(outs," %%Command string: \n%%"); for(i=0;i<argc;i++)
fprintf(outs,"%s ",argv[i]); fprintf(outs,"\n");
if(i=fclose(inbo)) exit(printf("Inpnt file close error %d\n",i)); 470
if(i=fclose(outs)) exit(printf("Output file close error %d\n",i)); }
double maxi(arr,n) double *arr; int n; / * Return array max */
{ int i=O; double big=0; while(i<n) { big=(big>*(arr+i))?big:*(arr+i); i++; }
return(big); }
/ * A couple of hacks:
2 setlinewidth .2 setgray
lims pop pop add 3 1 roll add exch 1940 gom 480
lims pop pop pop 3 2 roll pop 2419.27 gol
lims pop pop pop exch pop 2419.27 gol
lims pop pop add exch pop 1940 gol stroke
onedim alpha .1 xrat 1 trat 1 width .06 xsteps 30 freq 450 ts30 power 150 tres .0002 cyc 5 pendep .02 spsize 2 tmin
Uranium data and sample run:
ebsurf freq 450 power 150 patlen 200 spsize 2 tmin 1405 tmax \
1605 xsteps 50 lastfile ul ccA 24090 ccB 13.2 ccC -1.26 molmas \
238 qOvap 4.17e10 qSvap 0 cond 5.41e6 alpha 0.188 lossfile up 490
*/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#define MALLOC(a,b) (a *)malloc((b)*sizeof(a))
#define ABS(x) ((x)>O.?(x):-(x))
#define TI(s) (*(t+s))
#define TP(r,s) (*(T+(p->xs+l)*r+s))
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#define PI 3.141592653589793
#define GR 8.314e7 /* Gas constant in cgs units */
#define TORR2CGSP (1013000./760.)/ * Torr to dyn/cm^2 conversion */
#define SIGMA 5.67e-5 /* Radiation constant in cgs */
#define ITOL 0.00001 /* Iteration surf temp. diff. *
#define CTOL 0.01 /* Cycle surf temp. diff. */
#define XSDEF 30 /* Default x steps
#define XRDEF 1 /* Default x ratio first/last */
#define BAPHETHDEF 4 /* Default Bapheth value */
#define ALEPHDEF 1 /* Default Aleph value
#define BSDEF 5 /* Def no of timesteps in tres */
#define MAXCYC 30 / * Max number of cycles in auto*/
#define DTP 10 / * Default temp scan intervals */
#define GENS 0 /* Messages passed to output() */
#define TMPS 1
#define SURF 2
#define ONEC 3
#define FLUX 4
#define TSCN 5
#define PSDIR "/u/powell/Research/Programs/onedim" /* Dir with PS templates */
#define GREET 1 / * Messages passed to cycles() (powers of 2) */
#define OUTPUT 2
#define TSUR 4
/ * Default properties, based on Titanium */
/*#define ALPHA 0.1 /* Thermal diffusivity */
/ *#define COND 3e+6 / * Thermal conductivity */
/ *#define MOLMAS 47.88 / * Molecular weight */
/ *#define CCA 23200 / * Clausius- Clapeyron A */
/ *#define CCB 11.74 / * Clausius- Clapeyron B */
/ *#define CCC (-0.66) /* Clausius- Clapeyron C */
/ *#define CCD 0. /* Clausius- Clapeyron D */
/*#define HVATOK 4.82e12 /* Vap heat extrap @ OK */
/*#define HVEXP (-4.64e-5) /* Vap heat expO const */
/ *#define EPSILON 0.5 /* Radiative emissivity */
/ *#define ENVTEMP 293 / * Environment tempertr */
/ * Default zirconia properties
#define ALPHA 6.666e-3
#define COND 2.7e+5
#define MOLMAS 123.223
#define CCA 40229.885
#define CCB 12.495756
#define CCC 0.
#define CCD 0.
/*#define CCA 10051.0746
/ *#define CCB -51.5011
/ *#define CCC 13.91222
/ *#define CCD 0.0020762
#define HVATOK 6.1377e12
/* Thermal diffusivity */
/* Thermal conductivity */
/ * Molecular weight */
/ * Clausius- Clapeyron A */
/ * Clausius- Clapeyron B */
/ * Clausius- Clapeyron C */
/* Clausius- Clapeyron D */
/ * Clausius- Clapeyron A */
/ * Clausius- Clapeyron B */
/ * Clausius- Clapeyron C */
/ * Clausius- Clapeyron D */
/* Vap heat extrap @ OK */
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#define HVEXP 0. /* Vap heat exp() const */
#define EPSILON 0.5 /* Radiative emissivity */
#define ENVTE'.4P 293 /* Environment tempertr */
/ * Routine switches: use vloss and gtime for titanium evap losses; vloss2 */ 60
/ * and gtime for aluminum k"; vloss and gtime2 for zirconia evap with funky */
/ * Chromalloy beam scan pattern and footprint. */
#define VLOSS vloss
#define GTIME gtdisk
struct param { unsigned long xs, ts, cyc, Tpts, sols; /* Last: # solutes */
double al,k,ap,bp,w,tfin,pow,xr,tr,tres,Tin,dp,vb,sps,th,plen,b;
double Ma,A,B,C,D,E,Q0,S,eps,Tenv,Tsurf; struct solute *soldata;
char *gout,*tout,*sout,*lout,*fout,*pout; double Tmin,Tmax; }; 70
/* Ma=molmas; A,B,C,D Smith CC consts; evflux preexp, Tmul; radeps; Tchamber */
struct solute { double Ma,A,B,C,D,E,omega,Q0,S; }; /* Solute evap props */
C.3 Direct Simulation Monte Carlo
This implementation of the DSMC method is a modification of Paul Minson's code
developed for his S.B. thesis [35]. The primary modification is the cell discretization,
which is described in chapter 5 on page 106, and in appendix A.5 on page 130.
/ * INTERPARTICLE COLLISIONS WORK, MOVEMENT WORKS, BOUNDARIES WORK, */
/ * EVAPORATION MAY WORK. */
/* Any line with a comment containing XXX needs to be changed to be UNIX */
/ * compatible. Also, all pointer variable declarations would need to be */
/* changed to remove the 'huge' keyword. */
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stddef.h>
#include <time.h>
/ * #include <alloc.h> */ 10
#include <math.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <time.h>
/ * DEFINITIONS */
#define TWOPI 6.283185307
#define HALFPI 1.5707 /* This value truncated, otherwise roundoff error*/
/ * occurs in evaporant generation function. */
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#define ROOTPI 1.772453851
#define TRUE 1
#define FALSE 0
#define BG 0 /* Background gas particle type number */
#define EV 1 /* Evaporant gas particle type number */
#define EMPTY 2 / * Empty particle array slot 'type' number */
#define RMAX 32767.0
#define R_MAXX 32768.0 /* Used to get random number [0,0.99999] */
/ * that excludes 1.0 from the range. */
#ifndef M_PI
#define M_PI
#define MPI- 2
#define M PI_4
#define M_1PI
#define M SQRT2
#endif
3.14159265358979323846
1.57079632679489661923
0.78539816339744830962
0.31830988618379067154
1.41421356237309504880
typedef float COORD, VEL, V_COMPONENT;
struct vertx { COORD x,y,z; };
struct centr { COORD x,y,z; };
struct cell_info {
int ic_num[2]; / * # of each type of particle in cell (BG, and EV). */
float icnumd[2]; /* Number density of each species in cell (BG & EV). */
float volume; /* Cell volume in cm3. */
long ic_addr; /* Addr. of 1st mol in cell in x-ref. */
long ic_addr_next; /* Addr. of next x-ref slot to fill during indexing. */
double ct; / * Cell collision time counter. */
float max rel vel; / * Maximum relative velocity of particles in cell. */
short subdivided;}; / * Flag, is large cell subdivided into small cells? */
typedef struct vertx VERTEX;
typedef struct centr CENTROID;
typedef struct cellinfo CELL;
struct src {
VERTEX vertex[3]; /* 3 coord. triples for triangle vertices */
CENTROID centroid; /* Coord. triple for triangle centroid loc. */
float xl,yl,zl;
float
float
float
float
float
x2,y2,z2;
x3,y3,z3;
temp;
area;
evaprate;
double evbeta;
double evbeta2
double ev beta3
double bg_beta;
/* Vector perpendicular to source normal vector
* and lying in the X-Z plane. */
/* Third orthogonal vector =(x3,y3,z3)x(xl,yl,zl) */
/* Unit normal vector to source surface. */
/ * Source triangle temp. in K */
/ * Source triangle area in cm2 */
/ * Computed evaporation rate from source triangle
* in sim. particles per timestep. */
/* sqrt(m/2kT), from source temp and evap. particle mass*/
; /* m/2kT, from source's temp and evaporant particle mass*/
; /* (m/2kT) to the 3/2 power. */
/* Square root of (m/2kT) from source's temp.
* and background part. 's mass. */
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float deltax3.xl; /* These variables are precomputed values */
float deltax2_xl; /* used in detection of background */
float deltayly3; /* particle collisions with source */ 70
float deltayly2; /* triangles. Pre-computation speeds */
float deltaxly3_x3yl; /* up calculations for detection of the collisions. */
float deltaxly2_x2yl; /* Here xl,yl refers to vertex[1]'s x,y coords, NOT */
float denom; / * to the xl and yl values above in the structure. */
/ * Similarly for x2,y2 and x3,y3. */
typedef struct src SOURCE;
/ * FUNCTION PROTOTYPES */
80
float num density(float pressure, float T); /* In torr, K */
float mf.path(float numdensity, float collision_xsect); /* in #/cm3, cm2 */
float vaporpress(float T, float A,float B,float C,float D); /* K, CC coeffs */
float evap_rt(float pv,float molarm,float T, /* in torr, g/mol, K */
float rep_num); / * # of real mols. per sim. mol. */
void maxwell_vel(long index, /* Particle position in arrays. */
double beta); / * Square root of m/2kT. */
float fvelmaxwell(float vel,int sidx); /* Particle's candidate velocity. */
/* Source index number. */
int checkboundary coll(long index); /* Index of particle; returns cell# */ 90
void interparticle collisions(void);
void create_evaporants (void);
void checkflux(long pidx); /* Particle index number. */
void background zOcollision(long pidx); /* Particle index number. */
double *volumes(int p,int q,double *ae,double *ah,double c, /* Volumes of */
double amax,double dthet/*,FILE *outfile*/);/* complex cells */
int cellchoose(int p,int q,double *ae,double *ah,double c,double r2,double z2);
/* Routine to choose which cell a particle is in. */
/* GLOBAL VARIABLES */ 100
VEL *u, *v, *w; / * Particle vel. components. */
COORD *x, *y, *z; /* Particle coords. */
short *type; /* Particle type index array. */
short *flux; / * Flag, has evap. particle been counted for flux yet? */
float colld[2]; /* Collision diam. array. */
float xsect[2][2]; / * Collision cross section array for collisions between */
/ * different possible types of particles. */
long *xref; /* Particle x-reference array. */
long max mol; / * Max expected num of particles */
float molar_m[2]; /* Molar mass of each species in g/mol. */ 110
float atomm[2]; / * Atomic mass of each species in kg/atom. *// * (limit imposed by memory allocation). */
double rep_num[2]; / * # of real gas particles of each type represented by */
/ * one sim. particle of that type. */
long firstempty; / * Index pointer to or before the */
/ * first empty particle slot in particle data arrays. */
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long last_used; / * Index pointer: last used slot +1 in part. data arrays. */
SOURCE *source; / * Array of source triangle data structures. */
int numsources; /* Number of source triangles. */
float src xmax; / * Maximum x coordinate of source triangle vertices. */ 120
float src ymax; / * Maximum y coordinate of source triangle vertices. */
double mesh_c; /* Shared focal distance for ellipses and hyperbolas */
float cos.power; /* Evap. flux cosine distribution power. */
float thetamax; /* The theta that gives max. of flux distribution function*/
float ftheta_max; /* Max. value of flux distrib. function */
float min_relcoll_vel; /* Minimum relative collision velocity permitted
(traps or divide by zero error). */
CELL *cell; /* Array of cells' info. */
/ * long num_large_cells; / * # of large cells. */ 130
long numcells; /* Total # of cells. */
/ * int n_Icells; /* Linear density of large cells per 100 cm. */
/* int n l1cells2; /* nlcells squared. */
/* int nsxcells; /* # of small cells in X dir. */
/ * int n sy_cells; / * # of small cells in Y dir. */
/* float scell, lcell; /* Small & large cubic cell dimensions in cm */
/ * float sxbound,s_ybound; / * X, Y limits of subdivided cells */
/ * short small_c_on; / * Flag, are small cells useful? */
int nellipses; /* Number of elliptical shells in mesh. New stuff starts. */
int n_hypers; /* Number of hyperbolic shells in mesh */ 140
double *ellints; /* x-axis intercepts of ellipses */
double *hypints; / * x-axis intercepts of hyperbolas */
int wedjnumber; /* 90 degrees/ wedjangle */
double wedjangle; /* Interior angle of the wedge */
double *wedjtan; /* Tengent of interior angle of the wedge */
double *wedjcos; /* Tengent of interior angle of the wedge */
double *wedjsin; /* Tengent of interior angle of the wedge */
double *outing; / * Output vector for density data */
double bgowall_beta; / * Wall's beta from wall's temp. for background gas. */
double t; /* Simulation time counter. */ 150
double dt; /* Simulation time step. */
float wf[2]; /* Weight factors for sim. particles of each species (BG &
EYV). */
FILE *outputfile; / * A pointer to the primary output file. */
long *flux_count; / * Flux counter array for evap. particles. Each
* element is 6 deg. x 6 deg. section of a surface of
* a sphere of radius 100cm centered on the origin. */
float *fluxnorm; / * Normalization of flux count for area&total flux. */
int thetas; / * Number of samples of flux taken */
long bottomcount; /* Just to count the guys who escape through the bottom */ 1o60
long numtimesteps; / * Number of sim. time steps that have passed. */
float vel estimate; / * Estimated average evap. part. velocity calculated from
* number averaged temp. T. */
long start_record; / * Timesteps to elapse before flux data recording begins
* (approximate # of timesteps to reach steady state). */
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short recording; / * Flag: is data being recorded yet? */
long end_samplesize; /* Terminate execution after this total flux exceeds this
* number of particles. */
short finished; /* Flag: has recorded sample size exceeded termination sample
* size? */ 170
time t tmi;
struct tm *tmo; /* Time buffer for stamp in history */
/* MAIN PROG */
void main(int argc, char *argv[)
{
long num_sim.parts; / * # of sim particles of each type (bkgrnd. & evap.). */
char bgoname[31], evname[31]; /* Name of background gas & evaporant. */
float bg.press; /* Background gas pressure */
float bgtemp; /* Background gas temp (initial) */ 180
char bgon; /* Background gas on? */
char ev_on; /* Evaporation on? */
float A,B,C,D; /* Claussius-Clapeyron coeffs. */
float walltemp; / * Chamber wall temperature. */
char coll-on; /* Flag, collisions turned on? */
int num vertices; /* Number of vertices. */
VERTEX *vert; / * Array of vertex coordinates. */
float pv; /* Vapor pressure in torr. */
float ne,nb; /* Evaporant & background # dens. */
float nmax; /* Max est. # density at source surface. */ 190
float lmin; / * Minimum mean free path at source surface. */
float 1; / * Local mean free path. */
long cindex; / * Index of large cell containing current particle. */
long xrefindex; / * Index of particle # in xref array. */
double restime; /* Approx. residence time in sim. of evaporant particles. */
double bgpercell; /* # sim. background parts. per large cell initially. */
double beta; / * Square root of m/2kT. */
double beta2; /* beta squared. (m/2kT) */
double Rf; / * Random fraction, uniform (0,1) */
int Rn; /* Random int. # (0,32767) */ 200
long totalflux; / * Total # of evap. particles which contributed to flux. */
double area_ratio; / * Ratio of areas under theoretical and actual flux
* profile curves. */
double R,theta,phi; / * Scratch coordinate variables. */
VCOMPONENT al,a2,a3,bl,b2,b3,cl,c2,c3; / * Scratch vectors for comput'ns. */
double mag; /* Scratch vector magnitude. */
int ij,k,loop,count; /* Scratch loop variables. */
long loopl,index,countl; /* Scratch loop variables. */
float a,b,c,T; /* Scratch variables. */
long d,e,f; /* Scratch variables. */ 210
double q,r,s; /* Scratch variables. */
float xl,yl,zl,x2,y2,z2,x3,y3,z3; /* Scratch variables. */
FILE *inputfile, *sourcefile;
char line[255]=" ";
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/ *INITIALIZATION*/
printf(" Initializing... \n");
srand((unsigned)time((timet *)NULL)); /* Seed the random # generator */
if (argc!=4) {
printf("Incorrect number of arguments to program! \nAborting! \n");
exit(1); }
printf("\tOpening and reading files..."); fflush(stdout);
/ * Save arguments in history file */
if ((outputfile = fopen("history", "a")) == NULL) { /*XXX*/
fprintf(stderr, "Cannot open HISTORY file. \n");
exit(l); }
tmi=clock(; tmo=localtime(&tmi);
fprintf(outputfile, "%d/%d %d:%2d",tmo->tmmon,tmo->tm_mday,tmo->tm_hour,
tmo->tm_min);
for(i=0;i<argc;i++) fprintf(outputfile,"%s ",argv[i]);
fprintf(outputfile," \n"); fclose(outputfile);
if ((inputfile = fopen(argv[1], "r")) == NULL) {
fprintf(stderr, "Cannot open INPUT file.\n");
exit(1); }
if ((sourcefile = fopen(argv[2], "r")) == NULL) {
fprintf(stderr, "Cannot open SOURCE file.\n");
exit(1); }
if ((outputfile = fopen(argv[3], "a")) == NULL) {
fprintf(stderr, "Cannot open OUTPUT file.\n");
exit(1); }
/ *XXX*/
/ *XXX*
/*XXX*/
fprintf(outputfile,"\nSIMULATION RUN RESULTS\n\n");
fprintf(outputfile,"Input file name: %s\n",argv[1]);
fprintf(outputfile,"Source triangle data file name: %s\
do { / * Total flux requirement */
if ((fgets(line,254,inputfile)) != line) {
fprintf(stderr, "Error reading a string from file.\n");
exit(1); }} while ((line[O]=='! ') JI (line[O]=='\n'));
sscanf(line,"%ld" ,&endsample_size);
fprintf(outputfile,"Terminate after total flux exceeds:
end_samplesize);
n\n" ,argv[2]);
%ld particles\n\n",
do {
if ((fgets(line,254,inputfile)) != line) {
fprintf(stderr, "Error reading a string from file.\n");
exit(l); }} while ((line[O]== !') I (line[O]=='\n'));
sscanf(line,"%%s" ,bgname);
fprintf(outputfile, "Background gas name: %s\n",bgname);
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do {
if ((fgets(line,254,inputfile)) != line) {
fprintf(stderr, "Error reading a string from file.\n");
exit(l); }} while ((line[O]==' ! ') | (line[O]=='\n'));
sscanf(line, "%ld" ,&numsim parts);
fprintf(outputfile,"Number of sim. background gas particles:
num simrparts);
do {
if ((fgets(line,254,inputfile)) != line) {
fprintf(stderr, "Error reading a string from file.\n");
exit(l); }} while ((line[O]=='! ') Ij (line[O]--=='\n'));
sscanf(line,"%f ",&bg p ress);
fprintf(outputfile,"Background gas pressure: %g torr\n",bg
do {
if ((fgets(line,254,inputfile)) != line) {
fprintf(stderr, "Error reading a string from file.\n");
exit(1l); }} while ((line[O]==' ') I| (line[O]==--'\n'));
sscanf(line,"%f ",&coll_d[BG]);
fprintf(outputfile,"Background gas collision diameter: %g
colld[BG]);
do {
if ((fgets(line,254,inputfile)) != line) {
fprintf(stderr, "Error reading a string from file.\n");
exit(l); }} while ((line[O]==' ! ') II (line[O]=='\n'));
sscanf(line, "%f" ,&molar m[BG]);
atom m[BG]=molar m[BG]/(6.022e23*1000);
fprintf(outputfile,"Background gas molar mass: %g g/mol\n'
do {
if ((fgets(line,254,inputfile)) != line) {
fprintf(stderr, "Error reading a string from file.\n");
exit(l); }} while ((line[O]== !') I (line[O]=='\n'));
sscanf(line,"%f" ,&bgtemp);
fprintf(outputfile,"Background gas initial temp.: %g K\n",
do {
if ((fgets(line,254,inputfile)) != line) {
fprintf(stderr, "Error reading a string from file.\n");
exit(1); }} while ((line[O]-=' i') | (line[O]=='\n'));
sscanf(line,"%c" ,&bgon);
fprintf(outputfile,"Background gas on (Y/N): %c\n",bgon);
do {
if ((fgets(line,254,inputfile)) != line) {
fprintf(stderr, "Error reading a string from file.\n");
exit(l); }} while ((line[O]== ! ') II (line[O]=='\n'));
gpress);
cm\n",
',molar m[BG]);
bgotemp);
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sscanf(line," %s" ,ev.name);
fprintf(outputfile,"Evaporant name: %s\n",ev_name);
do {
if ((fgets(line,254,inputfile)) != line) {
fprintf(stderr, "Error reading a string from file.\n");
exit(1); }} while ((line[O]==' ! ') II (line[O]=='\n'));
sscanf(line, "%f ",&coll-d[EV]);
fprintf(outputfile,"Evaporant gas collision diameter: %
colld[EV]);
do {
if ((fgets(line,254,inputfile)) != line) {
fprintf(stderr, "Error reading a string from file.\n");
exit(1); J} while ((line[O]==' ! ') Ij (line[O]=='\n'));
sscanf(line,"%f ",&molar.m[EV]);
atomm[EV]=molar m[EV]/(6.022e23*1000);
fprintf(outputfile,"Evaporant gas molar mass: %g g/mol
do {
if ((fgets(line,254,inputfile)) != line) {
fprintf(stderr, "Error reading a string from file.\n");
exit(1); }} while ((line[O]==' ! ') I (line[O]=='\n'));
sscanf(line,"%c" ,&ev on);
fprintf(outputfile,"Evaporant gas on (Y/N): %c\n",evon);
•g cm\n",
.\n",molarm[EV]);
do {
if ((fgets(line,254,inputfile)) != line) {
fprintf(stderr, "Error reading a string from file.\n");
exit(1); }} while ((line[O]== ! ')I (line[O]=='\n'));
sscanf(line,"%f ",&cos-power);
fprintf(outputfile,"Power of cosine flux distribution: %g\n",cos.power);
do {
if ((fgets(line,254,inputfile)) != line) {
fprintf(stderr, "Error reading a string from file.\n");
exit(l); }} while ((line[0]==' ') I (line[O]=='\n'));
sscanf(line,"%f ",&A);
fprintf(outputfile,"Claussius-Clapeyron coeff A: %g\n",A);
do {
if ((fgets(line,254,inputfile)) != line) {
fprintf(stderr, "Error reading a string from file.\n");
exit(l); }} while ((line[O]=='!') Ij (line[O]=='\n'));
sscanf(line, "%f ",&B);
fprintf(outputfile,"Claussius-Clapeyron coeff B: %g\n",B);
do {
if ((fgets(line,254,inputfile)) != line) {
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fprintf(stderr, "Error reading a string from file.\n");
exit(l); }) while ((line[O]==' !')1I (line[O]=='\n'));
sscanf(line,"%f",&C);
fprintf(outputfile,"Claussius-Clapeyron coeff C: %g\n",C);
do {
if ((fgets(line,254,inputfile)) != line) {
fprintf(stderr, "Error reading a string from file.\n");
exit(l); }} while ((line[O]==' !') I1 (line[O]=='\n')); 370
sscanf(line,"%f",&D);
fprintf(outputfile,"Claussius-Clapeyron coeff D: %g\n",D);
do {
if ((fgets(line,254,inputfile)) != line) {
fprintf(stderr, "Error reading a string from file.\n");
exit(1); }} while ((line[O]==' ! ') |1 (line[O]=='\n'));
sscanf(line,"%d" ,&thetas);
if ((fluxcount=calloc(thetas, sizeof(long)))==NULL) {
fprintf(outputfile,"Unable to allocate memory for flux thetas.\n"); 380
exit(1); }
if ((flux_norm=calloc(thetas, sizeof(float)))==NULL) {
fprintf(outputfile,"Unable to allocate memory for flux thetas.\n");
exit(1); }
fprintf(outputfile,"Number of flux samples: %d\n",thetas);
do {
if ((fgets(line,254,inputfile)) != line) {
fprintf(stderr, "Error reading a string from file.\n");
exit(l); }} while ((line[O]==' ! ') 1 (line[O]=='\n')); 390
sscanf(line,"%d" ,&n_ellipses);
fprintf(outputfile,"Number of ellipses: %d\n",nellipses);
do {
if ((fgets(line,254,inputfile)) != line) {
fprintf(stderr, "Error reading a string from file.\n");
exit(1); }} while ((line[O]== !')II (line[O]=='\n'));
sscarnf(line,"%d" ,&n_hypers);
fprintf(outputfile,"Number of hyperbolas: %d\n",n_hypers);
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do {
if ((fgets(line,254,inputfile)) != line) {
fprintf(stderr, "Error reading a string from file.\n");
exit(1); }} while ((line[O]==' ! ') jI (line[O]=='\n'));
sscanf(line," %d" ,&wedjnu.mber); wedjangle= MPI/2./wedjnumber;
if ((wedjtan=callor ((wedjnumber*3-3), sizeof(double)))==NULL) {
fprintf(outputfile,"Unable to allocate memory for trig tables.\n");
exit(l); }
wedjsin=wedjtan+wedjnumber-1; wedjcos=wedjtan+2*wedjnumber-2;
for(i=1;i<wedjnumber;i++) { 410o
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*(wedjtan+i-1)=tan((double)i*MPI_2/wedjnumber);
*(wedjsin+i-1)=sin((double)i*M PI_2/wedjnumber);
*(wedjcos+i-1)=cos((double)i*MPI_2/wedjnumber); }
fprintf(outputfile,"Wedge angle: %g degrees\n" ,90./wedjnumber);
do {
if ((fgets(line,254,inputfile)) != line) {
fprintf(stderr, "Error reading a string from file.\n");
exit(l); }) while ((line[O]==' !') 1( (line[O]=='\n'));
sscanf(line, "%f" ,&walltemp); 420
fprintf(outputfile,"Chamber wall temp.: %g K\n",walltemp);
do {
if ((fgets(line,254,inputfile)) != line) {
fprintf(stderr, "Error reading a string from file.\n");
exit(1); }} while ((line[O]==' !') jj (line[O]==' \n'));
sscanf(line, "%c" ,&collon);
fprintf(outputfile," Interparticle collisions on (Y/N): %c\n",coll.on);
fclose(inputfile);
printf(" done. \n"); 430
printf("\tSetting up source triangles... "); fflush(stdout);
do {
if ((fgets(line,254,sourcefile)) != line) {
fprintf(stderr, "Error reading a string from file.\n");
exit(l); )) while ((line[O]==' !') (line[0]=='\n'));
sscanf(line,"%d" ,&numsources);
fprintf(outputfile,"Number of sources: %d\n",numsources);
440
do {
if ((fgets(line,254,sourcefile)) != line) {
fprintf(stderr, "Error reading a string from file.\n");
exit(l); }})) while ((line[O]==' !') II (line[O]=='\n'));
sscanf(line,"%d",&num vertices);
fprintf(outputfile, "Number of vertices: %d\n",numvertices);
do {
if ((fgets(lin, ,254,sourcefile)) != line) {
fprintf(stderr, "Error reading a string from file.\n"); 450
exit(l); }} while ((line[O]=='! ') JI (line[O]==' \n'));
sscanf(line,"%lf ",&meshc);
fprintf(outputfile, "Shared ellipse/hyperbola focal radius: %g\n",mesh_c);
if ((vert=calloc(numvertices, sizeof(VERTEX)))==NULL) {
fprintf(outputfile,"Unable to allocate memory for vertex array.\n");
exit(1); )
if ((source=calloc(numsources, sizcof(SOURCE)))==NULL) {
fprintf(outputfile,"Unable to allocate memory for source array. ");
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exit(1); }
for (loop=O;loop<num_vertices;loop++) {
do {
if ((fgets(line,254,sourcefile)) != line) {
fprintf(stderr, "Error reading a string from file.\n");
exit(l); }} while ((line[O]==' !') II (line[O]=='\n'));
sscanf(line,"%f ,%f,%f ",&((vert+loop)->x),&((vert+loop)->y),
&((vert+loop)->z));
fprintf(outputfile,"Vertex %d: %g cm, %g cm, %g cm\n",loop,(vert+loop)->x,
(vert+loop)->y,(vert+loop)- >z); }
for (loop=O;loop<num_sources;loop++) {
do {
if ((fgets(line,254,sourcefile)) != line) (
fprintf(stderr, "Error reading a string from file.\n");
exit(1); }} while ((line[O]==' !') I1 (line[O]=='\n'));
sscanf(line, "%d, %d, %d,%f ",&i,&j,&k,&((source+loop)->temp));
(source+loop)->vertex[O].x=(vert+i-1)->x;
(source+loop)- >vertex[O].y=(vert+i-1)- >y;
(source+loop)- >vertex[O].z=(vert+i-1)->z;
(source+loop)- >vertex[1] .x=(vert+j -1) - >x;
(source+loop) -> vertex[1].y=(vert+j - 1) - >y;
(source+loop)->vertex[1].z= (vert+j-1)-> z;
(source+loop)->vertex[2].x=(vert+k-1)->x;
(source+loop)->vertex[2].y=(vert+k-1)->y;
(source+loop) -> vertex[2].z= (vert+k- 1)->z;
fprintf(outputfile,"Source %d vertices: %d, %d, %d Temp.: %g\n",
loop+1,ij,k,(source+loop)->temp); }
for (loop=O;loop<numsources;loop++) {
fprintf(outputfile,"Source %d vertex coords.:\n%g, %g, %g %g, %g, %g %g, %
loop+1,(source+loop) ->vertex[O].x,(source+loop)->vertex[0].y,
(source+loop) ->vertex[O].z,(source+loop)->vertex[1].x,
(source+loop) ->vertex[1].y,(source+loop)->vertex[1].z,
(source+loop) - >vertex[2].x,(source+loop)- >vertex[2].y,
(source+loop)- >vertex[2].z); }
fclose(sourcefile);
/ * Compute source triangles' unit normal vectors and areas*/
for (loop=O;loop<num_sources;loop++) {
al=(source+loop)->vertex[1].x-(source+loop) ->vertex[O].x;
a2=(source+loop)- >vertex[1].y- (source+loop)- >vertex[O].y;
a3=(source+loop)- >vertex[l1].z-(source+loop) ->vertex[O].z;
bl=(source+loop)->vertex[2].x-(source+loop) ->vertex[O].x;
b2= (source+loop) - >vertex[2].y- (source+loop)- >vertex[O].y;
b3= (source+loop) - >vertex [2].z-(source+loop) - >vertex[O].z;
cl=a2*b3-a3*b2;
c2=a3*bl-al*b3;
c3=al*b2-a2*bl;
if (c3<0) { cl=-cl; c2=-c2; c3=-c3; }
mag=sqrt((double)(cl*cl+c2*c2+c3*c3));
480
Xg, %g\n",
490
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(source+loop)- >x3=cl/mag;
(source+loop)- >y3=c2/mag; 510
(source+loop)- >z3=c3/mag;
(source+loop) - >area=0.5*mag;
fprintf(outputfile,"Normal to Source %d: %g, %g, %g Area: %g\n",loop+1,
(source+loop)->x3,(source+loop)->y3,(source+loop)->z3,
(source+loop)- >area); }
/ * Compute other two mutually orthogonal unit vectors that are orthogonal */
/ * source's normal vector, for use as a coordinate frame for */
/ * evaporation flux distribution. */
for (loop=O;loop<numsources;loop++) { 520
x3=(source+loop)- >x3;
y3= (source+loop)- >y3;
z3= (source+loop) ->z3;
xl=z3*sqrt((1.0/((x3*x3)+(z3*z3))));
yl=0.0;
zl=-x3*sqrt((1.0/((x3*x3)+(z3*z3))));
x2=y3*zl-z3*yl;
y2=z3*x1-x3*zl;
z2=x3*yl-x1*y3;
(source+loop)- >xl=xl; 530
(source+loop)->yl=yl;
(source+loop)->zl=zl;
(source+loop)- >x2=x2;
(source+loop)->y2=y2;
(source+loop)- >z2=z2; }
/ * Compute source triangles' centroids */
for (loop=O;loop<numsources;loop++) {
(source+loop)->centroid.x = ((source+loop)->vertex[O].x+(o loop) x[(source+loop)->vert
(source+loop)->centroid.y = ((source+loop) ->vertex[O].y+(source+loop)- >vertex[1].y+(source+loop)- >vert
(source+loop)- >centroid.z = ((source+loop)- >vertex[O].z+ (source+loop)- >vertex[1].z+ (source+loop)- >vertE
fprintf(outputfile,"Source %d centroid: %g, %g, %g\n",loop+1,
(source+loop) ->centroid.x,(source+loop)->centroid.y,
(source+loop)->centroid.z); }
/* Compute sources' ev_beta2, ev.beta3, and bg_beta */
for (loop=O;loop<num sources;loop++) {
(source+loop)- >evbeta2=(double)atom m[EV]/(2.0*1.38e-23*(source+loop) ->temp);
(source+loop) ->ev_beta=sqrt((source+loop)->evbeta2);
(source+loop)->ev beta3=pow((source+loop)->ev.beta2,1.50); 550
(source+loop) - >bgobeta=sqrt((double) (atom_m[BG]/(2.0*1.38e- 23*(source+loop)- >temp))); }
/ * Compute sources' partial values for background particle- */
/ * source triangle collision detection transforms. */
for (loop=O;loop<num_sources;loop++) {
(ssource+loop) ->deltax3_x (source+loop) ->vertex[2].x-(source+loop) - >vertex[0].x;
(source+loop)->deltax2xl = (source+loop)->vertex[l].x- (source+loop) ->vertex[]O.x;
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(source+loop) - >deltayl.y3=(source+loop)- >vertex[0].y- (source+loop) - >vertex[2].y;
(source+loop)->deltayl-y2=(source+loop) ->vertex[O].y-(source+loop)->vertex[1].y;
(source+loop) - >deltaxly3ýx3yl=(source+loop) -> vertex[0].x*(source+loop) - >vertex[2].y-560
(source+loop) - > vertex[2].x* (source+loop) - >vertex[0].y;
(source+loop) ->deltaxly2x2y l= (source+loop)- >vertex[0].x* (source+loop) ->vertex[1].y-
(source+loop) - >vertex[1].x* (source+loop) - >vertex[0].y;
a= (source+loop)- >vertex[2].x*(source+loop) ->vertex[] .y-
(source+loop) ->vertex[1].x*(source+loop) - >vertex[2].y;
(source+loop)->denom=-(source+oop)->deltaxy2x2yl+(source+loop)->deltaxly3_x3yl+a; }
/ * Compute theta_max and ftheta_max for the input cosine flux */
/ * distribution power. */
- - - f - 44 . . . . . . . . / / • I A'1 fln, t ]. . . . .\ \'
tneta max=acos~sqrt (i.u/ j.u-t(i.u/cos~power))));
fthetamax=pow (cos (theta_max) ,cospower) *sin(thetamax);
/ * Fill collision cross section array xsect */
xsect[BG][BG]=MPI*(coll_d[BG]*coll_d[BG]);
xsect[EV] [EV]=MPI*(coll_d[EV]*coll_d[EV]);
xsect[EV] [BG]=M PI*((colld[EV]+coll d[BG])*(coll d[EV]+coll d[BG]))/4.0;
xsect[BG][EV] =xsect[EV][BG];
/ * Compute nb, rep_num[BG] */
nb=num density(bgpress,bgtemp);
fprintf(outputfile,"Initial background gas # density: %g /cm3\n",nb);
rep_num[BG]= (nb*100.*100.*sqrt(100.*100.-mesh_c*mesh c)*wedjangle/3.)/
num_sim parts; /* V=a^2b dtheta/3 */
fprintf(outputfile,"# of real bkgnd. mols. represented by 1 sim. mol.: %g\n'
repnum[BG]);
/ * Compute evaporation rates at triangles */
for (loop=O,1_min=10.0,nmax=nb;loop<numsources;loop++) {
pv=vapor-press((source+loop) - >temp,A,B,C,D);
(source+loop) - >evapate=evap_rt(pv,molarjm[EV],(source+loop) 
->temp,
rep_num[BG])*(source+loop) ->area;
fprintf(outputfile,"Source %d vapor pressure: %g torr\n",loop+1,pv);
fprintf(outputfile,"\tSim. pre-weighting evap. rate: %g /s\n",
(source+loop)- >evapjrate);
a=100.0*(2.0/sqrt(MPI))*sqrt((2.0*1.38e-23*(source+loop)- >temp/atomm[EV]));
/ * a=average evap. vel. in cm/s */
c=((source+loop)- >evap_rate/(source+loop) - >area)*repnum[BG];
/ * c= sim. particle evaporant flux at source surface in # per cm2 per s */
ne=c/a; /* (av.flux)/ (av.vel.)=average # density. */
fprintf(outputfile,"\tSurface # density: %g /cm3\n",ne);
/ * a=number averaged coll. x-sect in cm2 */
a= ((MPI*colld[Bcolld[BGcoll_d [BG])*(nb/(nb+ne)))+
((M_PI*coll_d[EV]*colld [EV])* (ne/(nb+ne)));
l=mf path((ne+nb),a);
fprintf(outputfile,"\tSurf ace total m.f.p. incl. background gas: %g cm\n",l);
if (l<l_min) { l_min=1; n_max=ne+nb; }}
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fprintf(outputfile,"Minimum mean free path over sources: %g cm\n",lmin);
l=mf path(nb,(M_PI*colld[BG]*colld[BG])); /* Background mean free path. */
fprintf(outputfile,"Background gas mean free path: %g cm\n",1);
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/* printf("\tSelecting small &4 large cell sizes, and creating cells....\n");
* if (1> 10.0) Lcell=10.0; / * Set large cell size. */ /*
* else l_cell=5.0;
* if (l_min<0.625) s cell=0.3125; /* Set small cell size to be */ /*
* else if (Lmin<1.25) s_cell=0.625; / * local mean free path or */ /*
* else if (Lmin<2.5) s_cell=1.25; / * slightly smaller, if */ / *
* else (Lmin<5.0) s_cell=2.5; / * possible. */ / *
* else scell=5.0;
* if ((fabs((Lcell-s_cell))<0.01) II (ev_on=='N'))
* small_c_on=FALSE; / * if small & large cells same size, or if no *//* 620
* else / * evaporation occurs, turn small cells off */ /*
* small_c on=TRUE;
* fprintf(outputfile, "Small cell size: %g cm Large cell size: %g cm\n",
* s_.cell, l cell);
* if (smallcon==TRUE) fprintf(outputfile, "Small cells are in use.\n");
* else fprintf(outputfile, "Small cells are not in use.\n");
* for (loop=0,srczmax=0.0 ,srcymax=O. O;loop<num vertices;loop++) {
* if ((vert+loop)->z>src_zmax) srcXmaz=(vert+loop)->z;
* if ((vert+loop)->y>src_ymax) srctymax=(vert+loop)->y; }
* sxbound=lcell*((int) (srcxmax/Icell)+1); 630
* sybound=l cell*((int) (src_ymax/_Lcell) +1);
* fprintf(outputfile, "Bounds of small cells--X: %g cm Y: %g cm\n",
* s_xbound,s_ybound);
* n lcells=100. 0/l_cell;
* n lcells2=n_1 cells*nlcells;
* n sxcells=s xbound/scell;
* nsycells=s_ybound/scell;
* fprintf(outputfile, "# of Large cells per 100 cm: %d\n",n_l_cells);
* fprintf(outputfile, "# of Small cells-- X dir.: %d Y dir.: %d Z dir: %d\n",
* nsx.cells, n.sycells, (int) (_cell/s._cell)); 640
* if (Lcell< 7.5) num_large. cells=8000;
* else numjlarge cells=1000;
* if (small c on==TRUE)
* num_cells=numlarge_cells+(n..sx ..cells*n sy cells*( cell /s cell));
* else num cells=numlargecells;
* fprintf(outputfile,"# of Large cells: %ld # of Small Cells in use: %ld\n",
* num large cells, (long) (numcells- numrlarge.cells));
*/
num_cells=n ellipses*n_hypers;
fprintf(outputfile,"\tTotal # of cells in simulation: %ld\n",num_cells); 650
/ * Allocate cell array and initialize contents. */
if ((cell=calloc((num_cells+1), sizeof(CELL)))==NULL) {
fprintf(outputfile,"Unable to allocate memory for cell array.\n");
exit(1); }
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for (d=O;d<numcells;d++) {
(cell+d)->icnum[BG]=0;
(cell+d) - > icnum[EVI =0;
(cell+d) ->icaddr=0;
(cell+d)->icaddr next=0; 660
(cell+d)->ct=0.0;
(cell+d) ->subdivided=FALSE; }
printf(" done.\n");
/ * Set cell volumes for quick lookup during density calculations. */
if ((ellints=calloc((nellipses+1), sizeof(double)))==NULL) {
fprintf(outputfile,"Unable to allocate memory for ellipse inters.\n");
exit(1); }
if ((hypints=calloc( (nhypers+ 1), sizeof(double)))==NULL) {
fprintf(outputfile,"Unable to allocate memory for hyperb inters.\n"); 670
exit(1); }
outing=volumes(nellipses,nhypers,ellints,hypints,mesh_c,100.,wedjangle);
/ *,outputfile);*/
for(d=0;d<numcells;d++) (cell+d)->volume=*(outing+d);
/ * for (d=O;d<num_large_cells;d++) (cell+d)- >volume=tcell*l_cell*lcell;
* if (small c on==TRUE)
* for (d=numlarge_ cells;d<num cells;d++)
* (cell+d)-> volume=scell*s cell*scell;
*/
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/* If small cells are in use, set "subdivided" flags in large cells. */
/* if (smallc_ on==TRUE) {
* for (j=O;j<ncells;j++) {
* for (i=O;i<nlIcells;i++) {
* if (((i*lcell)<sxbound) &_ ((j*lcell)<sybound)) {
* d=j*nlcells+i;
* (cell+ d)- >subdivided= TRUE;
* fprintf(outputfile, "Cell %ld at (%d, %d) is subdivided.\n",d,i,j);
* )}}}
• /690
/ * Compute timestep size and project number of particles in sim. */
printf("\tSetting time step size and particle weight factors...");
fflush(stdout);
for (loop=0,a=O.0,b=0.0,c=0.0,q=0;loop<numsources;loop++) {
a+= (source+loop)->temp * ((source+loop)->evap rate);
b+=(source+loop)->evaprate;
q+=(source+loop) ->area; }
T=a/b; /* T=average temp. of evaporant particles */
vel estimate=100.0*(2.0/sqrt(M_PI))*sqrt((2.0*1.38e-23*T)/atom m[EV]); 700
/ * vel estimate=estimated average evap particle vel. */
if ((bgon=='Y')&&(evon== 'Y')&&(coll on=='Y')) { /* If both gasses and colls. on */
fprintf(outputfile,"BG, EV, CO.\n");
T=a/b; /* T=average temp. of evaporant particles */
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fprintf(outputfile,"Average temp. of evaporant particles: %g K\n",T);
a= 100.0*(2.0/sqrt(MPI))*sqrt((2.0*l1.38e-23*T)/atomm[EV]);
/ * a=average evap. vel. in cm/s */
fprintf(outputfile,"Average vel. of evaporant particles: %g cm/s\n",a);
c=(b/q)*repnum[BG]; /* c=average sim. particle evaporant flux */
/ * at source surface. */
ne=c/a; /* (av.flux)/(av.vel.)=average # density. */
fprintf(outputfile,"Est. average source surface # density: %g /cm3\n",ne
q=ne+nb; / * q=total est. source surface # density. */
q=mf path(q,((M_PI*colld[BG]*coll d[BG])*(nb/q))+((MPI*coll d[EV]*
colld[EV])*(ne/q)));
/ * q=est. aver
fprintf(outputfi
if (q>10.0) q=I
/*
if (q<0.6)
(=0.9;
dt=(q/a)/3.0;
/*
age mean free path at source*/
ile,"Est. average mean free path at source surface:
10.0; / * limit max av. distance particles can move */
per time step to about 3.3 cm. */
/* limit min av. distance particles can move */
/ * per time step to about 0.6 cm */
} / * dt=1/3 av. source mean free path divided */
by av. vel. of evap., unless limited. */
%g cm\n",q);
720
else {
if ((bg.on=='Y')&&(evon== 'N')&&(coll on== 'Y')) {
/ * If only background gas + colls. on */
fprintf(outputfile,"BG, , CO.\n");
q=mf_path(nb,(MPI*coll_d[BG]*colld[BG])); /* Background mean free path. */
fprintf(outputfile,"Background gas mean free path: %g cm\n",q);
a=100.0*(2.0/sqrt(MPI))*sqrt((2.0*1.38e-23*bg temp)/atom_m[BG]);
/ * a=average bg. gas vel. in cm/s */
fprintf(outputfile,"Average vel. of background particles: %g cm/s\n",a);
if (q>10.0) / * limit max av. distance particles can move */
q=10.0; /* per time step to about 3.3 cm. */
if (q<0.6) /* limit min av. distance particles can move */
q=0.6; /* per time step to about 0.2 cm */
dt=(q/a)/3.0; } /* dt=1/3 bg. mean free path divided by */
/ * av. bg. vel., unless limited. */
else {
if ((bgoon=='N')&&(evon=='Y' )&&(coll on=='Y')) {
fprintf(outputfile," , EV, CO.\n");
T=a/b; /* T=average temp. of evaporant particles */
fprintf(outputfile,"Average temp. of evaporant particles: %g K\n",T);
a=100.0*(2.0/sqrt(MPI))*sqrt((2.0* 1.38e-23*T)/atomm[EV]);
/ * a=average evap. vel. in cm/s */
fprintf(outputfile,"Average vel. of evaporant particles: %g cm/s\n",a);
c=(b/q)*repnum[BG]; / * c=average sim. particle evaporant flux */
/ * at source surface. */
ne=c/a; /* (av.flux)/(av.vel.)=average # density. */
fprintf(outputfile,"Est. av. evap. source surface # density: %g /cm3\:
q=ne;
q=mf path(q,(M_PI*colld[EV]*coll_d[EV]));
fprintf(outputfile,"Est. average mean free path at source surface: %g\n
730
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n"me);
",q);
if (q>10.0)
q=10.0;
if (q<0.1)
q=0.1;
dt=(q/a)/3.0; }
/*/ *
else {
/* limit max av. distance particles can move*/
/* per time step to about 3.3 cm./ * limit min av. distance particles can move */
/* per time step to about 0.033 cm
/* dt=1/3 mean free evap. path at source */
surface divided by av. evap velocity*/
unless limited. */
if (((bgon=='N' )&&(ev on==' Y')&&(collIon== 'N')) II
((bgon==' Y')&&(evon=='Y')&&(coll_on=='N'))) {
/ * If only evap & no collisions, or both gasses on & no collisions */
fprintf(outputfile," , EV, or BG, EV, .\n");
T=a/b; /* T=average temp. of evaporant particles */
a=100.0*(2.0/sqrt(MPI))*sqrt((2.0*1.38e-23*T)/atom m[EV]);
/ * a=average evap. vel. in cm/s
fprintf(outputfile,"Average vel. of evaporant particles: %g cu
dt=(10.0/a)/3.0; } /* dt=av. evap. time required to travel 3.3 cm. */
else { / * If only background gas & no collisions. */
fprintf(outputfile, "BG, , .\n");
a=100.0*(2.0/sqrt(MPI))*sqrt((2.0*1.38e-23*bg.temp)/atom.m[BG]);
/ * a=average evap. vel. in cm/s */
fprintf(outputfile,"Average vel. of background particles: %g C
dt=(10.0/a)/3.0; } /* dt=av. evap. time required to travel 3.3 cm. */
m/s\n",a);
cm/s\n",a);
}}o e"Simulation time step dt:
fprintf(outputfile,"Simulation time step dt: %g s\n",dt);
/ * Compute weight factors and set max. expected number of particles in */
/* simulation at any given time. */
a=100.0*(2.0/sqrt(MPI))*sqrt((2.0*1.38e-23*T)/atom m[EV]);
restime=100.0/a; /* Modified this: 120. to 100. ACP 1/28/97 */
r=res_time*b;
fprintf(outputfile,"Pre-normalized estimated # of sim. evaporant\n");
fprintf(outputfile,"\tparticles in the sim. at any given time: Xg\n",r);
if(r<numsimparts) { /* set weight factors & estimate max # particles */
wf[BG]=1.0;
wf[EV]=r/numsim parts; }
else {
wf[BG]=num sim parts/r;
wf[EV]=1.0; }
fprintf(outputfile,"Background wt. factor: %g Evap. wt. factor: %g\
wf[BG],wf[EV]);
repnum[EV] =rep_num[BG]*wf[EV]/wf[BG];
fprintf(outputfile,"# of real evap particles represented by 1 sim. part.:
repnum[EV]);
printf(" done.\n");
if (ev on=='N' l1 bgon=='N') {
max_mol= 1.5*num simreparts;
printf("\tAllocating only half normal memory amount for particles... "); }
else {
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printf("\tAllocating full normal memory amount for particles... ");
max mol=3*num simparts; }
fflush(stdout);
/ * Normalize source evap. rates to # weighted sim. mol. per time step dt. */
for (loop=O;loop<num_sources;loop++) {
(source+loop)- >evap rate= (source+loop)->evaprate*dt*wf[BG]/wf[EV];
fprintf(outputfile,"Source %d weighted evap. rate per timestep: %g\n",
loop+1,(source+loop)->evaprate); }
/ * Allocate memory for molecular arrays */
if ((u=calloc(max_mol, sizeof(VEL)))==NULL) {
fprintf(outputfile,"Unable to allocate memory for
exit(1); }
if ((v=calloc(max mol, sizeof(VEL)))==NULL) {
fprintf(outputfile,"Unable to allocate memory for
exit(1); }
if ((w=calloc(max_mol, sizeof(VEL)))==NULL) {
fprintf(outputfile,"Unable to allocate memory for
exit(1); }
if ((x=calloc(max mol, sizeof(COORD)))==NULL) {
fprintf(outputfile,"Unable to allocate memory for
exit(1); }
if ((y=calloc(max mol, sizeof(COORD)))==NULL) {
fprintf(outputfile,"Unable to allocate memory for
exit(l); }
if ((z=calloc(max mol, sizeof(COORD)))==NULL) {
fprintf(outputfile, "Unable to allocate memory for
exit(1); }
if ((type=calloc(maxmol, sizeof(short)))==NULL) {
fprintf(outputfile,"Unable to allocate memory for
exit(1); }
if ((flux=calloc(maxmol, sizeof(short)))==NULL) {
fprintf(outputfile, "Unable to allocate memory for
exit(1); }
if ((xref=calloc(maxmol, sizeof(long)))==NULL) {
fprintf(outputfile,"Unable to allocate memory for
exit(l); }
/ * Initialize particle slots as empty. */
for (index=O;index<max.mol;index++)
*(type+index) =EMPTY;
printf("done. \n"); fflush(stdout); fflush(outputfile);
u velocity array.\n");
v velocity array.\n");
w velocity array.\n");
x location array.\n");
y location array.\n");
z location array.\n");
type array.\n"); ,
flux flag array.\n");
xref array.\n");
/* Create initial background gas particles &4 calculate bg_wallbeta. */
bg_per cell= (double) num sim_parts/(n_ellipses*n_hypers);
fprintf(outputfile,"# of background particles per cell: %g\n",bg-percell);
beta2=(double)atomm[BG]/(2.0*1.38e-23*bgtemp);
beta=sqrt(beta2);
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bgowallbeta=sqrt((double)atomm[BG]/(2.0*1.38e-23*walltemp));
fprintf(outputfile," Initial background gas beta: %g\n",beta);
fprintf(outputfile,"Initial background gas wall beta: %g\n",bgwallbeta);
if (bgon==' N') firstempty=0;
else {
printf("\tCreating background gas particles...\n");
firstempty=0; / * Need to modify this later to make background in wedge. */
/* These loops generate an integer # of background particles per cell. */
/ *** This needs to get modified heavily for new cell geometries ***/ 860
/* for (k=O;k<n_lcells;k++)
for (j=O;j<nLcells;j++)
for (i=O;i<nl_cells;i++)
for (count=0;count< ((int)bgper cell);count++) {
/ * generate particle coordinates */
/ * *(type+first empty)=BG;
* (x+first empty)=(1 cell*(rando/RMAX)) +i*lcell;
*(y+first_empty)= (lcell*(randO/ RMAX)) +j *lcell;
*(z+firstempty)= (1_cell*(rand )/RMAX)) +k *cell;
/* generate particle velocity components */ 870
maxwellvel(first_empty,beta);
firstempty++; /* } */
/* This loop provides remaining "fractional" density of background *// * particles per cell across the cells. */
while (first_empty<numsim_parts) {
/ * generate particle coordinates */
*(type+firstempty) =BG;
*(x+firstempty)= 100.0*(rand()/RMAX);
*(y+firstempty)= 100.0*(rand()/RMAX);
*(z+first empty)= 100.0*(rand()/RMAX); 880
/* generate particle velocity components */
maxwellvel(firstempty,beta);
first-empty++; } }
last used=firstempty;
/* Set initial maximum expected relative collision velocities in each */
/* cell to twice the average background particle speed. These are */
/* adjusted during the main simulation loop as needed. */
a=(dt*100.0)*(2.0/sqrt(MPI))*sqrt((2.0*1.38e-23*bg.temp)/atom m[BG]);
/ * a=average background part. vel in cm/time step*/ 890
for (loopl=O;loopl<num_cells;loopl++) (cell+loopl)->maxrelvel=2.0*a;
/* Initialize simulation time & cell collision times. Collision times */
/ * are a fraction of the estimated initial mean collision time in */
/* the background gas. */
t=0.0; a=(dt*100.0)*(2.0/sqrt(M PI))*sqrt((2.0*1.38e-23*bg.temp)/atomm[BG]);
/ * a=average background part. vel in cm/time step*/
b=dt*2.0/((numsimparts/num cells)*xsect[BG][BG]*nb*2.0*a); /* Was large */
/ * b=estimated initial mean collision time in large cells */
if (b>(100.0*dt)) 900
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b=100.0*dt; /* Limit b to much less than sim. exec
/ * to prevent collisions in a cell from being
/ * 'turned off' before evaporants are present
/ * by setting (cell+loopl)->ct to more than
/ * total time that will elapse in the sim.
if (bgon=='Y') {
for (loopl=O;loopl<num_cells;loopl++) /* Was large */
(cell+loopl) - >ct=b*(rand()/RMAX); }
:ution time, */
*/
*/
*/
else {
for (loopl=O;loopl<numcells;loopl++) /* Was large */
(cell+loopl)->ct=O; }
/* if (small_c on==TRUE) { */
b=dt*2.0/((0.0125*numsim_parts)*xsect[EV][EV]*n.max*2.0*vel estimate);
/ * b=estimated initial mean collision time in small cells. */
if (b>(100.0*dt))
b=100.0*dt; / * Limit b to much less than sim. execution time, */
/ * to prevent collisions in a cell from being */
/ * 'turned off' before evaporants are present */
/ * by setting (cell+loopl)->ct to more than/ * total time that will elapse in the sim. */
for (loopl=numcells;loopl<num_cells;loopl++) /* Was large */
(cell+loopl)->ct=b*(rand()/RMAX); /* } */
/ * Inititialize minimum relative velocity permitted for interparticle */
/ * collisions (prevents divide by zero) to 1/30 the equilibrium
/ * background gas most probable velocity.
min rel_coll_vel=dt*100.0/(30.0*bg wall_beta);
fprintf(outputfile,"Minimum permitted relative collision velocity:
min_relcollvel);
/ * Initialize data- recording-start criteria
startrecord=3.0*100.0/(dt*vel estimate);
recording=FALSE; bottomcount=0.;
printf("Data recording will start at timestep
fprintf(outputfile, "Data recording will start at
startrecord);
/ * sample initial background gas properties */
for (d=O,a=O.O,b=O.O,c=O.O;d<firstempty;d++) {
a+=*(x+d)/firstempty;
b+=*(y+d)/firstempty;
c+=*(z+d)/firstempty; }
fprintf(outputfile,"Average coords (cm)-- X: %g
for (d=O,a=O.O,b=O.O,c=O.O;d<firstempty;d++) {
a+ =*(u+d)/firstempty;
b+=*(v+d)/firstempty;
c+=*(w+d)/firstempty; }
fprintf(outputfile,"Average init. vels (cm/time
a,b,c);
*/
%ld. \n",start_record);
timestep %ld.\n",
Y: %g Z: Xg\n",a,b,c);
step)-- X: %g Y: %g Z: %g\n",
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*/
*/
%g cm/timestep\n",
for (d=O,a=O.O;d<firstempty;d++) {
a+=sqrt(((*(u+d))*(*(u+d))+(*(v+d))*(*(v+d))+(*(w+d))*(*(w+d))))/
first_empty; }
fprintf(outputfile,"Average initial background particle vel.: %g c
for (d=O,a=O.O,b=0.0;d<firstempty;d++) {
a=sqrt(((*(u+d))*(*(u+d))+(*(v+d))*(*(v+d))+(*(w+d))*(*(w+d))));
if (a>b) b=a; }
fprintf(outputfile,"Max. initial background particle vel.: %g cm/
for (d=O,a=O.O,b=O.O,c=O.O;d<firstempty;d++) {
a+=fabs((*(x+d)) 
-50.0)/first_empty;
b+=fabs((*(y+d)) -50.0)/first_empty;
c+=fabs((*(z+d))-50.0)/first_empty; }
fprintf(outputfile,"Average initial dist from center (cm)-- X: %g Y
a,b,c);
fflush(outputfile);
/ * MAIN SIMULATION LOOP */
printf("Executing main simulation loop...\n");
t=0.0;
num_time steps=0;
finished=FALSE;
do {
t+=dt;
numtime_steps++;
:m/time step\n",a);
'time step\n",b);
960
: %g Z: %g\n",
/ * If # of timesteps needed to reach steady state has passed,/ * clear flux data array so data accumulates from this time *// * step onward.
if (num_time_steps==start_record) {
printf("\nStarting Data Recording. Cell %d has %d particles.",
nhypers*(nellipses-),(cell+nhypers(nell(nellipses-1),(cell+n)hypers*(nellipse 1))->ic_num[EV]);
recording=TRUE;
for(i=O;i<numcells;i++) *(outing+i)=0.;
for (i=O;i<thetas;i++) fluxcount[i]=0; }
printf(" \nt=%d",numtime_steps); fflush(stdout);
/ * Reset cell data for current time step. */
for (loopl=O;loopl<numcells;loopl++) {
(cell+loopl)->ic_num[BG]=O;
(cell+loopl)- > icnum[EV]=O; }
/ * Move existing particles and check for boundary interactions, */
/ * while updating cell information. */
/ * Strange duplication of particle move loop is due to speed */
/ * optimization considerations (larger code, but less *// * "small cells on?" checking overhead).
printf(" Moving... ",numtimesteps); fflush(stdout);
/* if (small_con==FALSE) { /* Use this loop if small cells not in use.
for (loopl=O;loopl<lastused;loopl++) {
if (*(type+loopl)!=EMPTY) { /* Move particle */
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*(x+loopl)+= *(u+loopl);
*(y+loopl)+= *(v+loopl); looo
*(z+loopl)+= *(w+loopl);
/ * Compute cell, check for boundary collision & flux contributions */
c index=check boundary oll(loopl);
/ * Compute which large cell particle is in, and update its data. */
/ * cindex=n lcells2*((int)(*(z+loopl)/lcell)) + n Icells*
((int) (*(y+loopl)/l cell)) + ((int)(*(x+loopl)/1_cell)); */
if (*(type+loopl) !=EMPTY)
(cell+c_index)->ic num[(*(type+loopl))]++; ) }
/ * else { / * Use this loop if small cells in use. */
/ * for (loopl=O;loopl<lastused;loopl++) { 1010
* if (*(type+loopl)!=EMPTY) {
* / * Move particle whose index number is loopl. */
/* *(x+loopl)+= *(u+loopl);
* *(y+loopl)+= *(v+loopl);
* *(z+loopl)+= *(w+loopl);
* / * Check for boundary collision &4 flux contributions. */
/ * check boundary_ coll(loopl);
* /* Compute which cell particle is in, and update that cell's info */
/* c..index=n_l_cells2*((int) (*(z+loopl)/l_cell)) + n_l_cells*
* ((int)(*(y+loopl)/Lcell)) + ((int)(*(x+loopl)/lIcell)); 1020
* if ((cell+c_index)- >subdivided== TRUE)
* cindex=num_large cells + n_sx cells *n sy_cells*
* ((int) (*(z+loopl)/s cell)) +
* n_sxcells *((int)(*(y+loopl)/s_ cell)) + (int)(*(x+loopl)/s_cell);
* if (*(type+loopl)!=EMPTY)
* (cell+c_ index)- >ic num[(*(type+loopl))]+=1; }}} */
/ * printf(" done.\r"); fflush(stdout); */
/* If evaporant particles are on, create new evaporant particles. */
if (evon==' Y') { 1030
printf(" Creating... ",num_timesteps);
fflush(stdout); createevaporants();
/ * printf(" done.\r"); fflush(stdout); */ }
/* If collisions are on, compute collisions appropriate */
/ * for current time step. */
if (collon=='Y') {
/ * Compute starting addresses in xref array for each cells' particles, */
/ * and set initial addresses to begin filling the xref array. */
/ * Also compute number densities of each particle type in each cell. */ 1040
printf(" Colliding. .. ",numtimesteps); fflush(stdout);
(cell+0O)- >icaddr=O;
(cell+O)->ic addrnext=O;
(cell+0) ->ic numd[BG]= (cell+0) - > ic num[BG] *rep_num[BG]/(cell+0) - >volume;
(cell+O)- >icnum_d[EV]=(cell+O)- >ic num[EV]*rep.num[EV]/(cell+O)->volume;
for (loopl=l;loopl<numcells;loopl++) { /* Compute start address */
(cell+loopl) - >ic addr=(cell+loopl- 1) ->ic_addr+
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(cell+loopl-1)- >ic-num[BG]+(cell+loopl- )- > icnum[EV];
(cell+loopl)-> icaddrnext= (cell+loopl) - >ic.addr;
/* Compute number densities */ 1050
(cell+loopl)->ic_num_d[BG]=
(cell+loopl) - >icnum[BG]*rep num[BG]/(cell+loopl) - >volume;
(cell+loopl) ->ic_num_d[EV]=
(cell+loopl)- >ic num[EV]*repnum[EV]/(cell+loopl)- >volume; }
(cell+numcells) - >icaddr= (cell+(num cells- 1))- >icaddr+
(cell+(num_cells-1))->ic.num[BG]+(cell+ (numcells-1))- >ic.num[EV];
/* Place particles' index numbers in xref array sorted by cell. */
/ *if (smallc_on==FALSE) { / * Use this loop if small cells not in use. */
for (loopl=O;loopl<lastused;loopl++) { 1060
if (*(type+loopl)!=EMPTY) {
cindex=check boundary coll(loopl);
/ * c index=nl_ cells2*((int) (*(z+loopl)/l_cell)) +n_ lcells*((int)(*(y+loopl)/ cell))+((int)(*(x+loopl)/L cell)); */
*(xref+((cell+cindex)- >ic addrnext))=loopl;
(cell+cindex)- >icaddr next++; }}/ *else { / * Use this loop if small cells are in use. */
/* for (loopl=O;loopl<last_used;loopl++) {
* if (*(type+loopl)!=EMPTY) {
* c_index=nl_cells2*((int)(*(z+loopl)/l cell)) + n_7_cells* 1070
* ((int)(*(y+loopl)/1cell)) + ((int)(*(x+loopl)/_cell));
* if ((cell+cindex)- >subdivided== TRUE)
S cindex=num_large cells + n st cells*n sy_cells*
* ((int)(*(z+loopl)/s_ cell)) +
* n.sx cells *((int)(*(y+loopl)/s_cell)) +
* (int)(*(x+loopl)/1s_cell);
* *(xref+((cell+cindex)- > icaddr next))=loopl;
* (cell+c_index)->ic-addr_next++; }}} */
/ * Compute collisions for each cell. */
interparticle_collisionso; /* printf(" done.\r"); fflush(stdout); */} 1080
if (recording==TRUE) {
for (i=O,d=O;i<thetas;i++) d+=flux_count[i];
if (d>end_sample_size) finished=TRUE; }
if ((numtimesteps%20==1) (num timesteps%20==2)) {
printf("\n time=%g, ",t);
if (recording==TRUE) printf("fluxed= %ld, ",d);
for (loopl=O,a=O.O,d=O,e=O,f=O;loopl<last used;loopl++) {
if (*(type+loopl)==BG) { d++; f=loopl; }
if (*(type+loopl)==EV) { 1090
e++;
a+=sqrt(((*(u+loopl))*(*(u+loopl))+(*(v+loopl))*
(*(v+loopl))+(*(w+loopl))*(*(w+loopl))));
f=loopl; } }
printf("BG=%ld EV=%ld slot=%ld used=%ld, ",
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d,e,f,lastused);
if (e!=O.O) a=a/e;
else a=0.0;
printf("Avg u(EV) %g cm/ts",a); }
/ * Check for strays (no collisions only) */
if(coll_on!=' Y') for(i=0;i<last_used;i++)
if(*(type+i)==EV) {
d=*(x+i)-*(u+i)* *(z+i)/ *(w+i); e=*(y+i)-*(v+i)* *(z+i)/ *(w+i);
if(d*d+e*e> 100.)
printf("\nStray %d: xyz=%g,%g,%g uvw=%g,%g,%g",
i,*(x+i),*(y+i),*(z+i),*(u+i),*(v+i),*(w+i)); }
/ * Add to average #parts/cell record */
if(num timesteps> start_record)
for (i=0;i<num_cells;i++) {
*•(outing+i)*= (double) (numtime steps-start_record- 1)/
(num timesteps-startrecord);
*(outing+i)+=(double)((cell+i) ->icnum[EV])/
(numjtime_steps-start_record); }
/* if(gets(line)==NULL) printf("Bad input youte.!n"); */
} while (finished==FALSE);
printf("\nEnd of main simulation loop.... \n");
fprintf(outputfile,"\nSimulation terminated after %ld time steps.\n\n",
numtime steps);
/ * END OF MAIN SIMULATION LOOP */
/ * sample final background gas properties */
for (d=O,a=O.O,b=O.O,c=O.0;d<num sim-parts;d++) {
a+=*(x+d)/num-simrparts; b+ =*(y+d)/num_sim_parts; c+=*(z+d)/num_sim parts;
fprintf(outputfile,"Average final BG coords (cm)-- X: %g Y: %g Z: %g\n",
a,b,c);
for (d=O,a=O.O,b=O.O,c=O.0;d<numsimrparts;d++) {
a+=*(u+d)/numsim parts; b+=*(v+d)/numsim_parts; c+=*(w+d)/num_simparts
fprintf(outputfile,
"Average final BG vels (cm/time step)-- X: %g Y: %g Z: %g\n",
a,b,c);
for (d=0,a=0.0;d<num_simparts;d++) {
a+=sqrt(((*(u+d))*(*(u+d))+(*(v+d))*(*(v+d))+(*(w+d))*(*(w+d))))/
numsimparts; }
fprintf(outputfile,
"Average final background particle vel.: %g cm/time step\n",a);
for (d=0,a=50.0,b=50.0,c=50.0,q=50.0,r=50.0,s=50.0;d<numsimparts;d++) {
if (*(x+d)<a) a=*(x+d);
if (*(y+d)<b) b=*(y+d);
if (*(z+d)<c) c=*(z+d);
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1110
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}
1130
1140
;}
if (*(x+d)>q) q=(double)*(x+d);
if (*(y+d)>r) r=(double)*(y+d);
if (*(z+d)>s) s=(double)*(z+d); }
fprintf(outputfile,"Min. final values of coords-- X: %g Y: %g Z: %g\n",
a,b,c); 1150
fprintf(outputfile,"Max. final values of coords-- X: %g Y: %g Z: %g\n",
q,r,s);
for (d=O,a=O.O,b=O.O,c=O.0;d<numsimparts;d++) {
a+=fabs((*(x+d))-50.0)/numsimparts;
b+=fabs((*(y+d))-50.0)/numsim parts;
c+=fabs((*(z+d))-50.0)/num_sim-parts; }
fprintf(outputfile,"Average final dist from center (cm)-- X: %g Y: %g Z: %g\n",
a,b,c);
for (d=O,countl=O;d<maxmol;d++)
if (*(type+d)==BG) 1160
countl++;
fprintf(outputfile,"# BG particles: %ld firstempty= %ld\n",countl,
firstempty);
fprintf(outputfile,"Total simulation time elapsed: %g s\n",
(dt*numtimesteps));
/ * Normalize flux counts by area and total flux, then output them */
for (i=O,totalflux=O;i<thetas;i++) totalflux+=fluxcount[i];
fprintf(outputfile, "Total sample size: %ld evaporant particles; %ld hit bottom (%dAO .\n",
total_flux,bottomcount,100*bottom_count/(totalflux+bottom_count));
if (ev_on=='Y') {
for (i=O;i<thetas;i++) {
theta=i*MPI*.5/thetas;
q=wedjangle*100.0*100.0*(cos(theta) -cos(theta+MPI*.5/thetas));
/ * q=area of 3xwedjangle- degree element */
flux.norm[i] =flux_count[i]/q; }
fprintf(outputfile,"\nTheoretical flux profile (theta (cos(theta) to the %g power)) ... \n",cos.power
for (i=O;i<thetas;i++) { 1180
theta=i*MPI*.5/thetas+M PI*.25/thetas;
fprintf(outputfile,"%.11lf %le \n",(i*90./thetas+45./thetas),
pow(cos(theta),cos-power)); }
r=1.0/(1.0+cos-power); / * r=integral of cos ^n(theta)sin(theta)d(theta) */
q=O.; for (i=O;i<thetas;i++) {
theta=i*MPI*.5/thetas+M PI*.25/thetas;
/ * q=sum of flux*sin(theta) *dtheta */
q+=fluxnorm[i]*sin(theta)*M.PI*.5/thetas; }
area.ratio=r/q;
for (i=O;i<thetas;i++) fluxnorm[i]*=arearatio; 1190
/ *for (j=O;j<15;j++) {
* fprintf(outputfile, "Actual flux profile at phi= %d degrees\n",(j*6+3));
* fprintf(outputfile, "(Theta Flux(normalized))...\n");
* for (i=O;i<15;i++) {
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* fprintf(outputfile, "%d %g \n",(i*6+3),fluxnorn[ij[j]); }
* fprintf(outputfile, "\n"); } */
fprintf(outputfile,"\nFlux at each theta averaged across all phi...\n");
for (i=O;i<thetas;i++)
fprintf(outputfile,"%. lf %le \n",(i*90./thetas+45./thetas),flux norm[i]);
1200
/ * Give data point for n vs d/lambda */
j=O; pv=O.; for(i=O;i<numsources;i++) {
r=vapor.press((source+i)->temp,A,B,C,D); if(r>pv) { pv=r; j=i; }}
fprintf(outputfile,"\nMin. source vapor pressure: Xg, ",pv);
pv*=lO1300./760./8.314/((source+j)->temp); /* Density=P (Pa) /RT */
r=1./M SQRT2/MPI/pv/xsect[EV][EV];
fprintf(outputfile, "mean free path: %g,\nd: %g; d/lambda: %g\n",
r,2.*mesh c,2.*meshc/r);
/* Linear regression to calculate n */
#define XX(i) (log(cos((1.5+i*3.)*MPI/180.))) 1210
#define YY(i) (log(fluxnorm[i]))
for (i=O,q=O,r=O,s=O,theta=O,phi=O;i<thetas/2;i++) {
q+=XX(i);r+=YY(i); s+=XX(i)*YY(i); theta+=XX(i)*XX(i) ;phi+=YY(i)*YY(i); }
mag=(thetas/2*s- (q*r))/(thetas/2*theta-(q*q));
fprintf(outputfile,"Max flux: %g, R^2: %g, Cosine power n: %g\n",
exp((r- (mag*q))/thetas/2),pow((thetas/2*s- (q*r))/
(sqrt((thetas/2*theta-(q*q))*(thetas/2*phi-(r*r)))),2),mag);
fprintf(outputfile,"\nAverage number of particles in each cell...");
for(i=O;i<n_ellipses;i++) { 1220
fprintf(outputfile,"\nElliptical shell %d: \n",i); for(j=0j<n_hypersj++)
fprintf(outputfile," %g",*(outing+i*n hypers+j)/ *
((cell+i*nhypers+j)- > volume) */); }
fprintf(outputfile,"\n");
free((void *)u);
free((void *)v);
free((void *)w);
free((void *)x);
free((void *)y); 1230
free((void *)z);
free((void *)type);
free((void *)flux);
free((void *)xref);
free((void *)source);
free((void *)cell);
free((void *)vert);
printf("\nSuccessful execution! \n");
fclose(outputfile); 1240
}
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/ *FUNCTION DEFINITIONS*/
float num_density(float pressure, float T) / * In torr, K */
{ float n; n=pressure/(1.38e-23*T*7.501e-3*0.0*1*100.0*100.0); return n; }
float mf path(float numdensity, float collisionxsect) /* in #/cm3, cm2 */ 1250
{ float 1; / * mean free path for hard spheres */
1=1/(1.414213562*MPI*numdensity*collision_xsect); return 1; }
float vapor press(float T, float A, float B, float C, float D) /* in K */
/ * Claussius Clapeyron coeffs. */
{ float a;
a=- (A/T)+B+(C*loglO(T))+(0.001*D*T); return (pow(10.0,(double)a)); }
float evap rt(float pv, float molar m, /* in torr, glmol */
float T, float rep_num) /* in K, # of real mols per sim mol */ 1260
{ float r; r=(5.83e-2*pv*sqrt(molar_m/T)*6.022e23/moiar m)/repnum;
return r; } / * r is in # sim. mol. per second */
void maxwellvel(long index, double beta) /* Particle position in arrays. */
/ * Square root of m/2kT. */
{ int Rn; / * Random int. # (0,32767) */
double R,theta; / * Scratch coordinate variables. */
/ * generate particle velocity components */
/ * (in cm per time step) */
/ * for equilibrium Maxwell distribution */ 1270
/ * by sampling pairs of values using */
/ * polar coordinate tranformation */
while ((Rn=randO)==O); /* Can't take log of 0! */
R= (sqrt(-log((double) (Rn/R_MAX))))/beta;
theta=TWOPI*(rand()/RMAX);
*(u+index)=dt*100.0*R*cos(theta); /* Set u vel. comp. in cm/time step */
*(v+index)=dt*100.0*R*sin(theta); /* Set v vel. comp. in cm/time step */
while ((Rn=randO)==O); /* Can't take log of 0! */
R=(sqrt(-log((double) (Rn/R_MAX))))/beta;
theta=TWOPI* (rand()/RMAX); 1280
* (w+index)=dt*100.0*R*cos(theta); } /* Set w vel. comp. in cm/time step */
float fvel_maxwell(float vel, /* Particle's candidate velocity. */
int sidx) / * Source index number. */
{ float a;/* Scratch variable. */
a=(2.0/ROOTPI)*(source+s idx)->evbeta3*
vel*vel*vel*exp((-vel*vel*(source+s_idx) ->evbeta2));
return a; } / * Returns the probability of velocity vel in a maxwell gas */
/* at the source triangle's temp. */
1290
int check_boundarycoll(long index) /* Index of particle, returns cell index */
{ char boundary; /* Boundaries 1,2,3,4,5,6 */
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double dtb; / * Fraction of time step left after collision */
/ * with boundary (ranges from 0 to 1.0). */
short bound_coll; / * Flag, was a boundary crossed? */
double a,R,theta,xx,yy,uu,vv; /* Scratch variable. */
int Rn,cell; /* Random integer (0,32767), returning cell# */
do {
dtb=0.0; 1300
boundcoll=FALSE;
/ * Check if crossed z=0 or z=1 00.0 surface (99.99 used to prevent */
/ * truncation error in cell indexing computation elsewhere. */
if (*(z+index)<O.O) {
a=(*(z+index))/(*(w+index));
if (a>dtb) {
bound_coll=TRUE;
dtb=a;
boundary='3'; }} 1310
/ * else {
if (*(z+index)> 99.99) {
a=((*(z+index))-99.99)/ (*(w+index));
if (a>dtb) {
boundcoll= TRUE;
dtb=a;
boundary='6'; }}} *
/ * Rotate particle and velocity into first quadrant (periodic wedge) */
if(*(x+index)<O.) { 1320
if(*(y+index)<0.) {
*(x+index)=-*(x+index); *(y+index)=-*(y+index);
*(u+index)=-*(u+index); *(v+index)=-*(v+index); }
else {
R=*(x+index); *(x+index)=*(y+index); *(y+index)=-R;
R=*(u+index); *(u+index)=*(v+index); *(v+index)=-R; }}
else if(*(y+index)<0.) {
R=*(x+index); *(x+index)= -*(y+index); *(y+index)=R;
R=*(u+index); *(u+index)=-*(v+index); *(v+index)=R; }
if(*(x+index)<0.ll *(y+index)<O.) 1330
printf("\nParticle out of quadrant! !\n");
/ * Rotate particle and its velocity into wedjangle */
if((R=*(y+index)/ *(x+index))> *wedjtan) {
for(Rn=0;R>*(wedjtan+Rn+1)&&Rn<wedjnumber-2;Rn++);
R=*(x+index); *(x+index)=R* *(wedjcos+Rn)+*(y+index)* *(wedjsin+Rn);
*(y+index)= *(y+index)* *(wedjcos+Rn)-R* *(wedjsin+Rn);
R=*(u+index); *(u+index)=R* *(wedjcos+Rn)+*(v+index)* *(wedjsin+Rn);
*(v+index)= *(v+index)* *(wedjcos+Rn)-R* *(wedjsin+Rn);
if(*(y+index)/ *(x+index)> *wedjtan) 1340
printf("\nParticle still out, angle %lf degrees, Rn %d!!\n",
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atan(*(y+index)/ *(x+index))*180.*M 1 PI,Rn);
if(*(x+index)<0.ll *(y+index)<O.)
printf("\nParticle quadded out, angle %If degrees, sin %lf, cos %lf, Rn %d!!\n",
atan(*(y+index)/ *(x+index))*180.*M_1lPI,*(wedjsin+Rn),*(wedjcos+Rn),Rn); }
else {
if(*(y+index)/ *(x+index)> *wedjtan)
printf("\nParticle out of wedge!!\n");
if(*(x+index)<0.ll *(y+index)<0.)
printf("\nParticle now out of quadrant! !\n"); } 1350
/ * Find cell number */
cell= cellchoose(n.ellipses,nhypers,ellints,hypints,meshc,
*(x+index)* *(x+index)+*(y+index)* *(y+index),
*(z+index)* *(z+index));
if(cell>=numcells) {
/ * printf("Cell %d, z=%lf ",cell, *(z+index)); */
if(*(type+index)==BG) {
printf("Illegal collision of background with chamber wall.\n");
*(x+index)-= *(u+index); *(y+index)-= *(v+index); 1360
*(z+index)-= *(w+index); }
else {
/ * R=180. *M1_PI*atan(sqrt((*(x+index) * *(x+index)+ *(y+index)* *(y+index))
/ *(z+index)/ *(z+index))); */
if(boundcoll==FALSE) checkflux(index); boundcoll=FALSE;
*(type+index)=EMPTY; if(index<first_empty) first empty=index;
/ * Count post bustout */
/* if(recording==TRUE) fluxcount[(int)(R/90. *thetas)]++; */
/ * if(R<3.) printf("%lf ",R); * } }
1370
if (bound coll==TRUE) {
/ * Move particle back to collision point with boundary plane. */
*(x+index)=*(x+index)-(dtb*(*(u+index)));
*(y+index)=*(y+index)- (dtb*(*(v+index)));
*(z+index)=*(z+index) -(dtb*(*(w+index)));
/ * Alter particle velocity in accordance with boundary conditions. */
switch (boundary) {
case '1': 1380
/ * If particle is evaporant, check for crossing of flux */
/ * surface before rebounding from x=O plane. */
if (*(type+index)==EV) checkflux(index);
/ * Reflect both particle types specularly from x=O plane. */
*(u+index)=-(*(u+index));
break;
case '2':
/ * If particle is evaporant, check for crossing of flux */
/ * surface before rebounding from y=O plane. */ 1390
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if (*(type+index)==EV) checkjflux(index);
/ * Reflect both particle types specularly from y=O plane. */
*(v+index)=-(*(v+index));
break;
case '3':
/ * Particle struck chamber lower surface or source. (z=O) */
if(recording==TRUE) bottomcount++;
if (*(type+index)==BG) {
/ * Check for background part. collision with source */ 1400
/ * triangle otherwise reflect specularly from z=O */
/ * plane. *1
backgroundz0_collision (index); }
else {
/ * Evaporant particle leaves simulation via z=O plane. */
*(type+index) =EMPTY;
if (index<first_empty)
firstempty=index;
bound coll=FALSE; } / * No need to check for further */
/ * boundary collisions for */ 1410
/* removed evaporant particle. */
break;
case '4':
/ * Particle struck chamber wall (z=100 surface). */
if (*(type+index)==BG) {
/* Background particle reflects diffusely with complete */
/ * thermal accomodation to the wall temp. */
while ((Rn=randO)==O); /* Can't take log of 0! */
R=(sqrt(-log((double)(Rn/R_MAX))))/bgwall_beta; 1420
theta=TWOPI*(rand()/RMAX);
*(v+index)=dt*100.0*R*cos(theta); /* Set v vel cmp in cm/time step */
*(w+index)=dt*100.0*R*sin(theta); /* Set w vel cmp in cm/time step */
while ((Rn=randO)==O); / * Can't take log of 0! */
*(u+index)= -dt*100.0*sqrt(-log((double)(Rn/RMAX)))/bg wallbeta; }
else {
/ * Evaporant particle sticks to z=100.0 chamber surface. */
*(type+index) =EMPTY;
if (index<first_empty)
firstempty=index; 1430
bound_coll=FALSE; } / * No need to check for further */
/* boundary collisions for */
/ * removed evaporant particle. */
break;
case '5':
/ * Particle struck chamber wall (y=100 surface). */
if (*(type+index)==BG) {
/ * Background particle reflects diffusely with complete */
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/ * thermal accomodation to the wall temp. */ 1440
while ((Rn=randO)==O); /* Can't take log of 0! */
R= (sqrt(-log((double) (Rn/R .MAX))))/bgowallbeta;
theta=TWOPI*(rand()/RMAX);
*(u+index)=dt*100.0*R*cos(theta); /* Set u vel. comp. in cm/time step */
*(w+index)=dt*100.0*R*sin(theta); /* Set v vel. comp. in cm/time step */
while ((Rn=randO)==O); /* Can't take log of 0! */
*(v+index)=-dt*100.0*sqrt(-log((double) (Rn/R.MAX)))/bgwallbeta; }
else {
/* Evaporant particle sticks to y=100.0 chamber surface. */
*(type+index)=EMPTY; 1450
if (index<first empty)
firstempty=index;
bound_coll=FALSE; } / * No need to check for further */
/ * boundary collisions for */
/* removed evaporant particle. */
break;
case '6':
/ * Particle struck chamber wall (z=100 surface). */
if (*(type+index)==BG) { 1460
/ * Background particle reflects diffusely with complete */
/ * thermal accomodation to the wall temp. */
while ((Rn=randO)==O); /* Can't take log of 0! */
R=(sqrt(-log((double) (Rn/R._MAX))))/bgowallbeta;
theta=TWOPI*(rand()/R.MAX);
*(u+index)=dt*100.0*R*cos(theta); /* Set u vel. comp. in cm/time step */
*(v+index)=dt*100.0*R*sin(theta); /* Set v vel. comp. in cm/time step */
while ((Rn=randO)==O); /* Can't take log of 0! */
*(w+index)=-dt*100.0*sqrt(-log((double) (Rn/RMAX)))/bg wallbeta; }
else { 1470
/ * Evaporant particle sticks to z=100.0 chamber surface. */
*(type+index)=EMPTY;
if (index<first_empty)
firstempty=index;
bound_coll=FALSE; } / * No need to check for further */
/ * boundary collisions for */
break; /* removed evaporant particle. */
default:
printf("ERROR in check-boundcoll rountine!\n"); exit(l); } 1480
/ * Move particle the remainder of its movement time for this */
/ * time step along new post- collision trajectory. */
if ((*(type+index))!=EMPTY) {
*(x+index)+= (*(u+index)*dtb);
*(y+index)+= (*(v+index)*dtb);
*(z+index)+= (*(w+index)*dtb); }}
/ * If collision occurred, check for another boundary collision */
/ * during remaining movement along new trajectory. */
185
} while (bound-coll==TRUE);
/ * If particle is an evaporant or a just-destroyed evaporant(EMPTY) */
/ * then check if passed through flux sphere surface. If so add */
/ * to flux sampling, and set flux counted flag for particle.
/* if (*(type+index)!=BG) check.flux(index); */
return(cell);
void interparticlecollisions (void)
{ float u_rel,v rel,wrel;
float uc rel,vcrel,wcrel;
float velrel;
float cmu vel,cmv vel,cmwvel;/
float red massl,redmass2;
double masssum;
float cos_theta,sin_theta;
float phi;
long c_idx;
long pl idx;
long p2 idx;
int pleff,p2_eff;
int pltype,p2_type;
float wf ratio;
/ * Pre-collision relative vel. components. */
/ * Post-collision relative vel. components. *// * Magnitude of relative coll. velocity. */
* Components of center of mass velocity. */
/ * Reduced masses of colliding particles. */
/ * Sum of mass of colliding particles.
/* Trig. values for post-collision theta. */
/* Cell index number. */
/ * Colliding particle 1's index number.
/ * Colliding particle 2's index number.
/ * Probability that collision is effective */
/ * for each particle. Values are
/ * only either 0.0 or 1.0 for each. */
/* Species type of each colliding particle. */
/* Ratio of colliding particles' weight */
/ * factors. */
/ * Loop over all cells */
for (cidx=O;cidx<num-cells;cidx++) {
/ * printf("\n\tCell %ld\t",c_idx); */
/ *If less than six particles in cell, skip collisions this timestep */
/ * to avoid excessive statistical scatter in cell collision times */
/ * and trying to collide in cells with 1 or 0 particles. */
if(((cell+cidx)->ic num[BG]+(cell+c_idx)->ic_num[EV]) <6)
(cell+cidx)->ct+=dt;
/ * Compute collisions until appropriate number for cell are done. */
while ((cell+c idx)->ct<t) {
/ * Select two different collision particles in current cell. */
pl idx=* (xref+ (long) ((cell+cdx) ->ic_addr+
((rand()/RMAX_X)*
((cell+cidx+1)->ic_addr-(cell+c_idx)- >icaddr))));
while ((p2_idx=*(xref+ (long) ((cell+ cidx)- >icaddr+
((rand()/R_MAX X)
*((cell+c_idx+1) ->icaddr-
(cell+c_idx)->icaddr))))) = plidx);
/ * Accept or reject pair based on their relative coll. vel. */
u rel=*(u+p2idx)-(*(u+plidx));
v_rel=*(v+p2 idx)- (*(v+plidx));
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w_rel=*(w+p2jidx)-(*(w+pl1idx));
vel rel=sqrt((u_rel*u_rel)+(v_rel*v_rel)+(wrel*wrel));
if (velrel>(cell+c idx)->maxrel yel) 1540
(cell+cidx)->max rel vel=velrel; /* increase cell max rel vel if needed */
if (velrel>minrelcollvel) {
if ((rand()/RMAX)< (velrel/(cell+c-idx)->mnaxrel vel)) {
/* printf("\nCell %d: ct=%g, ic_num=%d icnumd=~ g, xs=%g, vr=•g",
cid, (cell+c_jidx)- > ct, (cell+c_idx)- > ic num[p1ttype],
(cell+ c_ idx)- > ic_num_d[p l_type],zsect[pltype][p2_type],
velrel); fflush(stdout); */
/ * Collision pair accepted, so compute collision. */
/ * Set effectiveness of collision based on weight factors, */
/ * and update cell collision time according to the */ 1550
/* collision effectiveness. */
pl_eff=1;
p2_eff=l;
pl_type=*(type+plidx);
p2_type=*(type+p2_idx);
/ * printf("%d%d ",pl_type,p._type);*/
wfratio=wf[pl_type]/wf[p2_type];
if (wfratio==1.0) {
/ * If particles have same weight factors, collision */
/ * is effective for both. Add to cell coll.time. */ 1560
(cell+c_idx)- >ct+=dt*1.0/((cell+cidx)- >icjnum[pltype]*
xsect[pltype][p2_type]*
(cell+cidx)->ic_num_d[p2_type]*velrel);
(cell+cidx) - >ct+=dt*1.0/((cell+c_idx) - >icnum[p2_type]*
xsect[pl_type] [p2_type]*
(cell+cidx) - >ic_num_d[pl_type]*vel_rel);
}
else { / *If particles have different weight factors, */
/ * set effectiveness according to weight factor */
/* ratios and advance cell collision time. */ 1570
if (wfratio>1.0) {
wf ratio= 1.0/wf ratio;
(cell+c_idx)->ct+=dt*1.0/((cell+cidx) ->ic num[p2_type]*
xsect[pl_type][p2_type]*
(cell+c_idx)- >icnum_d[pl_type]*vel rel);
if ((rand()/RMAX)>wf_ratio) pleff=0;
else {
(cell+c_idx)->ct+=dt*1.0/((cell+c_idx)->icnum[p1_type]*
xsect[pl_type] [p2_type]*
(cell+cidx)->icnumd[p2_type]*vel_rel); 1580
}}
else {
(cell+c_idx)->ct+=dt*1.0/((cell+c_idx)->ic num[pl_type]*
xsect[pltype][p2_type]*(cell+c idx)- > icnum_d[p2_type]*velrel);
if ((rand()/RMAX)>wfratio) p2_eff=0;
else {
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(cell+cjidx)->ct+=dt*1.0/((cell+cidx) >icyum[p2-type]*
xsect[pl-ty~pe][p2_type]*(cell+c-idx)->ic-num.d[pl-type]*veljrel); }}
/ * Pick new direction for relative velocity vector, and */
/ * calculate from it the particles' new velocity components. */
costheta= 1.0-2.0*(rand()/R.MAX);
sin_theta=sqrt(1.0- (cos.theta*cos theta));
uc_rel=costheta*vel_rel;
phi=TWOPI*(randO/R_MAX);
vc rel=sin theta*cos(phi)*vel_rel;
wc_rel=sintheta*sin(phi)*velrel;
mass sum=atom m[pltype]+atomjm[p2_type];
red_massl=atomjm[pl type]/mass sum;
red_mass2=atomm [p2 type]/mass.sum;
cmu_vel=red_massl*(*(u+plidx))+redmass2*(*(u+p2jdx));
cmvvel=red_massl*(*(v+pl_idx))+red_mass2*(*(v+p2idx));
cmw vel=red massl*(*(w+pljidx))+red_mass2*(*(w+p2_idx));
if (pleff!=O) {
*(u+plidx)=cmuvel+ucrel*red mass2;
*(v+pl idx)=cmvyvel+vc_rel*redmass2;
*(w+plidx)=cmw-vel+wcrel*red mass2; }
if (p2 eff!=0) {
*(u+p2_idx)=cmu vel- uc-rel*red mass1;
*(v+p2_idx)=cmv vel-vc rel*redmass1;
*(w+p2_idx)=cmw vel-wc rel*redmassi; }} } } }
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void createevaporants(
{ int sjidx;
float Rf,Rfl,Rf2;
int loop;
long pidx;
float new x,newy,new.
float newu,newv,new
float theta,phi,vel;
float velmostprob;
float velmax;
float fvel;
float fvelmax;
float ftheta;
float a,b,c;
float xl,yl,zl;
float x2,y2,z2;
float x3,y3,z3;
long c index;
/ * Loop over sources *
for (s idx=0;sjidx<nui
void)
/* Current source index number. */
/* Random fractions. */
/ * Loop counter. */
/ * New particle index. */
/ * New evap. particle's coordinates.
w; / * New evap. particle's vel. components. */
/ * polar coords. relative to source normal. */
/ * The most probable velocity in a */
/* Maxwell gas. */
/* Max. practical particle velocity m/s */
/ * Probability of a velocity in a Maxwell gas*/
/ * Max. value of velocity distrib. funct. */
/* Value of flux distribution. */
/ * Scratch variables. */
/ * Scratch variables. */
/ * Scratch variables. */
/ * Scratch variables. */
/* Cell index number.
rn.sources;sjdx++) {
/ * New particle's velocity vector in
1620
1630
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/ * Generate the integer part of the evaporant flux. */
vel_mrnax=3.0/(source+sidx) ->ev_beta;
velmost-prob=velmax/3.0;
fvelmax=fvelmaxwell(velmostprob,s_idx);
for (loop=0;loop<(int) (source+s idx)->evap_rate;loop++) { 1640
/* Get particle index and adjust first empty & lastused, if needed. */
pidx=firstempty;
while (*(type+pidx)!=EMPTY) pidx++;
first_empty=pidx+1;
if (pidx>=last_used) lastused=pidx+l;
/ * Set particle type, and flux- counted flag. */
*(type+pidx)=EV;
*(flux+pidx) =FALSE;
1650
/ * Select start coords. for particle in source triangle. */
Rfl=rand()/RMAX; Rf2=randO/RMAX; if ((Rfl+Rf2)>1.0) {
Rfl=1.0-Rfl; Rf2=1.0-Rf2; }
*(x+p_idx)=(source+sidx)->vertex[0].x*(1.0-Rfl-Rf2)+
Rfl*(source+sidx)- >vertex[1].x+Rf2*(source+sidx)->vertex[2].x;
*(y+pidx)=(source+sidx)- >vertex[0].y*(1.0-Rfl-Rf2)+
Rfl*(source+sidx)->vertex[1].y+Rf2*(source+sidx)->vertex[2].y;
*(z+pidx)=0.0;
/ * Select velocity vector relative to source normal. */
phi=TWOPI*(rando(/R_MAX); 1660
do {
theta=HALFPI*(rand()/RMAX);
ftheta=pow (cos(theta),cos-power)*sin(theta);
} while ((rand()/R.MAX)> (ftheta/fthetamax));
/ * Count flux profile at the source (see also below) */
/ * if(recording==TRUE) fluxacount[(int)(theta/M_PI*2*thetas)]++; */
do {
vel=velmnax*(rand()/RMAX);
fvel=fvelmaxwell(vel,sidx);
} while ((rand()/RMAX)>(fvel/fvel mrnax)); 1670
vel=vel*100.0*dt; / * Convert velocity to cm/time step. */
newu=vel*sin (theta)*cos (phi);
new_v=vel*sin(theta)*sin(phi);
new w=vel*cos(theta);
/ * Transform new velocity vector from source normal coordinate */
/* frame to simulation coordinate frame. */
if ((source+sjidx)->z3==1.0) {
/ * If frames are identical, no transform needed. */
*(u+pidx)=newu;
*(v+p idx)=new_v; 1680
*(w+pidx)=new w; }
else {
*(u+p idx)=newu*(source+sidx)- >x1 +newyv*(source+sidx)- >x2+
neww*(source+s_idx)->x3;
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*(v+p idx)=new u*(source+s idx)- >yl +newv* (source+sidx)- >y2+
neww*(source+s idx) ->y3;
*(w+pidx) =newu* (source+s_idx) - >zl +newv* (source+s_idx) - >z2+
neww*(source+sjidx)- >z3; }
/ * Move the new particle a random fraction of a timestep. */
Rf=randO/RMAX; 1690
/* if (small_c_on==FALSE) { */
/ * Move new particle */
*(x+p idx)+= *(u+p idx)*Rf;
*(y+p idx)+= *(v+p idx)*Rf;
*(z+p idx)+= *(w+p idx)*Rf;
/ * Check for boundary collision */
cindex=check boundary_coll(pjdx);
/ * Compute which large cell particle is in, and update its data. */
/* c index=nfl_cells2*((int)(*(z+p_idz)/lcell)) + nl_cells*
((int) (*(y+pidx)/l_cell)) + ((int)(*(x+p_idx)/l_cell)); */ 1700
if (*(type+pidx)!=EMPTY)
(cell+c_index)->icnum[EV]+=1;
/* else { */
/ * Move new particle */
/ * *(x+p_idx)+= *(u+pidx)*Rf;
*(y+p_id)+= * (v+p idx) *Rf;
*(z+p idx)-+= *(w+p_idx) *Rf; */
/ * Check for boundary collision */
/ * check_boundary_coll(p_idx); */
/ * Compute which cell particle is in, and update that cell's info */ 1710
/ * cindex=n_l_cells2*((int) (*(z+pids)/lcell)) + n_l_cells*
((int) (*(y+pidx)/l_cell)) + ((int) (*(x +pidx)/l_cell));
if ((cell+c..index)-> subdivided== TRUE)
cindex=numlarge_cells + n_sx_cells*n_sycells*
((int)(*(z+pidx)/s.cell)) + n_sxcells *((int)(*(y+p_idx)/s cell)) +
(int)(*(x+p_idx)/s.cell);
if (*(type+pidx)!=EMPTY)
(cell+c index)->ic_num[EV]+=1; */ }
/* Generate fractional part of evaporant flux. */ 1720
if( (rando/R_MAX) <
((source+s_idx) - >evap_rate-((int)(source+sidx)->evaprate))) {
/ * Get particle index and adjust firstempty E& lastused, if needed. */
p_idx=first_empty;
while (*(type+pidx)!=EMPTY) pidx++;
first empty=p_idx+1;
if (pidx>=lastused) lastused=pidx+1;
/ * Set particle type, and flux- counted flag. */
*(type+pidx)=EV; 1730
*(flux+p_idx) =FALSE;
/ * Select start coords. for particle in source triangle. */
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Rfl=rand()/RMAX;
Rf2=rando/R,.MAX;
if((Rfl+Rf2)>1.0) {
Rfl=l.O-Ifl;
Rf2=1.0-Rf2; }
*(x+pidx)= (source+sidx) - >vertex[0].x*(1.0-Rfl-Rf2)+Rfl*(source+s idx)->vertex[1].x+
Rf2*(source+sidx)- >vertex[2].x; 1740
*(y+p idx)=(source+s_idx)->vertex[0].y*(1.0-Rfl-Rf2)+Rfl*(source+sidx)-> vertex[1].y+
Rf2*(source+sidx)->vertex[2].y;
*(z+p idx)=0.0;
/ * Select velocity vector relative to source normal. */
phi=TWOPI*(rand(o/RMAX);
do {
theta=HALFPI*(rand()/RMAX);
ftheta=pow(cos(theta),cospower)*sin(theta);
} while ((rand()/R MAX)> (ftheta/fthetarmax));
/ * Count flux profile at the source (see also above) */ 1750
/ * if(recording== TRUE) fluxacount[(int)(theta/M_PI*2*thetas)]++; */
do {
vel=vel max*(rand()o/RMAX);
fvel=fvelmaxwell(vel,s idx);
} while ((rand()/RMAX) > (fvel/fvel max));
vel=vel*100.0*dt; /* Convert velocity to cm/time step. */
new_u=vel*sin(theta)*cos(phi);
newv=vel*sin (theta)*sin (phi);
new w=vel*cos(theta);
/* Transform new velocity vector from source normal coordinate */ 1760
/ * frame to simulation coordinate frame. */
if ((source+s_idx)->z3==1.0) {
/ * If frames are identical, no transform needed. */
*(u+p idx)=newu;
*(v+p idx)=newv;
*(w+pidx)=neww; }
else {
*(u+p idx)=new u*(source+sidx) ->xl+newv*(source+sidx) ->x2+
new w*(source+sidx)->x3;
*(v+p idx)=newu*(source+sidx) ->yl+newv*(source+sidx)->y2+ 1770
new w*(source+s idx)->y3;
*(w+pidx)=newu*(source+s-idx)->zl+newv*(source+sidx)->z2+
new w*(source+sidx)- >z3; }
/ * Move the new particle a random fraction of a timestep. */
Rf=rando/RIMAX;
/ * if (small_c_on==FALSE) { */
/ * Move new particle */
*(x+p idx)+= *(u+pidx)*Rf;
*(y+p.idx)+= *(v+pidx)*Rf;
*(z+pidx)+= *(w+pidx)*Rf; 1780
/ * Check for boundary collision */
c_index=checkboundarycoll(p_idx);
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/ * Compute which large cell particle is in, and update that cell's */
/* data. */
/* c_index=nl_cells2*((int)(*(z+pidx)/l cell)) + n lcells*
((int)(*(y+p_idx)/l_cell)) + ((int)(*(x+pidx)/lcell)); "/
if (*(type+p idx)!=EMPTY) (cell+cindex)->ic num[EV]+=1; /* } */
/* else { */
/ * Move new particle */
/* *(x+p_idx)+= *(u+p_id )*Rf;
*(y+p_idx)+= *(v+p_id)*Rf;
*(z+p_idx)+= *(w+pidx)*Rf; */
/ * Check for boundary collision */
/* checkboundarycoll(p_idx); */
/ * Compute which cell particle is in, and update that cell's info */
/ * c_index=nr _ cells2*((int)(*(z+p_idx)/ cell)) + n•__cells*
((int)(*(y+p_idx)/ cell)) + ((int)(*(x+p_idx)/l cell));
if ((cell+cindex)- >subdivided== TRUE)
cjindex=numjlargecells + n_szxcells*n sycells*
((int)(*(z+p_idx)/ss_cell)) + nsx cells *((int)(*(y+pid)/sýcell))+
(int)(*(xs+p_idx)/s._cell);
if (*(type+p_idx)!=EMPTY)
(cell+cindex)->icnum[EV]+=1; } */}}
void checkflux(long p_idx) /* Particle index number. */
{ double a,b,c; /* Quadratic equation coefficients. */
double dtf; /* Time to intersection with flux bound. */
double r; /* Distance from origin in cm. */
double xf,yf,zf; / * X, Y,Z coords of particle when it
/ * crossed flux sphere surface. */
double theta,phi; /* Spherical angles of crossing point.
/ * int th,ph; / * Indices of flux surface segments array. */
1790
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/ * Make check only if particle has not already contributed to flux. */
/ *if (*(flux+p_idx)==FALSE) {
r=sqrt((*(x+pidx) *(*(x+p-idx))) +(*(y+p-idx) *(*(y+p-idx))) +(*(z+p idx) *(*(z+pidx))));
if (r> 99.99) {
/ * If particle has crossed flux surface, calculate point at */
/* which it crossed, and add its contribution to the flux */ 1820
/ * through that region. Also set flux contribution flag. */
/ * theta=atan(sqrt((*(x+p_idx) * *(x+pidx)+ *(y+p idx) * *(y+p idx))/
*(z+p_idx)/ *(z+p_idsx)));
if(theta<MPI/360.) printf(" th2=%g u=7%g v=7%g w=%g",
180. *M_1_PI*theta, *(u+p idx), *(v+p_idx), *(w+p_idx)); */
*(flux+p_idx)=TRUE;
/ * *(z+p_idx)*=- *(ellints+nellipses) / * Normalize z to equivalent sphere */
/* sqrt(*(ellints+nellipses) * *(ellints+n_ellipses)- mesh c*mesh_c); */
a=((*(u+pidx)*(*(u+pidx)))+(*(v+pidx)*(*(v+pjdx)))+(*(w+pdx)*(*(w+pidx))));
b=2.0*((*(u+pidx)*(*(x+pidx)))+(*(v+pdx)(*(y+(*(y+pidx)))+ (w+pidx)*(z+pidx)))); 1830
c=((*(x+pidx)*(*(x+pidx)))+(*(y+pjidx)*(*(y+p idx)))+(*(z+pidx)*(*(z+pdx)))-10000.); /* 9998.0001 */
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dtf=(-b+sqrt((b*b) - (4*a*c)))/(2*a);
/ * intersection coordinates */
xf=-*(x+p_idx)+(dtf*(*(u+pidx)));
yf=*(y+p_idx)+(dtf*(*(v+p_idx)));
zf=*(z+p_idx)+(dtf*(*(w+p_idx)));
/ * theta and phi of intersection position */
if(zf>100.) printf(" zf=%,lf!!",zf);
theta=atan(sqrt((xf*xf+yf*yf)/zf/zf));
/ * if(theta<MPI/360.) printf(" th3=7%g",180. *M_1_PI*theta); */ 1840
/* if(theta<.001) printf("\n theta=1%g, xyz=%9g, %g,%g, uvw=%g,%g,%g, xyzf=%g,g, gg",theta, *(x+p_idx), *(y+p_
/ * phi=asin((yf/ (99.99*sin(theta)))); */
/ * resolve theta and phi into 90/n-degree increments */
/ * ph=(int)(phi/0.104719755); */
/ * Count where it's supposed to be counted */
flux_count[(int) (theta/M_PI*2*thetas)]++; }
void backgroundzOcollision(long pidx) / * Particle index number. */
{ short hit; / * Flag, did particle hit source triangle? */ 1850
int sidx,hit_idx; /* Indices of source triangles. */
int Rn; /* Random integer between (0,32767). */
double R,theta; /* Scratch variables. */
float Rx,Ry; / * Transformed coordinates of BG particle */
/ * collision point when source triangle */
/* is mapped onto a triangle with */
/ * vertices (0,0), (1,0), (0,1). */
/ * If transformed coords. are within */
/* the (0,0),(1,0),(0,1) triangle, BG */
/ * particle hit that sozNrce triangle. */ 1860
if ((*(x+p idx)<srcxmax) && (*(y+pidx)<src ymax)) {
/ * Particle hit close to source, check to see if it hit a source */
/ * triangle. */
hit=FALSE;
s_idx=0;
while (sidx<numsources) {
Rx=(*(y+p_idx)*(source+s_idx)->deltax3 x1+*(x+p idx)*(source+sidx) ->deltayly3+
(source+sidx)->deltaxly3_x3yl)/(source+s idx)->denom;
Ry=(*(y+pidx)*(source+sidx)- >deltax2_xl+*(x+pjidx)*(source+sidx)->deltayly2+ 1870
(source+s_idx)->deltaxly2_x2yl)/(- (source+sidx) ->denom);
/*
printf("S= %d Rx= %g Ry= %g\n",s_idx,Rx,Ry);
printf("\ tx: %g y: %g z: %g\n", *(x+p_idx), *(y+p_idx), *(z+p_idx));
*/
if ((Rx>0.0) && (Rx<1.0)) {
if ((Ry>0.0) && (Ry<1.0)) {
if ((Rx+Ry)<1.0) {
/* Particle passed all tests, it hit this source triangle. */
/ * Reflect diffusely with complete thermal accomodation */ 1880
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/ * from this source triangle. */
hit=TRUE;
while ((Rn=rand0)==0); /* Can't take log of 0! */
R=(sqrt(-log((double)(Rn/R MAX))))/(source+s idx)- >bgobeta;
theta=TWOPI*(rand()/R MAX);
*(u+pidx)=dt*100.0*R*cos(theta); /* Set u vel. comp. in cm/time step */
*(v+p idx)=dt*100.0*R*sin(theta); /* Set v vel. comp. in cm/time step */
while ((Rn=randO)==O); /* Can't take log of 0! */
*(w+pidx)=dt*b100.0*sqrt(-log((double)(Rn/RMAX)))/(source+s idx)->bgbeta;
sidx=num_sources; }}} / * End search for intersections */ 1890
/ * with source triangles. */
s idx++; } / * Increment source index and continue search. */
/ * End of source while loop. */
if (hit==FALSE) {
/ * Particle did not hit near source, reflect specularly from z=0 */
*(w+pidx)=-(*(w+pidx)); } }
else *(w+p idx)=-(*(w+pidx)); } /* ditto */
/* REMEMBER TO CONVERT GENERATED VELOCITIES IN SIM LOOP TO cm/time step */
/* This is the program to calculate the constants required for ellipso-
* hyperbolic coordinates in Paul's sampsize program. It takes arguments
* p and q, which are the number of ellipses and hyperbolas to use,
* respectively. */
#include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#define ALLOC(a,b,c,d) if(!(a=(b *)malloc(sizeof(b)*(c)))) memerrer(d)
#define GROC 10.
10
double *volumes(p,q,ae,ah,c,amax,dthet)
int p,q; double ae[,ahD,c,amax,dthet; /* FILE *outfile; */
{ double *be,*bh,alph a,beta*volume,*v2,ae0,dae,ayie,ah0,dah,ahah;
int ij,k,1; void memerrerO; FILE *template,*outfile,*fopen();
char line[120];
printf(" \tConstructing ellipso-hperbolic mesh... "); fflush(stdout);
if(!ae) ALLOC(ae,double,p+1,"mesh maker"); ALLOC(be,double,p+l1,"mesh maker");
if(!ah) ALLOC(ah,double,q+1, "mesh maker"); ALLOC(bh,double,q+1,"mesh maker");
ALLOC(volume,double,p*q,"mesh maker"); 20
/ * Open file for mesh plot */
if(!(outfile=fopen("mesh. ps","w"))) exit(printf("Can' t open mesh file!\n"));
if(!(template=fopen("meshead .ps","r"))) exit(printf("No template file!\n"));
for(i=0;i<137;i++) {
fgets(line,119,template); fprintf(outfile, "%ss " ,line); }
fclose(template);
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/ * Calculate ae2,be2,ah2,bh2 vectors from p and q */
ae[O]=1./(p+GROC); ae[p]=amax; be[p]-=sqrt(amax*amax-c*c); for(i=1;i<p;i++) { 30
be[ij=be[p]*(1./(p-i+GROC)-ae[0])/(1./GROC-ae[0]);
ae[i]=sqrt(be[i]*be[i]+c*c);
/ * ae[i]=c+(amax-c)/(1.-aef0])*(1./(p-i+l)-ae[Ol);
be/i]=sqrt(ae/i]*ae[i]-c*c); */ }
ae[O]=c; ah[0]=c; ah[q]=O.; bh[q]=c; for(i=l;i<q;i++) {
ah[i]=c*cos(.5*acos(1.-2.*i/q));
bh[i]=sqrt(c*c-ah[i]*ah[i]); }
/ * Calculate and print coordinates for ellipse i, hyperbola j */
for(i=0;i<=p;i++) for(j=0;j<=q;j++) { 40
aeO=.5*acos(ah[j]/c);
fprintf(outfile," %lf %lf\n",ae[i]*ah[j]/c,be[i]*bh[j]/c); }
fprintf(outfile,"%d %d mesh showpage\n",p,q);
/ * Calculate cell volumes */
for(i=0;i<p;i++) for(j=0;j<q;j++)
*(volume+i*q+j)=dthet/3./c*
((ae[i]*ae[i] -ah[j]*ah[j]) *be[i] *bhfj]
-(ae[i+1]*ae[i+1]-ah[j]*ah[j]) *be[i+l]*bh[j]
-(ae[i]*ae[i] -ah[j+1]*ah[j+1])*be[i] *bhlj+l] 50
+(ae[i+1]*ae[i+1]-ah[j+1]*ah[j+1])*be[i+1]*bh[j+1]);
for(i=0;i<p;i++) {
fprintf(outfile,"\n%%Ell shell %d:",i); for(j=0;j<q;j++)
fprintf(outfile," %lf",*(volume+i*q+j)); }
free(be); free(bh); fclose(outfile); printf(" done. \n"); return(volume); }
void memerrer(f) char *f; { printf("Out of memory at %s.\n",f); }
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int cellchoose(p,q,ae,ah,c,r2,z2) int p,q; double ae[,ahD,c,r2,z2;
{ static int ip=O,fp=O,fq=O; static double c2=0;
int i=0,fij=0,fj; double thisae,thisah;
if(ip!=p) { / * Initialize static fp, fq (most sig bits of p,q) and c2 */
fi=p; fp=l; while(fi>>=1) fp<<=l;
fj=q; fq=l; while(fj>>=1) fq<<=l;
ip=p; c2=c*c; }
thisae=r2+z2+c2; thisah=sqrt(thisae*thisae-4.*c2*r2); /* Calc ae,ah per */ 70
thisae=.5*(thisae+thisah); thisah=sqrt(thisae-thisah); /* equation 7. */
thisae=sqrt(thisae);
/ * Binary search the ae and ah tables */
fi=fp; do { if(thisae>ae[ilfi]&&(ilfi)<=p) iI=fi; } while(fi>>=1);
fj=fq; do { if(thisah<ah[jlfj]&&(jlfj)<=q) jl=fj; } while(fj>>=1);
/* if(i> =50) {
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printf("Outer ellipse, i=%d, r=%lf, z=%lf, ae=%lf, theta=%lf\n",i,sqrt(r2),
sqrt(z2),thisae, atan(sqrt(r2/z2)) *180*M_ 1PI);
/* i=O; fi=fp; do { printf("i%d fi%d aeilf %lf ",ifi, ae[ilfi]); if(thisae>ae[ifi]j& (ifi)<p) il=flPo} while(fi>>=1);
printf("\n"); } */
return(i*q+j); }
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